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One of the most striking hallmarks of the eukaryotic cell is the presence of intracellular
vesicles and organelles. Each of these membrane-enclosed compartments has a dis-
tinct composition of lipids and proteins, which is essential for accurate membrane traffic
and homeostasis. Interestingly, their biochemical identities are achieved with the help
of small GTPases of the Rab family, which cycle between GDP- and GTP-bound forms
on the selected membrane surface. While this activity switch is well understood for an
individual protein, how Rab GTPases collectively transition between states to generate
decisive signal propagation in space and time is unclear. In my PhD thesis, I present
in vitro reconstitution experiments with theoretical modeling to systematically study a
minimal Rab5 activation network from bottom-up. We find that positive feedback based
on known molecular interactions gives rise to bistable GTPase activity switching on
system’s scale. Furthermore, we determine that collective transition near the critical
point is intrinsically stochastic and provide evidence that the inactive Rab5 abundance
on the membrane can shape the network response. Finally, we demonstrate that col-
lective switching can spread on the lipid bilayer as a traveling activation wave, repre-
senting a possible emergent activity pattern in endosomal maturation. Together, our
findings reveal new insights into the self-organization properties of signaling networks
away from chemical equilibrium. Our work highlights the importance of systematic
characterization of biochemical systems in well-defined physiological conditions. This
way, we were able to answer long-standing open questions in the field and close the
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What sets eukaryotes aside from other domains of life is their internal cellular com-
partmentalization. How this complexity came about in the evolution of life remains an
exciting open question. Nonetheless it seems that a large superfamily of Ras-like small
GTPases is intricately linked to the generation of organelles and cellular trafficking in
eukaryotes. The discovery of these proteins dates back to the late 1970s, when Ras
GTPase was first found (ironically, not in eukaryotes) as an oncogene in Harvey mouse
sarcoma retrovirus. This triggered a great interest and human homologues were iden-
tified in the following years [Wittinghofer, 2014a].
The Ras-like protein family tree now consists of more than 160 moieties, grouped
into six sub-families: Ras (40 members), Rab (67), Rho (27), Arf (29), Ran (1) and Rag
(4) [Wittinghofer, 2014a]. These 20-25 kDa proteins share common structural and reg-
ulation features. Particularly, they bind guanosine nucleotides GDP and GTP with high
affinity and (with exception of Ran) are posttranslationally modified with lipid anchors
in order to transition between cytosol and cellular membranes. These two unique prop-
erties are reflected in the small GTPase signaling networks, where they function as
molecular toggle switches to direct proliferation, cellular motility, gene expression and
intracellular trafficking – depending on their localization and nucleotide binding state.
In the past decades, we unraveled the key network components and their regu-
latory roles using in vivo and in vitro techniques. By determining the small GTPase
crystal structure, we understand guanine nucleotide-induced conformational switching
in atomic detail. However, despite all this knowledge, the biologically relevant mech-
anisms of collective protein behavior on system’s level remain unclear. This is mainly
due to the complexity of living cells, where extracting mechanistic insights into GTPase
regulation is extremely challenging. That is why we still do not know how the identified
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molecular interactions fit together in the broader context of cellular signaling. In this
work, I present in vitro reconstitution of a model Rab signaling network. By employing
the method of synthesis [Leduc, 1912], we rebuild the Rab5 activation network form
bottom up in order to fully understand the underlying mechanisms of GTPase regula-
tion in a controlled environment under physiological conditions. We demonstrate the
composition of a minimal biochemical circuit that is able to generate a bistable switch
in Rab5 activation — a prerequisite for decisive and directed cellular signaling. Im-
portantly, our approach uncovers key interactions that generate emergent collective
response and modes of its regulation. Together, this work sheds new light on small
GTPase signaling and presents new approaches in systematic characterization of bio-
chemical circuits at membrane surface.
Small GTPases, Rab5 activation network and other key concepts are presented in
the following chapters. This is followed by description of used materials and experi-
mental methods (Section 3). Finally, I present and discuss results in Section 4.
1.1 Rab small GTPases
1.1.1 Evolution and structure
Rab proteins (Ypts in yeast) constitute the largest protein family of the Ras-like small
GTPases, which are key regulators of dynamic processes in the eukaryotic cytoplasm,
from organelle maintenance to cytoskeleton motility and vesicular flow. They are lo-
calized to distinct cellular membranes (Figure 1.1) and establish large biochemical net-
works that control unique compartmental functions. As these properties were key to the
evolutionary success of eukaryotic cells, it was proposed that the emergence of early
eukaryotes was tightly connected with the expansion of small GTPases [Jékely, 2003].
In fact, recent evolutionary studies estimated that the ancient last eukaryotic common
ancestor (LECA) possessed at least 20 different Rab proteins over a billion years ago
that were – and still are – essential to maintain the complex network of cellular en-
domembranes [Klöpper et al., 2012; More et al., 2020]. Interestingly, the whole LECA
Rab repertoire is not necessary for many present-day eukaryotes, since the budding
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has 11 Rab family members, representing only 5 out
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of 20 LECA Rabs. On the other hand, there are also examples of evolutionary expan-
sion for many Rab families through gene doubling and diversification, resulting in 66
Rabs in humans [Klöpper et al., 2012]. What is more, the Rab origin remains unclear
as they do not have structurally similar orthologs in bacteria [Vetter and Wittinghofer,
2001]. Rather, small GTPases are believed to be an invention of the prekaryotic cell,
which evolved into eukaryotes [Jékely, 2003].
The Ras (rat sarcoma virus) protooncogene was the first discovered small GTPase
in the early 1980s [Sweet et al., 1984]. Subsequently, other related members of the pro-
tein family were characterized, including Rab (Ras-related in brain) proteins [Touchot
et al., 1987]. In humans, there are over 60 Rabs, which are numbered according to
the sequential order of their discovery. Evolutionary, Rabs are divided in six large
phylogeny groups, based on their sequence similarity across eukarya [Klöpper et al.,
2012]. Comparative genomic analysis identified that the Rab family expanded with
gene duplication in parallel with increasing membrane trafficking complexity. Thus, the
Rab small GTPases are associated with secretion (group I), endolysosomal system
(groups II and III), recycling pathways (groups IV and V), and traffic associated with
cilia/flagella (group VI) [Klöpper et al., 2012]. There, Rabs localize on the membrane
surface and direct vesicular maturation as they transition through characteristic confor-
mational change, associated with nucleotide binding.
Generally, these proteins consist of the nucleotide-binding G domain and a hyper-
variable carboxyl terminus (Figure 1.2), which contributes to the Rab subfamily diversi-
fication and post-translational lipid anchor attachment. The G domain specifically binds
to GTP or GDP, but not GMP. It consists of roughly 160 amino acid residues, organized
into five α-helices and six β-strands. Structurally, it represents the most abundant P-
loop containing nucleotide hydrolase fold [Wittinghofer, 2014a]. There, the guanosine
nucleotide is locked into place with nanomolar affinity by a Mg2+ ion, N/TKXD motif
at the nucleotide base and the P-loop binding of the β- and γ-phosphates. It is the
interaction with phosphate groups that elicits conformational changes in flanking pro-
tein regions. These mobile elements are called switch I and II as they experience
the most prominent changes during nucleotide hydrolysis. There, additional hydro-
gen bonds with the GTP γ-phosphate stabilize the whole domain, making it more rigid
as compared to the GDP-loaded conformation. This mechanism has been described
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Figure 1.1: Rabs are eukaryotic organelle markers and organizers.
Intracellular localization of some Rab GTPases. Rabs localize to distinct cellular membranes,
where they control vesicular transport and unique biochemical signature. Biological functions
and sets of regulators are presented in Table 1.1. SV: secretory vesicle; RE: recycling endo-
some; EE: early endosome; LE: late endosome; ER: endoplasmic reticulum; MT: mitochondria.
The figure was adapted from excellent existing reviews on Rab GTPases [Stenmark, 2009;
Hutagalung and Novick, 2011; Wittinghofer, 2014b]
.
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Figure 1.2: Nucleotide-bound Rab crystal structure.
Crystal structures of GDP- and non-hydolyzable GTP analog GMP-PNP-bound Rab8. Charac-
teristic nucleotide binding P-loop is indicated in green, the dynamic switch I in pink and switch
II in gray. Relaxed switch II region is disordered in the GDP-bound Rab8 and is not visible in
the structure. PDB IDs: 4LHV (GDP) and 4LHW (GMP-PNP) [Guo et al., 2013].
as the loaded spring model, where the dissociation of terminal phosphate group af-
ter GTP hydrolysis releases the switch region into loose GDP-bound state [Vetter and
Wittinghofer, 2001].
The difference in rigidity allows the GTP-loaded Rabs to form interactions with di-
verse binding partners, called effectors. Strikingly, the effectors are highly Rab-specific,
a feature that is yet to be fully appreciated at atomic detail. Nonetheless, it is clear that
these proteins can distinguish subtle structural features on Rabs, interacting only with
selected GTPases (out of almost 70 in humans). The exposed Rab surface harbors
five conserved effector binding amino acid patches that separate these proteins from
other Ras-like GTPases (F1-5). Additionally, four exposed regions separate one Rab
from another (SF1-4) [Hutagalung and Novick, 2011], enabling specificity in effector
interaction. As a result, effectors perform downstream biological functions at precise
cellular locations and times, which are determined by the nucleotide bound state of the
corresponding Rab.
Another characteristic Rab structural feature is prenylation of one or two C-terminal
cysteine residues. This posttranslational modification allows the small GTPases to
bind hydrophobic membranes through insertion of their lipid anchors. Consequently,
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the Rab signaling potential and localization is related to the bound nucleotide state and
is precisely controlled by several groups of regulator proteins, forming the Rab activity
cycle.
1.1.2 The Rab GTPase cycle
Rab proteins have emerged as the key orchestrators of intracellular membrane traffic
and organelle identity. The eukaryotic cells take advantage of their guanosine nu-
cleotide binding to use them as molecular switches – directing budding, transport, teth-
ering, and fusion of lipid vesicles [Hutagalung and Novick, 2011]. The posttranslational
addition of hydrophobic geranylgeranyl chains allows Rabs to bind the membranes by
lipid anchoring. However, to ensure spatiotemporal specificity of Rab signaling, the
majority of these proteins is kept solubilized in the cytosol by GDP dissociation in-
hibitor (GDI). This also prevents Rab aggregation in solution by keeping the GTPase
anchor chains hidden from the aqueous environment of the cytoplasm. GDI specifically
binds Rabs in GDP-state and can actively extract them from the lipid bilayer [Gavriljuk
et al., 2013]. Nonetheless, the Rab:GDI complex can dissociate in close proximity of
membranes, allowing other regulatory factors to interact with the GTPase. An exam-
ple are the guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), which swap the GDP with
GTP in Rab binding pocket. This not only prevents GDI re-extraction, but also allows
the Rabs to interact with effectors, triggering downstream signaling. Rabs in turn can
process the bound GTP to GDP + Pi with their intrinsic GTPase activity [Rybin et al.,
1996] or receive help from GTPase activating proteins (GAPs), turning the Rab switch
OFF and seizing the signaling cascade. At this point, Rab[GDP] can enter another cy-
cle of GEF-mediated nucleotide exchange or is solubilized to the inactive reservoir by
the GDI [Hutagalung and Novick, 2011]. The Rab GTPase cycle is thus propelled by
the sequential activity of Rab GEFs, GAPs and GDI (Figure 1.3). As a result, the GTP-
loaded Rab molecular switches are said to be active – promoting signaling, while GDP-
bound GTPases are inactive. A similar bimodality is also observed in the nucleotide-
dependent Rab localization: Rab[GTP] is exclusively membrane-bound and inactive
Rab[GDP] is mainly cytosolic due to continuous GDI sequestration.
However, these simple steps do not tell the whole story. Notably, another layer of
7
Figure 1.3: The Rab GTPase cycle.
In the cytosol, GDP-bound Rab proteins are associated with GDP dissociation inhibitors (GDIs),
which shield their hydrophobic isoprenoid tails from the aqueous environment. When this com-
plex dissociates in the equilibrium reaction, the guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) can
substitute the Rab-bound GDP for GTP, which prevents the Rab interaction with GDI and en-
ables stable anchoring to the lipid bilayer. There, GTP-bound Rab binds with its cognate ef-
fectors that perform specific biological functions. After the induced GTP hydrolysis to GDP by
a GTPase activating protein (GAP), the effectors lose their affinity for Rab. The inactive small
GTPase gets extracted from the membrane by GDI, closing the Rab cycle.
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complexity is added to the Rab cascade by multiple non-enzymatic interactions be-
tween the regulators themselves and Rab proteins. These introduce non-linear re-
sponses to the whole system, such as ultrasensitivity [Koshland et al., 1982], positive
feedback and feed-forward loops [Cherfils and Zeghouf, 2013]. It has been proposed
that these regulatory interactions lead to committed Rab signaling and the emergence
of higher-order polarized Rab domains with distinct composition on membrane vesi-
cles [Zerial and McBride, 2001; Rivera-Molina and Novick, 2009]. The dynamic non-
equilibrium cycling of the small GTPase and its regulators is currently poorly under-
stood and is yet to be confirmed by direct observation. In the next chapters, I will
discuss these principles and individual steps in Rab regulatory network in further de-
tail.
1.1.3 Posttranslational modifications
Posttranslational modifications are crucial for Rab small GTPase function and regula-
tion. As these proteins perform their biological roles on intracellular membrane sur-
faces, they are covalently modified by geranylgeranyl lipid anchor attachment. More-
over, a number of reversible modifications were described that also control small GT-
Pase activity and localization.
Geranylgeranylation
To perform signaling roles on membrane surfaces, the Rab proteins carry one or (more
commonly) two isoprenoid geranylgeranyl groups on their C-terminus. The long 20-
carbon chains provide the needed hydrophobicity potential for the small GTPase to
stably anchor into the phospholipid bilayer and freely diffuse along the surface. In con-
trast to other Ras-like GTPases, the Rabs do not have a conserved prenylation mo-
tif. Rather, they display exposed cysteine residues at their carboxyl ends and require
soluble complex formation with Rab escort protein (REP) immediately after transla-
tion to undergo geranylgeranylation [Wittinghofer, 2014b]. The REP accessory protein
interacts with Rab geranylgeranyl transferase (RabGGTase, GGTase II), which catal-
yses the prenylation reaction from geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate to the cysteine thiol
groups. Peculiarly, only the Rab:REP complex is substrate to GGTase, not the GTPase
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alone. Both the GDP- and GTP-bound Rabs are substrates for geranylgeranylation.
When the small GTPase is synthesized, it is loaded with either of the two nucleotides
and can from a REP-complex independently of the nucleotide state (interaction with
GTP-form is 10-times lower, but there is 10-times more GTP in te cell, compensat-
ing for the difference) [Wittinghofer, 2014b]. After the GGTase reaction, the Rab:REP
complex remains assembled in the cytosol with apparent Kd in the nM range [Pylypenko
et al., 2006]. In close proximity of membranes, this complex dissociates in chemical
equilibrium, where free anchored Rab can preform its cellular function. Conversely, the
GDP- or GTP-bound Rabs can be re-extracted by REP or more efficient GDP-specific
GDI.
Carboxymethylation
To ensure sufficient hydrophobicity of the Rabs, harboring only one C-terminal preny-
lated cysteine, some GTPases are further methylated at their carboxyl ends [Wittinghofer,
2014b]. Indeed, CAAX C-terminal bearing Rabs, where C is cysteine, A is aliphatic
residue, and X is any amino acid residue, are postprenylationally cleaved at the AAX
peptide and methylated on the terminal α-carboxyl group. The same modification was
also shown for CXC-containing Rabs. This modification does not affect proper Rab
localization, but it does ensure sufficient GTPase membrane association [Leung et al.,
2007].
Phosphorylation
Rab GTPases are reversibly phosphorylated on respective target membranes in order
to interfere with solubilization or downstream signaling. The addition of phosphate
group introduces steric hindrance to the interaction surface of Rabs and their binding
partners. Common modification targets are exposed serine or threonine residues in
the switch II region or C-terminal tail. For example, Rab4 is phosphorylated on early
endosomes by Cdc2 kinase, which causes its sequestration in the cytosol [Wittinghofer,
2014a]. In contrast, the same modification of Rab1 locks the small GTPase on the lipid
bilayer [Shinde and Maddika, 2018]. Similarly, phosphorylation of Rab3, Rab8 and
Rab10 at the switch II region causes altered membrane distribution due to prevented
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GTPase detachment [Shinde and Maddika, 2018]. Recently, the Parkinson’s disease-
associated kinase LRRK2 phosphorylation of Rab8 and Rab10 was reported to induce
activator-independent membrane accumulation [Gomez et al., 2019].
Other modifications
A number of other posttranslational modifications have been described for subset of
Rab proteins. However, a broader significance of some still remains unknown. For
instance, mono-ubiquitinated Rab5 was discovered in human cell culture [Shin et al.,
2017], where it has an inhibitory effect on downstream signaling. Similar modification
regulates Rab11, albeit with opposite effect. Ubiqutination of Rab11 leads to small GT-
Pase activation and increased receptor recycling form early endosomes [Shinde and
Maddika, 2018]. Another modification which causes activation is serotonylation, where
serotonin attachment to Rab4 triggers platelet excocytosis, while Rab3 and Rab27 pro-
mote insulin secretion in pancreatic cells [Shinde and Maddika, 2018]. The constitutive
activation is likely caused by transamidation of a catalytic glutamate residue in the
nucleotide binding pocket, preventing GTP hydrolysis [Walther et al., 2003].
Also, several pathogens target the host cell vesicular system by modifying Rab
small GTPases. For example, Legionella pneumophila recruits Rab1 to pathogen-
infested vacuoles by adenylylation (AMPylation) in order to maintain stable environ-
ment for bacterial growth and division [Oesterlin et al., 2012]. By changing the Rab
composition of the phagosome, bacteria can evade entry into degradation pathway
[Sherwood and Roy, 2013]. Specifically, Rab1 activation is achieved by inhibiting
catalyzed GTP hydrolysis through switch II interaction with regulatory proteins and
forcing the GTPase in nucleotide-independent active conformation [Barthelmes et al.,
2020]. What is more, this germ catalyses also de-adenylation of modified Rab pro-
teins, fully taking control over their activity state. L. pneumophila also induces phos-
phocholination of Rab1 and Rab35. This time however, the modification locks in-
active GTPase on the membrane surface, downregulating its activity [Wittinghofer,
2014a]. Another way to hijack the host’s Rab proteins is ADP-ribosylation. For exam-
ple, pathogens Listeria monocytogenes and Pseudomonas aeruginosa secrete mul-
tidomain enzymes, which modify Rab5 by ADP-ribosylation. This prevents both GEF-
and GDI-Rab5 interaction, which locks the inactive GTPase on the membrane and
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prevents endosomal maturation towards degratory pathway [Alvarez-Dominguez et al.,
2008]. Finally, the typhoid fever-causing Salmonella enterica disarms host defenses by
cleaving Rab29 in the switch I region with GtgE protease [Sherwood and Roy, 2013;
Spano et al., 2011].
1.1.4 Rab effectors and biological function
Despite being the center organizers of internal eukaryote compartmentalization, Rab
GTPases do not possess any catalytic activity beyond (poor) GTP hydrolysis that would
relate to vesicle trafficking or membrane deformation. Rather, they function as regu-
latory molecular switches, which specifically recruit diverse group of proteins, called
effectors, at just the right time and location. The specificity lies in the exclusive prefer-
ence of effectors to bind the GTP-conformation of Rab proteins with 0.1-10 µM affinity
[Wittinghofer, 2014b]. Thus, GDP-bound Rab proteins are generally regarded as inac-
tive (OFF), while GTP-loaded proteins are active (ON) and can support downstream
signaling through effector interaction.
As Rab effectors specifically recognize structural differences between GDP- and
GTP-Rab states, they mainly interact with regions that change most during nucleotide
exchange and hydrolysis. These include switch I and II regions, along with the ”hy-
drophobic triad” of aromatic residues in the interswitch loops [Wittinghofer, 2014b]. As
Rabs share many similar structural features, it begs the question of how different ef-
fectors recognize the right proteins, conferring signaling specificity. As it turns out,
there are distinct non-conserved complementary determining regions (CDRs) on the
Rab surface, which match the right binding partners [Wittinghofer, 2014b]. Plus, some
effectors require additional interactions with the hypervariable C-terminal region or co-
incidence signals from the surroundings for efficient binding, like phosphoinositides
[Mishra et al., 2010].
The nature of recruited effectors directly relates to the biological process a given
Rab protein controls. Known Rab effectors include motor proteins and adaptors that di-
rect vesicular transport, vesicle tethers that promote membrane fusion, Rab regulatory
proteins that direct downstream cascades and lipid-modification factors, which con-
trol membrane composition and identity [Gillingham et al., 2014]. Thus, Rab proteins
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are signaling hubs for membrane traffic, protein recycling and organelle biochemical
signature. For example, Rab2 and Rab6 interact with over 25 diverse effectors each
[Gillingham et al., 2014]. As these two Rabs are localized on the endoplasmic reticu-
lum (ER) and Golgi network, they function as an organizing center in Golgi transport,
organelle maintenance and secretory vesicle formation. This role is solely mediated by
the GTP-state specific interaction network that preforms coordinated tasks on Rab2/6-
decorated membranes.
1.1.5 Rab regulators
Rab signaling potential depends on their nucleotide state. A set of multidomain pro-
teins, called guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) and GTPase activating pro-
teins (GAPs) regulate the Rab activity (Table 1.1). Furthermore, GDI and GDI disso-
ciation factors (GDFs) are important in small GTPase recycling and localization. The
interplay between these regulators determines the Rab signaling in space and time.
Guanine nucleotide exchange factors
GEFs generally activate Rab proteins by promoting GDP nucleotide exchange with
GTP in the G domain. To be fair, GEF-catalyzed nucleotide exchange is fully reversible
[Vetter and Wittinghofer, 2001]. It is the ratio of relevant nucleotide concentrations in
the surrounding medium that determines the reaction direction. As the cellular GDP
concentration is 0.03 mM and GTP amount is 10-times higher [Traut, 1994], the GEF-
mediated nucleotide exchange usually substitutes GDP with GTP moiety, activating the
protein. GEF promotes Rab activation by interacting with switch and nucleotide-binding
regions, expelling the GDP nucleotide [Wittinghofer, 2014b].
There are several structurally distinct protein families of Rab GEFs: Vps9, TRAPP,
DENN, Sec2 and BLOC3/MC1 heterodimers [Barr and Lambright, 2010; Kiontke et al.,
2017]. Members of the Vps9 group regulate endosomal GTPases – Rab5, Rab17,
Rab21 and Rab22. Structural studies on Vps9 and TRAPP families show that the
catalytic GEF domains contain a conserved aspartate finger, which is inserted in the
Rab nucleotide binding pocket. There, it displaces a crucial lysine residue and dis-
rupts the P-loop interaction with GDP phosphate groups and Mg2+ [Delprato and Lam-
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bright, 2007]. The displaced lysine residue is then stabilized by conserved switch II
Rab aspartate or the GEF aspartate finger, which in turn leads to the release of mag-
nesium ion and consequently, the nucleotide. The nucleotide-free GEF:Rab interme-
diate is finally disassembled by GTP·Mg2+ binding in a reverse reaction [Vetter and
Wittinghofer, 2001]. GEFs from largest DENN family achieve essentially the same
P-loop displacement, albeit without an inserting acidic finger residue. In contrast,
they induce the needed Rab conformational changes through switch I and II rear-
rangement [Cherfils and Zeghouf, 2013; Wittinghofer, 2014b]. Similarly, Sec2 proteins
have asymmetric coiled-coil structure, which destabilizes the Rab nucleotide binding
through switch I deformation [Barr and Lambright, 2010]. Finally, Hps1:Hps4 (BLOC3)
and Mon1:Ccz1 (MC1) GEF complexes constitute a separate group of Rab activators,
where the subunits dimerize through longin domains and have substrate-specific nu-
cleotide exchange mechanism [Kiontke et al., 2017].
Structural and functional GEF analysis revealed that their nucleotide exchange ac-
tivity is often autoregulated through adjacent autoinhibitory and membrane binding do-
mains [Cherfils and Zeghouf, 2013]. For example, the Rab5 GEF Rabex5 is in autoin-
hibited state in the cytosol, which is relieved by Rab5 and Rabaptin5 effector binding
[Zhang et al., 2014]. An autoinhibition mechanism has also been proposed for Rab11
GEF TRAPPII, which is relieved by membrane binding [Thomas and Fromme, 2016].
Finally, Rab GEFs are often involved in feedback regulatory networks, which introduce
non-linear and cascading responses to Rab activity switching [Mizuno-Yamasaki et al.,
2012]. These emerging concepts will be discussed in greater detail in the following
chapters.
What is more, respective GEF organelle localization directly influences Rab mem-
brane targeting as it defines the sites of GTPase activation. This was elegantly demon-
strated by mistargeting Rab1, Rab5 and Rab8-specific GEFs to mitochondria, an or-
ganelle where these proteins are not found under normal conditions. A Listeria mono-
cytogenes mitochondria-localization sequence in combination with rapamycin-inducible
heterodimerization system caused GEF mitochondria recruitment, which in turn led to
Rab mislocalization to the same membranes [Blümer et al., 2013].
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GTPase activating proteins
While the GEF proteins mediate the nucleotide exchange, which results in Rab mem-
brane localization and activation in cells, the GAPs promote GTP hydrolysis to GDP
and functional inactivation of Rab molecular switches. Their activity is thought to limit
Rab signaling potential in space and time, giving rise to distinct GTPase protein do-
mains on the membrane surface [Zerial and McBride, 2001; Nottingham and Pfeffer,
2009; Franke et al., 2019]. Nonetheless, as the name implies – Rab small GTPases
can hydrolyze the GTP to GDP by themselves, albeit with a relatively low efficiency of
≈ 10-4 s-1 reaction rates [Wittinghofer and Vetter, 2011]. For some Rabs this intrinsic
enzymatic activity can be viewed as an internal OFF-switch and an additional GAP is
not necessary to time the signaling [Rybin et al., 1996]. However, for many dynamic
intracellular process the Rab GTPase reaction would take too long. As a consequence,
GAPs readily accelerate the GTP hydrolysis reaction by as much as five orders of mag-
nitude [Gavriljuk et al., 2012].
In contrast to structurally diverse GEFs, most Rab GAPs share a common TBC
(Tre-2/Cdc16/Bub2) domain [Barr and Lambright, 2010]. There are 44 predicted TBC
family members, which negatively regulate Rab activity and are important in GTPase
network crosstalk, defining signaling domains in space and time [Frasa et al., 2012].
The catalytic core of these proteins includes conserved amino acid residues, called the
arginine and glutamine fingers [Wittinghofer, 2014b]. The GTP hydrolysis in Rabs is
initiated by a nucleophylic attack of a non-structural water molecule on the γ-phosphate
group. This water molecule is stabilized by a glutamine residue in the switch II region,
which is necessary for the intrinsic GTPase activity. The same residue is also often
mutated in constitutively active mutants, e.g. Rab5Q80L used in this work, where GTP-
loaded Rabs are locked in the ON state [Nottingham and Pfeffer, 2014]. Substituting
the glutamine residue, the GAP arginine and glutamine fingers reach in the nucleotide
binding pocket and promote GTP to GDP conversion with high efficiency due to a more
well-defined active site. Interestingly, also the constitutively active Rab mutants are
readily inactivated by GAPs as they provide all the needed molecular interactions for
GTP hydrolysis [Gavriljuk et al., 2012].
Like Rab GEFs, GAPs are multisubunit proteins that can be posttranslationally mod-
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ified or specifically targeted in space and time. Particularly, GAPs are often recruited
by membrane markers and GTPases to act as local inhibitors, defining borders of Rab
activation along the lipid bilayer and ensuring temporal GTPase cascades during or-
ganelle maturation [Nottingham and Pfeffer, 2009; Frasa et al., 2012]. As global in-
hibitors, they can minimize the negative effects of stray mis-activated or mis-localized
Rabs.
Rab GDP dissociation inhibitors
Rab GDI is soluble cytosolic protein that binds geranylgeranylated Rab proteins and is
crucial for Rab delivery and reuptake from the membranes after inactivation. Rab GDIs
were discovered as 50-kDa proteins that inhibit GDP dissociation from Rab3 nucleotide
binding pockets, which also gave them their name [Sasaki et al., 1990]. These proteins
are ubiquitously expressed and are able to recognize the whole 60-odd repertoire of
Rab proteins in humans. There are two isoforms of GDI, termed α- and β-, which are
87 % identical and are functionally similar, although they show some tissue specificity
[Pfeffer et al., 1995]. In our study, we use the Rab GDI-α isoform.
Early pulse-chase experiments showed that at every given moment, 10-50 % of
Rabs are sequestered in the cytosol [Pfeffer et al., 1995]. The majority of these
are in tight Rab:GDI complex (Figure 1.4), which is inactive and prevents interac-
tions between Rabs and other regulatory proteins. The GDI interacts with switch and
C-terminal regions of Rab, where it provides a hydrophobic grove to accommodate
two geranylgeranyl chains, protecting them from the solvent. There, one of the lipid
chains is buried in the hydrophobic pocket, while the other is more exposed on the
surface, allowing potential interaction with membranes and binding partners. This also
explains the mechanism of Rab membrane extraction, where GDI solubilizes GDP- and
membrane-bound Rabs by first interacting with their G domain. Then, the isoprenoid
chains are sequentially accommodated in the hydrophobic grove and the tight Rab:GDI
complex is formed. The opposite sequence of events is also possible in Rab membrane
delivery [Pylypenko et al., 2006].
The GDI interacts with both, mono- and di-geranylgeranylated Rabs, with higher
affinity for the latter [Pfeffer et al., 1995]. The interaction between GDI and the solu-
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Figure 1.4: The Rab:GDI crystal structure.
Crystal structure of yeast Ypt1[GDP] (Rab1 in mammals) in complex with GDI. The Rab struc-
ture is shown as rainbow ribbons (N-terminal blue, C-terminal red), GDP is shown as spheres
and GDI surface is colored according to hydrophobicity (white to red). Two geranylgeranyl
chains are visible in the hydrophobic binding pocket as ball-and-stick model. The hypervariable
Rab C-terminus is not visible in the structure, a possible backbone outline is shown in gray.
PDB ID: 2BCG [Pylypenko et al., 2006].
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ble Rab G domain in GDP state is around 10 µM [Pylypenko et al., 2006], similar to
typical Rab[GTP]:effector pairs [Wittinghofer, 2014b]. Additionally, the inclusion of ger-
anylgeranyl lipid chains contribute to low apparent dissociation constant Kd in 10 nM
range [Shapiro and Pfeffer, 1995]. Interestingly, the Rab:GDI affinity plummets for at
least three orders of magnitude for GTP-bound protein, making the interaction GDP-
and prenylation-specific [Wu et al., 2010]. This difference in respective affinities also
explains the need for division of labor between GDI and REP, two similar groups of
proteins with important distinctions. Firstly, while REP interacts with GDP- and GTP-
loaded GTPases with similar efficiency [Wittinghofer, 2014b], the large difference in
affinities prevents stable Rab[GTP]:GDI assembly. Secondly, in contrast to REP, which
also binds unmodified Rabs with nanomolar affinity [Wu et al., 2007], the GDI inter-
acts with prenylated proteins much more tightly than with GTPase domain alone. This
makes GDI thermodynamically much more efficient in Rab membrane extraction than
the REP [Pylypenko et al., 2006]. Thus, less abundant REP is particularly well-suited
to capture GDP- and GTP-bound Rabs right after ribosomal translation for complex-
specific geranylgeranyl-conjugation. Afterwards, Rabs can be delivered to membranes
in equilibrium reaction, where REP re-extraction is unfavorable due to low binding en-
ergy difference between the G-domain and prenylated Rab tail [Wu et al., 2007]. Con-
versely, highly expressed GDI is designed to continuously extract inactive Rabs from
the lipid bilayer and maintain a constant soluble pool of the GTPases. This ensures
specificity in GTPase signaling, efficient Rab turnover and a proof-reading mecha-
nism for mislocalized Rabs. Once GDI-bound, Rabs are thought to continuously ex-
change between the protein complex and the membranes with ≈ 1 min half-life. Once
shortly membrane bound, these proteins are substrates for GEF-mediated nucleotide
exchange to GTP-state, which prevents GDI re-extraction and promotes effector re-
cruitment [Wu et al., 2010].
GDI dissociation factors
As the measured Rab:GDI association is very tight with Kd in the low nanomolar range,
a need for GDI dissociation factors (GDFs) was postulated [Pfeffer et al., 1995]. Apart
from the complex breaking, these hypothetical proteins would also ensure proper Rab
targeting. Indeed, such factor was detected in isolated endosomal fraction from rat
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liver, where a GDF displaced GDI complexes for endosomal Rab5, Rab7 and Rab9
[Dirac-Svejstrup et al., 1997]. Subsequent studies identified the transmembrane 20
kDa prenylated Rab acceptor-1 (PRA1; Yip3 in yeast) as a bona fide GDF for the
selected group of Rabs [Sivars et al., 2003]. PRA1 passes the lipid bilayer of Golgi and
ER four times and contains an N-terminal soluble domain, which cannot independently
mediate Rab release [Lin et al., 2001; Pfeffer and Aivazian, 2004]. Due to instability
and hydrophobicity, its structure and GDF mechanism remain unknown. Interaction
analysis revealed assemblies with both Rab9 and GDI, so it is assumed that PRA1
recognizes Rab:GDI complex and provides an alternative binding pocket for the Rab
prenyl chains. This would then lead to a decrease in Rab:GDI affinity and subsequent
release of the assembly. Rab protein could later anchor into the membrane and diffuse
away [Pfeffer and Aivazian, 2004]. On the other hand, a GDF could displace the GDI by
disrupting the interaction surface with the Rab G domain [Collins, 2003] or preventing
GDI re-extraction of the dissociated membrane bound GTPases [Hutt et al., 2000].
Despite other Yip family members in mammals, PRA1 is the only identified GDF so
far. Together with few other Yips, PRA1 is involved in Rab-independent Golgi transport
[Behnia and Munro, 2005], casting doubt on its central role in Rab:GDI dissociation.
What is more, it has been established that a GDF is not required in Rab targeting.
Instead, membrane-localized GEFs are sufficient to direct Rab activation on target
organelles [Wu et al., 2010]. This was demonstrated also for PRA1-specific Rab5 and
Rab7 in vitro [Langemeyer et al., 2018] and in vivo [Cabrera and Ungermann, 2010;
Blümer et al., 2013]. Thus, potential GDFs like PRA1 do not seem to play a major
role in Rab delivery and activation. Rather, they likely fine-tune the timely signaling
of a Rab subset, together with other molecular cues on the target membranes – like
phosphoinositides, ubiquitin, effectors and other GTPases.
Table 1.1: Table of selected Rabs (Figure 1.1) and their key regulators. Adapted from
[Hutagalung and Novick, 2011; Wittinghofer, 2014b; Müller and Goody, 2017].
GTPase Group Process GEF GAP
Rab1 I Golgi transport TRAPP I TBC1D20
Rab2 IV ER to Golgi transport TBC1D1
(Continued on the next page)
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(Continuation)
GTPase Group Process GEF GAP
Rab3 I secretory vesicles DENN:MADD Rab3GAP
Rab4 IV recycling from EE TBC1D11
Rab5 II EE maturation Rabex5:Rabaptin5 RabGAP-5
Rab6 V EE to Golgi transport Ric1:Rgp1 TBC1D11
Rab7 III EE to LE and lysosome tran-
sition
Mon1:Ccz1 TBC1D2A
Rab8 I exocytosis Rabin8 TBC1D1
Rab9 III LE to Golgi transport DENND2
Rab10 I exocytosis DENND4 TBC1D1
Rab11 IV recycling to PM SH3BP5 TBC1D11
Rab21 II endosomal transport Rabex5 TBC1D17
Rab22 II EE to Golgi transport Rabex5 TBC1D10B
Rab24 II autophagosome formation
Rab25 IV RE to PM transport
Rab27 I exocytosis DENN:MADD TBC1D10A
Rab32 III MT fission BLOC-3
1.1.6 Rab misregulation in disease
The role of Rabs as central organizers of intracellular membrane identity and traffick-
ing is also manifested in disease. Their misregulation is associated with a number of
human disorders, from bacterial infection to cancer. Luckily, the ensemble of over 60
GTPases also contains Rabs with overlapping function and isoforms, which ensures
sufficient redundancy and robustness of basal organelle maintenance.
Bacterial infection
As discussed before (Section 1.1.3), a number of pathogenic bacteria hijack host Rab
GTPases to camouflage their presence and evade degradation. For example, Le-
gionella and Salmonella secrete factors that modify Rab1, Rab35 and Rab29, which
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results in cytosolic bacterial vacuoles, where the invaders can safely replicate. They
remain hidden behind misregulated Rab markers, which present these bacterial or-
ganelles as benign to the host cell [Oesterlin et al., 2012]. Similarly, Mycobacterium
tuberculosis and Salmonella interfere with endosome maturation by disrupting Rab5
and Rab7 signaling [Behnia and Munro, 2005]. Another related example is Tropheryma
whipplei, the causal agent of fatal Whipple’s disease, which likewise targets Rab5 and
Rab7 signaling for its survival. It has been proposed that Listeria monocytogenes
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) Lmo2459 and Pseudomonas
aeruginosa ExoS can ADP-ribosylate Rab5, locking it on the membrane. This inter-
feres with endosome transition to Rab7-covered late endosomes and subsequent fu-
sion with lysosomes [Stein et al., 2012; Mottola et al., 2014]. The same Rab cascade is
manipulated also by Mycobacterium tuberculosis, which inhibits Rab5 effector PI3P ki-
nase Vps34 and additionally consumes PI3P, which otherwise serves as a coincidence
molecular cue for Rab5 effectors and Rab7 activation [Mottola, 2014]. What is more,
Listeria monocytogenes activates Rab5 upon cell entry by recruiting GEF RIN1 and
later inactivates it with ADP-ribosylation [Mottola, 2014]. Conversely, Chlamydia pneu-
monia disguises its presence by actively recruiting Rab1, Rab4 and Rab11, which are
usually associated with Golgi and endocytic recycling [Hutagalung and Novick, 2011].
Neurodegenerative diseases
Neurodegeneration is particularly susceptible to faulty membrane trafficking, which is
often caused by defects in Rab signaling. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) or Lou
Gehrig’s disease is a motor neuron neurodegenerative disorder that is mainly sporadic
and progresses with age. In 10 % of patients, it is caused by genetic mutations, of-
ten in C9ORF72, which is Rab8 and Rab39 GEF as well as Rab1 effector, regulating
autophagy. In ALS and dementia, C9ORF72 defect results in accumulation of charac-
teristic protein aggregates that promote neurodegeneration [Kiral et al., 2018]. A Rab5
GEF Alsin (ALS2) mutation causes ALS 2, a rare juvenile motor neuron disease related
to Lou Gehrig’s disease. There, defective Rab5 and Rab7 signaling cause increased
glutamate receptor degradation, which likely leads to neuronal atrophy [Barnard et al.,
2015]. Additionally, disrupted Alsin and Rab5 relocation to mitochondria under oxida-
tive stress can affect neuron survival in ALS, advancing the neuropathology [Hsu et al.,
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2018].
A number of Rabs are indirectly involved in Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease.
Particularly, onset of Parkinson’s has been linked to defects in vesicle-mediated trans-
port [Bonet-Ponce and Cookson, 2019]. In genetic early-onset Parkinson’s disease,
the Golgi Rab39B is mutated, which results in improper assembly of glutamate recep-
tor AMPA and defective synapses. Furthermore, several Rab GTPases are involved
in α-synuclein secretion, the primary agent in amyloid plaque formation in Parkinson’s
[Kiral et al., 2018]. Furthermore, mutation in Parkinson’s disease-associated LRRK2
causes over-phosphorylation of 14 Rab targets, resulting in severe trafficking misreg-
ulation in neurons [Bonet-Ponce and Cookson, 2019]. Endosomal Rab4, Rab5, Rab7
and Rab27 are upregulated in Alzheimer’s disease, where unbalanced membrane traf-
ficking could lead to insufficient amyloid-β clearance [Kiral et al., 2018].
A neuropathy Charcot-Marie-Tooth type 2B (CMT2B), affecting peripheral nervous
system is caused by Rab7 mutations. These target specific effector interactions with
molecular motors. Under normal conditions, the coordinated delivery of Rab7-specific
late endosomes to the cell body is necessary for neuronal growth factor signaling,
which could in turn lead to the observed axonal deterioration in neuropathies like
CMT2B [Barnard et al., 2015].
Cancer
Tissue invasion and sustained growth are two of the basic cancer hallmarks [Hanahan
and Weinberg, 2011]. Importantly, both are affected by orchestrated Rab signaling
in receptor recycling, cell polarity and migration [Mosesson et al., 2008]. Particularly,
the aberrant tumor regulation of endocytotic Rabs leads to increased growth factor
signaling on plasma membrane an loss of cell-cell and cell-matrix contacts due to faulty
internalization of cadherins and integrins, respectively. For example, Rab4 is needed in
the fast integrin turnover during metastatic invasion and its effector NDRG1, involved in
cadherin recycling, is downregulated in metastatic carcinomas [Mosesson et al., 2008].
Strikingly, Rab25 expression is amplified in half of ovarian and breast cancers, while
it is also linked to worse prognosis [Cheng et al., 2004]. Together with Rab11, Rab25
regulates integrin recycling pathway, which could contribute to cancer aggressiveness
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[Mosesson et al., 2008]. Similarly, Rab5 upregulation is involved in integrin uptake and
focal adhesion disruption, which contributes to metastasis [Mendoza et al., 2014].
Other genetic diseases
Interestingly, GDI has been associated with X-linked intellectual disability [D’Adamo
et al., 1998]. Particularly, the loss of GDI-α affected Rab3 recycling, which is important
in generation of neuronal secretory vesicles and neurotransmitter release [Chou and
Jahn, 2000]. It seems that GDI-β cannot fully rescue the loss of α-isoform during neu-
ronal differentiation and brain development, where Rab-directed endo- and exocytosis
play important roles, resulting in intellectual disability of affected patients [D’Adamo
et al., 1998].
Similarly, loss of related REP1 protein results in X-linked retinal degradation disease
choroideremia as a consequence of insufficient Rab prenylation [Agola et al., 2011].
Retina is particularly susceptible to REP disfunction as related REP2 can compensate
for the REP1 deletion in other tissues. Recently, an adenovirus-based gene therapy
where intact REP1 gene is transduced into retina completed phase II clinical trial and
phase III study is planned in 2020 (trial NCT03496012) [Barnard et al., 2015].
Carpenter syndrome is an intellectual disability disorder, associated with several
deformities like skull abnormalities and polydactyly (additional fingers). It is caused
by Rab23 mutations that interfere with sonic hedgehog activity during development.
Normally, Rab23 negatively regulates sonic hedgehog signaling in embryogenesis by
sequestering its transcription factors [Hutagalung and Novick, 2011].
The Rab involvement in complex genetic and infection disorders highlights the need
to better understand intricate GTPase signaling on system’s level. In the next Chapter,
I discuss the main regulatory motifs in Rab signaling, which could be promising targets
for the next generation of therapeutic interventions [Agola et al., 2011; Bonet-Ponce
and Cookson, 2019].
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1.2 Network regulatory motifs in Rab signaling
While the structural mechanisms of Rab conformational switching on molecular scale
are well-known, an important aspect of small GTPase signaling remains unexplored.
For a long time, it has been clear that sporadic Rab activation on single-protein scale
cannot support decisive cellular signaling. Rather, uncoordinated events of nucleotide
exchange are filtered-out as background noise in the cytoplasm [Gomez-Uribe et al.,
2007; Huang et al., 2016]. Thus, biologically relevant activation of small GTPases is
bound to happen on a collective network (system) scale, resulting in spatiotemporal ac-
tivation domains on membrane surface [Zerial and McBride, 2001; Franke et al., 2019].
To achieve orchestrated regulation of Rab proteins, the cell has to use higher-order reg-
ulatory modules, which are encoded in the biochemical network architecture and oper-
ate in non-linear regimes [Cherfils and Zeghouf, 2013]. Several distinct Rab domains
have been reported in vivo, including Rab4, Rab5, Rab7, Rab9 and Rab11 [Pfeffer,
2013]. Furthermore, respective Rab networks are interconnected between themselves
and other cascades to mediate trafficking along signaling pathways in space and time
[Mizuno-Yamasaki et al., 2012]. A theoretical network topology study revealed that a
combination of two interacting GTPase regulatory modules can generate 64 distinct cir-
cuits, which support higher-order behaviors like bistable switches, activity overshoots,
oscillators and activation waves [Tsyganov et al., 2012]. It is exciting to wonder which
of these network motifs exist in vivo and whether physiological conditions permit such
emergent properties. Disruption of collective GTPase behaviors could likewise con-
tribute to Rab-liked diseases.
1.2.1 Ultrasensitivity
In signal transduction, biochemical networks often generate switch-like collective re-
sponses to an incoming signal. When we analyze their steady state response proper-
ties, we observe a characteristic sigmoidal relationship, where small changes in input
signal generate large differences in system’s output (e.g. kinase phosphorylation or
Rab GDP-for-GTP nucleotide exchange). We call network responses ultrasensitive
when less than 81-fold difference in stimulus leads to an output increase from 10 to
90 % maximal (Figure 1.5). Otherwise, the signaling modules follow regular hyper-
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bolic (Michaelian) mass-action response characteristics, which always require 81-fold
change in signal input to cover the same output range [Ferrell and Ha, 2014a]. As
a consequence, ultrasensitivity is especially important in signal transduction to avoid
signal deterioration over multi-step cascades and ensure noise filtering for background
input values [Ferrell and Ha, 2014c].
Positive feedback
In positive feedback, and input can indirectly contribute to the network output more than
once. Thus, it is a common theme in ultrasensitive signaling modules involved in cell
polarization [Altschuler et al., 2008], oocyte maturation [Huang and Ferrell, 1996], cell
cycle progression [Pomerening et al., 2003] and Rab regulation [Zerial and McBride,
2001]. An emergent characteristic of positive feedback networks is the threshold input
value, which initiates signaling and time lags in systemic response over which the signal
accumulates to reach the threshold [Ferrell and Ha, 2014b].
In Rab GTPase regulation, GEFs often directly interact with cognate Rab effectors
[Mizuno-Yamasaki et al., 2012; Goryachev and Leda, 2019] – colocalizing with the nu-
cleotide exchange product Rab[GTP]. This potentially creates a positive feedback loop,
where GEF:effector complex first activates and then binds Rab[GTP]. The membrane-
recruited GEF can then process nucleotide exchange more efficiently as it is localized
on the same 2D surface as its substrate [Zerial and McBride, 2001; Mizuno-Yamasaki
et al., 2012]. The GEF recruitment positive feedback is thus encoded in the network cir-
cuitry, generating membrane-specific active protein domains [Sönnichsen et al., 2000;
Zerial and McBride, 2001; Franke et al., 2019]. An extensively studied system with
hypothesized positive feedback is the Rab5 activation switch [Lippé et al., 2001], the
main theme of this work. Another example includes Sec4 (Rab8)-mediated recruit-
ment of Sec2:Sec15p complex in yeast [Mizuno-Yamasaki et al., 2012]. Despite the
long-standing belief that Rab-mediated GEF:effector recruitment can generate posi-
tive feedback and cooperative activation dynamics, a direct proof of this concept is still
missing.
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Figure 1.5: Ultrasensitive networks are more responsive to changes in stimulus concen-
tration.
Shown are three different network response curves according to the Hill function output =
100·stimulusn
Kn+stimulusn : a hyperbolic non-ultrasensitive curve for a classical Michaelis-Menten system
(Hill coefficient n = 1, blue) and two ultrasensitive sigmoidal curves (n = 2, orange; n = 4,
green). For the modeled hyperbolic curve, a 81-fold increase in stimulus is needed to jump
from 10 to 90 % of the maximal system response (stimulus increase from 3.33 to 270 arbitrary
units, which is out of bounds for clarity). Conversely, for the network with sigmoidal responses
just 9-fold (n = 2) and 3-fold increases (n = 4) in stimulus abundance are enough to cover the
same signal range. For the ultrasensitive system with n = 2 that corresponds to stimulus con-
centration change form 10 to 90 units (mind, these are stimulus units, not system output), while
even more sensitive network with n = 4 responds from 10 to 90 % of maximum as input in-
creases from 17.3 to 52 arbitrary units. The observed interval between 10 and 90 % of system
output is indicated by the gray box; the half-maximum constant K was set to 30.
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Bistability
Biochemical systems that possess ultrasensitivity and positive feedback often result in
bistability, an all-or-nothing response and likely emergent behavior in Rab cascades
[Barr, 2013]. Bistability is particularly useful in cellular signaling as it converts con-
tinuous inputs into digital outputs, e.g. ON or OFF collective states for Rab switches.
Nevertheless, not every ultrasensitive network is bistable. This depends on specific
circuit parameters, where ranges of possible values build parameter landscapes with
monostable and bistable system responses [Ferrell and Xiong, 2001]. A monostable
system has one stable steady state or an unstable and stable one, towards which it
will tend to switch. Conversely, a bistable network has three possible steady states –
an unstable and two stable states, between which it can transition, depending on cur-
rent system parameters [Gardner et al., 2000]. Another property of bistable systems
is hysteresis (Figure 1.6) – a form of biological memory where switching from ON to
OFF state requires less input as transition from OFF to ON (or vice-versa) [Kramer and
Fussenegger, 2005]. Consequently, for a given input near the critical switching point,
a hysteretic network can exist in either of the two steady states. The state occupancy
will depend on the system history, hence the memory. This is used in differentiation
and development to keep cell identities stable even after signal deceases [Ferrell and
Xiong, 2001], but it can also be used to maintain Rab signaling domains. In extreme
cases, the hysteretic switch is virtually irreversible and the selected state is perpetuated
indefinitely [Ferrell and Xiong, 2001], say in organelle identity maintenance.
Inhibitor ultrasensitivity
Cellular signaling often uses stoichiometric inhibitors as noise filters when only a cer-
tain threshold amount of signaling molecule leads to decisive cascade initiation. For
example, in cell cycle checkpoint progression from G1 to S phase, the cyclin kinase
E-Cdk2 is initially inhibited by p21. Only when E-Cdk2 exceeds the critical concentra-
tion, the kinase is free to phosphorylate its targets and promote S phase entry [Ferrell
and Ha, 2014b]. Similarly, inactive Rabs are in tight GDI complexes with only small
proportion available for GEF-mediated nucleotide exchange. It is thus possible that
inhibitor ultrasensitivity is inherent to all Rab activation networks. Such biochemi-
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Figure 1.6: Bistable systems display hysteresis.
An example of bistable signal-response plot. Depending on the signal amount, the system can
either be in ON or OFF states. For inputs between 1.6 and 2.3, the system displays bistability –
it can be in both states, depending on its history (the direction of input change). An irreversible
ON transition is shown with dashed blue line.
cal systems would exhibit cooperative input-response curves in collective activation.
What is more, limiting signaling substrate amounts evokes stochastic effects, which
in combination with positive feedback result in bistability. Indeed, stochastic bistability
plays a role in bacterial cell fate determination [Lord et al., 2019], as well as in ki-
nase and small GTPase signaling [Bishop and Qian, 2010; Ferrell and Xiong, 2001;
Samoilov et al., 2005].
Zero-order ultrasensitivity
The small GTPase spatial cycles counteract the 2nd law of thermodynamics by con-
suming energy in form of guanine nucleotide conversion [Vartak and Bastiaens, 2010].
Under certain conditions, this activity cycle can be exploited by the cell to generate de-
cisive ”zero-order” ultrasensitive responses [Koshland et al., 1982]. The zero-order ul-
trasensitivity operates under stringent conditions, where the conversion substrate (e.g.
Rab) is in excess over forward- (GEF) and back-reaction (GAP, GTPase) Kms. There,
the activation rate is independent form Rab concentration (hence, zero-order) and only
depends on GEF amount. Zero-order ultrasensitivity has been found to describe isoci-
trate dehydrogenase activity [Goldbeter and Koshland, 1984], glycogen phosphorylase
and Erk MAP kinase-mediated transcription regulation [Ferrell and Ha, 2014a]. As the
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availability of Rab[GDP] substrate is assumed to be particularly scarce due to GDI con-
tinuous extraction and K0.5 for GEFs are in the µM range [Chin et al., 2009], the zero
order ultrasensitivity is unlikely to be a general mechanism in Rab signaling. Neverthe-
less, it could be applied in cases where phosphorylation and GDFs generate high local
Rab densities on membranes in low mM range [Kuriyan and Eisenberg, 2007]. This
could then trigger active nucleation sites and generation of signaling domains.
1.2.2 Feed-forward loops
Individual Rab regulatory modules are connected through feed-forward loops to form
cascading signaling pathways that orchestrate membrane flow through organelle main-
tenance, vesicle formation, trafficking, tethering and fusion. There, small GTPases that
regulate successive processes also promote activation or inactivation of adjacent bio-
chemical networks in space and time.
GEF cascades
Distinct Rab proteins regulate consecutive steps in membrane trafficking by recruiting
appropriate effector proteins in sequential way. To achieve this coordination in space
and time, an active upstream Rab recruits GEF for the downstream acting GTPase as
an effector, forming a GEF cascade. For example, the first GEF cascade was identified
in yeast, where Golgi Ypt32 (Rab11) recruits GEF for Sec4 (Rab8), a secretory granule
Rab. As a consequence, this GEF cascade directly regulates molecular steps in se-
cretory granule budding from the Golgi network by sequential Rab activation on target
membrane [Pfeffer, 2013]. Similarly, the Rab5-Rab7 GEF cascade directs early endo-
some maturation into late endosomes by Rab5 recruitment of a Rab7 GEF [Poteryaev
et al., 2010]. The same principle is applied in Golgi Rab33-Rab6 and Rab9-Rab32
cascades [Pfeffer, 2013].
GAP cascades
By the same principle as GEF cascades promote pathway progression, the GAP cas-
cades down-regulate the upstream Rab. In order to achieve spatially and temporally
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defined Rab membrane domains, a downstream Rab in turn recruits an upstream Rab-
specific GAP. This was demonstrated in yeast ER-to-Golgi exocytosis pathway, where
Ypt23 recruits Ypt1-specific GAP, preventing signaling overlap between successive
Rabs. As expected, the Ypt1 GAP knock-out strains display membranes with mixed
Rab populations and misregulated membrane trafficking [Rivera-Molina and Novick,
2009]. Interestingly, there is some evidence that in Rab5-to-Rab7 transition GEF and
GAP cascades could work simultaneously to achieve GTPase conversion. In yeast, an
indirect GAP cascade inactivates Rab5 ortholog Vps21 through Ypt7 effector network
[Rana et al., 2015]. A similar observation was also confirmed in C. elegans, where
Rab7-localized TBC-2 GAP acts on Rab5 in vivo [Chotard et al., 2010]. However, an
equivalent vertebrate regulation network is yet to be confirmed.
1.2.3 Spatiotemporal patterns
The field of system’s biology emerged in hopes to reveal underlying mechanisms of
molecular self-organization in cell signaling [Karsenti, 2008]. While we cataloged the
human genome and continuously reveal protein atomic structure with advanced X-ray
and cryo-electron microscopy techniques, a great gap in understanding of biochemi-
cal collective coordination in space and time remains [Kholodenko et al., 2010]. The
seminal work by Alan Turing [Turing, 1952], which was expanded by Gierer and Mein-
hardt [Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972], describe spontaneous generation of spatiotem-
poral patterns in terms of a reaction-diffusion system. For example, the Rab regula-
tion network can be potentially thought as such, where the GEF and GAP interplay
alone generates Rab activity patterns on the membrane through nucleotide exchange
away form thermodynamic equilibrium. Generally, the simplest system is composed
of locally-acting (auto)activator (Rab:effector:GEF complex) and long-range inhibitor
(GAP) or depletion of activation substrate (GDI extraction). The respective diffusion
coefficients determine the emergent behavior: if the inhibitor diffuses faster than the
activator, steady state patterns like gradients, spots and stripes form. Conversely,
if the two coefficients are comparable, traveling waves of activation emerge [Tyson
et al., 2003]. In Rab signaling, we can imagine that local positive feedback activa-
tion leads to situation where transient multifaceted interactions between Rabs, GEF
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and effectors significantly reduce components’ diffusion, which would result in spot-
like domains. On the other hand, in absence of such multivalent complexes, Rab
activation waves would spread over the phospholipid bilayer [Tsyganov et al., 2012;
Deneke and Di Talia, 2018]. Importantly, these basic chemical patterns are believed to
guide living systems in cell (self-)organization and embriogenesis [Kondo and Miura,
2010].
1.2.4 Biological membranes as reaction platforms
A key aspect to Rab signaling is the small GTPase cycling between the membrane
and cytosol compartments, which is coupled to the small GTPase activity state. What
is more, the energy input in the form of GDP-to-GTP exchange and subsequent hy-
drolysis of the high energy phosphoanhydride bond makes small GTPase networks
operate away from the thermodynamic equilibrium. This opens the door for dynamic
self-organization of the network components between the cytosol and membrane sur-
face [Coyle and Lim, 2016; Tan et al., 2020; Karsenti, 2008; Misteli, 2001]. Despite
being integral to small GTPase function in vivo, many in vitro studies omitted phos-
pholipid bilayers from biochemical assays [Lippé et al., 2001; Delprato et al., 2004;
Delprato and Lambright, 2007; Nottingham and Pfeffer, 2014], which led to current lack
of knowledge in physiological out-of-equilibrium signaling. Importantly, the biological
membranes and lipids introduce new concepts in biochemical network regulation as
reaction platforms and specific molecular markers.
As lipid-modified Rab GTPases are extremely hydrophobic and prone to immedi-
ate aggregation when exposed to aqueous media [Sivars et al., 2005], the regula-
tory steps of nucleotide exchange and hydrolysis in Rab cycle are impossible in so-
lution. Thus, the membranes provide reaction platforms for coordinated actions of
GEFs, GAPs and GDIs. Indeed, it was recently established that geranylgeranylated
Rab11 activation is possible only in presence of lipid vesicles [Thomas and Fromme,
2016]. Apart from offering support for hydrophobic Rabs, the membrane biochemical
composition also provides additional regulatory signals for Rab networks like phospho-
inositide identity [Jean and Kiger, 2012], membrane curvature [Kulakowski et al., 2018]
and effector composition [Li et al., 2014]. Additionally, the reduction in dimensional-
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ity from 3D to 2D system significantly increases the efficiency of molecular interac-
tions. For example, membrane localization can increase effective local concentration
of signaling components for three orders of magnitude compared to solution [Kuriyan
and Eisenberg, 2007] and promote productive protein orientations by entropic effects.
Consequently, the GEF-mediated nucleotide exchange on Ras and Arf GTPases can
be increased for up to 1000-fold on membrane support [Groves and Kuriyan, 2010;
Peurois et al., 2018]. Due to these unique synergistic effects on phospholipid bilayers,
the widely measured reaction rates of soluble components in in vitro assays are likely
substantially different in vivo [Groves and Kuriyan, 2010]. Indeed, it has been demon-
strated that membrane confinement alters dynamics for positive feedback-driven Ras
GTPase activation, promoting bistability [Abel et al., 2012].
Besides their influence on emergent properties of Rab circuits, membranes also
physically segregate GTPase networks and GEF/GAPs, creating intracellular concen-
tration and function gradients [Kholodenko et al., 2010]. The dynamic boundaries
control network crosstalk through proximity and regulatory composition. For instance,
Rab1 could be activated on Golgi membrane by GEF TRAPP, which is tethered on
COPII coat of the incoming ER vesicle [Barr and Lambright, 2010]. Conversely, Rab5
is activated on early endosomes, where GEF complex Rabex5:Rabaptin5 is located
and not on Golgi cisternae, where RabGAP-5 resides. In C. elegans, Rab5 is inacti-
vated on late endosomes as both lipid and protein composition change over the course
of endosome maturation, recruiting the GAP TBC-2 [Chotard et al., 2010]. Thus, the
biological membranes are both necessary and often active players in Rab regulation.
Membrane protein domains
The endosomal system is a complex vesicular meshwork of membrane compartments
with different sizes and morphology. Early endosomes are 100-500 nm structures with
tubular extensions and late endosomes can span up to 1 µm and contain intraluminal
vesicles [Klumperman and Raposo, 2014]. It was shown that distinct Rab domains or
clusters populate different features and regulate distinct cellular processes: Rab5 is
found on globular parts of early endosomes [Franke et al., 2019; Cezanne et al., 2020]
and controls endosomal fusion and maturation. Later, it is replaced by Rab7, which
directs lysosomal fusion with late endosomes [Rink et al., 2005]. On the other hand,
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Rab4 and Rab11 are involved in endosomal cargo recycling and populate tubular struc-
tures, which mature into recycling endosomes [Sönnichsen et al., 2000]. Recently, high
resolution imaging revealed 50 nm Rab5 (nano)domains on early endosomes [Franke
et al., 2019], which represent distinct signaling platforms for downstream vesicular traf-
ficking events.
This spatial division of labor is achieved by non-linear activation mechanisms and
maintained through small GTPase-specific effector ensemble [Zerial and McBride, 2001].
A key component of membrane Rab domain emergence are scaffolding proteins like
Rab5 and Rab4 effectors Rabenosyn5 [Jovic et al., 2010] and Rabaptin5 [Kholodenko
et al., 2010; Stenmark et al., 1995]. Likely, these interaction partners both orga-
nize the domains in time and space, where they maintain stable cluster boundaries
[Sönnichsen et al., 2000; Kälin et al., 2015] and facilitate cargo sorting for recycling
or degradation pathways [Solinger et al., 2020]. Crucially, Rabaptin5 ensures pos-
itive feedback in Rab5 activation through Rabex5 recruitment, a Rab5-specific GEF
[Lippé et al., 2001]. Particularly, the GEF and effector association is a common small
GTPase regulatory mechanism that triggers symmetry breaking and results in self-
organized protein clusters on membrane supports [Barr, 2013; Pfeffer, 2013; Halatek
et al., 2018]. Besides Rabs, the membrane protein (nano)domains are also a common
theme in Ras [Wittinghofer, 2014a; Lee et al., 2019] and Rho [Altschuler et al., 2008;
Rapali et al., 2017; Remorino et al., 2017] small GTPase signaling. Besides, they
are believed to regulate Arf1-mediated vesicular trafficking in the trans-Golgi network
[Stalder and Antonny, 2013; Nagano et al., 2019]. The self-organized small GTPase
membrane domains ensure robust signal transmission by recruiting a large number of
relevant effector proteins at specific cellular locations [Wittinghofer, 2014a].
1.3 Rab5
Rab5 is a 24 kDa regulator of the vesicular trafficking and is cycling between the plasma
membrane, early endosomes (EE) and the cytoplasm [Chavrier et al., 1990]. A quarter
of century ago, it has been identified to promote endocytic vesicle fusion and regulate
endocytosis [Gorvel et al., 1991; Bucci et al., 1992]. In it’s active state, Rab5 is or-
chestrating the endocytic pathway by recruiting specific effector and regulator proteins
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[Christoforidis et al., 1999] in a spatiotemporally distinct manner. Interestingly, Rab5
has one of the highest GTPase activities in Ras-like GTPases, which is on the order of
t1/2 ≈ 5-15 min [Stenmark et al., 1994; Rybin et al., 1996; Simon et al., 1996a], fitting
with the estimated endosome budding and maturation time scales [Rybin et al., 1996;
Simon et al., 1996a; Rink et al., 2005]. Thus, it was proposed that Rab5 GTP hydrol-
ysis is an internal timer for Rab5 function [Rybin et al., 1996]. The GTPase activity
is reduced by 100-fold in constitutively active Q79L mutant (equivalent to Q80L in X.
laevis that was used in this work) [Stenmark et al., 1994]. On the contrary, S34N
mutant binds GDP with high affinity and prevents nucleotide exchange, generating a
constitutively inactive GTPase [Stenmark et al., 1994].
The human genome encodes three Rab5 isoforms, denoted Rab5A, B and C,
which are expressed in all tissues [Chen et al., 2014]. They are functionally redun-
dant [Zeigerer et al., 2012] and ensure high robustness of the endosomal network.
Nevertheless, Rab5A has been recently observed to preferentially mediate epidermal
growth factor receptor trafficking, while Rab5C is primarily involved in cell motility [Chen
et al., 2014]. In this work, I take the Rab5A as the canonical isoform and refer to it as
”Rab5”.
1.3.1 Cellular function
The Rab5 interactome consists of over 30 effectors, ranging from membrane tethers,
motor proteins, vesicle docking and fusion machinery, phosphatidylinositol kinase and
downstream Rab activators [Christoforidis et al., 1999; Gillingham et al., 2014]. The
spatiotemporal coordination of Rab5 activation and effector availability leads to for-
mation of clathrin-coated vesicles, [McLauchlan et al., 1998], clathrin coat disassembly
[Semerdjieva et al., 2008], endosomal flux along the microtubules [Nielsen et al., 1999],
tethering [Murray et al., 2016] and fusion of endosomes [Gorvel et al., 1991], EE mat-
uration and final conversion to late endosomes [Poteryaev et al., 2010], all depending
on the identity of Rab5 interaction partners. Given the large number of cellular func-
tions, it is no surprise that RNAi Rab5 knock-down in mice leads to disruption of the
whole endo-lysosomal system, highlighting Rab5 as a principle factor in endosomal
biogenesis and maintenance [Zeigerer et al., 2012].
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As Rab5 activity is linked with distinct steps in the intracellular vesicle trafficking,
dynamic domains of Rab5-associated protein complexes with unique transient compo-
sitions exist on the membrane [Franke et al., 2019]. These then direct the EE through
subsequent steps in the endocytic pathway [Zerial and McBride, 2001], emerging from
the interaction-driven protein self-organization.
1.3.2 Rab5 GEF: Rabex5
There are as may as six different GEFs that have been reported to act on Rab5 in
different pathways [Chen et al., 2014; Hsu et al., 2018]. Nonetheless, the Vps9 family
GEF Rabex5 is the main endosomal Rab5 activator [Horiuchi et al., 1997]. It has
roughly 60 kDa and is composed of two N-terminal ubiquitin (Ub)-binding domains,
a helical bundle, the catalytic Vps9 domain, C-terminal coiled-coil and a proline-rich
region [Delprato and Lambright, 2007].
Interestingly, Rabex5 forms a complex with Rabaptin5 (from Greek apto – to touch
and Rab5, Figure 1.7A), a Rab5 effector [Horiuchi et al., 1997]. Nucleotide exchange
assays revealed that Rabex5 is three times more active on soluble Rab5 when in Rab-
aptin5 complex, compared with GEF alone (rates on membrane support are not known)
[Lippé et al., 2001]. This implies that free Rabex5 is in auto-inhibited state, which is
released upon Rabaptin5 and Rab5 binding. Indeed, a truncation analysis identified
an inhibitory motif in the C-terminal coiled-coil region, which is involved in Rabaptin5
interaction and partly covers Rab5 binding surface [Delprato and Lambright, 2007]. A
recent study suggests an additional inhibitory role of Ub-binding domains and adjacent
linker region [Lauer et al., 2019]. It is likely that both binding events contribute to re-
lease of auto-inhibition, further expanding the allosteric Rabex5 self-regulation, which
is relieved in EE-specific chemical environment. Despite this, the measured catalytic
rate of nucleotide exchange on soluble Rab5 is relatively slow compared to other GEFs
[Delprato et al., 2004], suggesting that membrane support is needed for efficient coop-
erative GTPase activation. Along with Rab5, Rabex5 also activates related Rab21 and
Rab22 [Delprato et al., 2004].
As Rab membrane targeting largely depends on GEF localization, it is important
to explore many ways of Rabex5 recruitment to endosomal membranes. Monoubiq-
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uitination is a common molecular tag, marking transmembrane cargo for sorting into
endocytic pathway. As Rabex5 N-terminal Ub-binding domains interact with mono-Ub
(Kd ≈ 30 µM), it is believed that tagged sorting cargo recruits Rabex5 and releases
its auto-inhibition, promoting Rab5 activation for downstream signaling specifically on
EE [Lee et al., 2006; Lauer et al., 2019]. Furthermore, Ub is also involved in regu-
lated Rabex5 detachment from EEs. The GEF has Ub-ligase activity, which promotes
auto-ubiquitination and release to cytosol [Mattera and Bonifacino, 2008]. Negatively
charged lipids [Zhu et al., 2007] and Rab22[GTP] [Zhu et al., 2009] are additional
cues that contribute to endosome-specific Rabex5 recruitment. The GEF can be also
brought to the endosomes indirectly, by the means of Rabaptin5. It has been long
thought that Rabaptin5 recognizes pre-existing active Rab5 to shuttle Rabex5 on EEs,
giving rise to stable Rab5 domains. However, Rabaptin5 is also Rab4 effector, raising
the possibility that Rab4 activation precedes and triggers Rab5 nucleotide exchange
[Kälin et al., 2015].
Other Rab5 GEFs
Apart from Rabex5, which is by far the most characterized Rab5 GEF, the GTPase
is also activated by other Vps9 domain exchange factors, ensuring function-specific
signaling and robustness of the endo-lysosomal system through redundancy. For in-
stance, Alsin (ALS2) is Rab5 GEF, which is defective in juvenile amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) and was found to activate Rab5 on endosomes and – interestingly
– mitochondria under oxidative stress, where it triggers anti-apoptotic mechanisms
[Topp et al., 2004; Hsu et al., 2018]. In contrast, GAPVD1 (also RME6, GAPex5) is
localized on the plasma membrane, where it regulates receptor endocytic uptake and
activates Rab5 on clathrin-coated pits or vesicles [Sato et al., 2005; Su et al., 2007;
Semerdjieva et al., 2008]. Similarly, Rin1, -2 and -3 couple Ras GTPase activation with
Rab5 nucleotide exchange to induce endocytosis of selected peripheral proteins and
receptors. They all bind active Ras, which relieves auto-inhibited Vps9 domain, pro-
moting Rab5 signaling [Tall et al., 2001; Kimura et al., 2006; Kajiho et al., 2003]. Inter-
estingly, Rin2 and Rin3 have also been shown to bind Rab5[GTP], potentially merging
the functions of Rabex5:Rabaptin5 complex in a single polypeptide chain [Kajiho et al.,
2003]. Nonetheless, in contrast to Rabex5, the regulatory interaction networks of these
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GEFs remain largely unknown, which limits our understanding of GEF-specific Rab5
activation mechanisms.
1.3.3 Rab5 GAP: RabGAP-5
Rab5 has a reasonably high intrinsic GTP hydrolysis rate [Simon et al., 1996a], which
probably makes GAPs less crucial in its spatiotemporal cycling [Barr and Lambright,
2010]. Despite, RN-tre and RabGAP-5 (also RUTBC3, SGSM3 and CIP85) are two
Rab5-specific GAPs, which might regulate distinct Rab5 signaling cascades in space
and time [Pfeffer, 2005]. Of the two, RabGAP-5 has higher GTPase promoting activity
and can localize to EEs through interactions with cargo proteins [Haas et al., 2005]. It is
a 85 kDa protein, consisting of C-termainal RUN and SH3 domains that are important
in its localization and a TBC catalytic domain, which enhances Rab5 GTPase activity
by 3-fold [Haas et al., 2005]. Thus, it is regarded as the primary Rab5 GAP, which
regulates the amount of endosomal tethering and fusion.
1.3.4 Rab5 activation signaling network
The composition of a minimal Rab5 activation network is still unknown. For example,
the need for a GDF, cross-linking effectors or GAP have not been tested in physiological
setting. Here, I propose that the minimal biochemical module, which results in collective
Rab5 activation is composed solely of inactive Rab5:GDI, the Rabex5:Rabaptin5 GEF
complex and a membrane support. It is believed that membrane-localized Rabex5
promotes non-linear positive feedback by directly interacting with Rabaptin5, which in
turn binds active Rab5 and allosterically upregulates Rabex5. This indirect positive
feedback arises from the network circuitry (Figure 1.7B) and could be the basis for
ultrasensitive or bistable behavior, which is necessary for collective GTPase activation
[Barr, 2013]. These inherent properties would be harnessed by the cell to precisely
regulate the emergence of Rab5 active domains and reliably maintain their composition
over the EE maturation process, which takes 5-20 min [Wenzel et al., 2018].
Taking a closer look at the prevailing model, the cooperative Rabex5:Rabaptin5
complex drives the positive feedback of Rab5 activation as more GEF moieties are
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recruited to the sites with active Rab5, in turn promoting more nucleotide exchange
[Lippe et al., 2001; Del Conte-Zerial et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2010]. Accordingly, the
activation is believed to first progress at a basal rate, where the initial active Rab5
population is established and Rabex:Rabaptin5 is not yet fully engaged in the ternary
complex [Zhu et al., 2010]. However, with increasing Rab5[GTP] density the positive
feedback loop eventually forms. Then, the activation of free Rab5 out-competes GDI
re-extraction, progressing at an increasing rate and resulting in collective activation
with a dense Rab5 membrane patch. These sites are then signaling hubs for GTPase
effectors and downstream events [Zerial and McBride, 2001]. Unfortunately, the Rab5
cascade has been hitherto observed only in the complex environment of cells or cellular
extracts [Lippe et al., 2001; Rink et al., 2005; Poteryaev et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2010;
Wenzel et al., 2018], where a direct readout of network state is impossible. As a
consequence, the proposed Rab5 activation mechanism is still debated [Kälin et al.,
2015; Kälin et al., 2016].
1.3.5 Rab cascade to Rab7 activation
The unique properties of Rab signaling also allow for sequential coupling of small
GTPases. In a Rab cascade or conversion, an active Rab recruits the downstream-
acting GEF, initiating subsequent pathway steps [Mizuno-Yamasaki et al., 2012]. A
well-studied example is the Rab5-Rab7 conversion at early to late endosome transition
[Poteryaev et al., 2010; Kinchen and Ravichandran, 2010]. There, active Rab5 inter-
acts with Mon1:Ccz1, which is a Rab7 GEF [Kinchen and Ravichandran, 2010; Lange-
meyer et al., 2020]. Furthermore, Mon1 has been shown to displace the Rab5 GEF
Rabex5, facilitating the transition from Rab5 to Rab7 positive endosomes [Poteryaev
et al., 2010]. At the same time, Rab5 recruits PI3P kinase Vps34 – generating PI3P
lipids that also recruit Mon1. Thus, the exact timing of Rab5-Rab7 switch depends on
the balance between Rab5:Rabaptin5:Rabex5 positive- and Rab5:Mon1:Ccz1 nega-
tive feedback [Vartak and Bastiaens, 2010], which is likely tipped by PI3P or related
coincidence signal. This sequential interplay between the GTPases represents a well
preserved regulatory mechanism [Mizuno-Yamasaki et al., 2012], which the cells use
to coordinate Rab activities. Nonetheless, the proposed link between the spatiotem-
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Figure 1.7: Minimal Rab5 activation network.
(A) Crystal structure of Rab5:Rabex5:Rabaptin5 and Rab5:Rabaptin5 complexes with mem-
brane representation. Left: The asymmetric unit of ternary complex during nucleotide exchange
contains a dimer supercomplex, where nucleotide-free Rab5 is bound by Rabex5 and Rab-
aptin5 dimer fragments. Rabex5 N-terminal domains and Rabaptin5 Rab5 binding domains
(RBD) are not visible. PDB ID: 4Q9U [Zhang et al., 2014]. Right: Rabaptin5 fragment forms
a coiled-coil dimer, which can cross-link two Rab5[GMP-PNP]. The Rab5 hypervariable region
and geranylgeranyl chain representations were drawn by hand. PDB ID: 1TU3 [Zhu et al.,
2004]. (B) Model of minimal Rab5 activation network. Top: simple circuit with possible sources
of non-linear regulation in red. Bottom: possible events in network switching. Rabex5:Rab-
aptin5 is first localized to early endosome membrane, where it activates Rab5 at basal rate.
After assembly of Rab5[GTP]:Rabaptin5:Rabex5 complex, positive feedback enhances Rab5
activation. Finally, intrinsic Rab5 GTPase hydrolyses GTP and Rab5 is extracted by GDI.
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poral dynamics of Rab5 activation and Rab7 recruitment is yet to be mechanistically
confirmed and characterized. In vitro reconstitution offers a possible approach to elu-
cidate biochemical network properties using physiological conditions in well-defined
experimental setting [Liu and Fletcher, 2009; Langemeyer et al., 2020].
1.4 In vitro reconstitution
The living cell is a wonderful self-organized system with over 9·109 moving parts [Sims
and Allbritton, 2007]. Naturally, there is no hope of understanding the intricate work-
ings of the whole cell at once, but we can re-build individual biochemical networks from
bottom-up and dissect their function one by one [Fletcher, 2016]. This is the main moti-
vation of the booming field of bottom-up synthetic biology, which relies on in vitro recon-
stitution to understand living processes by rebuilding them under controlled conditions
with purified components. The modular nature of cellular organization [Hartwell et al.,
1999; Rives and Galitski, 2003] permits reconstitution of individual signaling networks
that are composed of just a few biological parts. This way, it is possible to examine and
understand mechanistic details of living systems, which otherwise remain obscured in
intact cells. The final goal of bottom-up synthetic biology is the reconstitution of a fully
functional living cell from characterized parts – bridging the divide between living and
non-living matter [Göpfrich et al., 2018].
The term synthetic biology dates back over a century when Stéphane Leduc pub-
lished La Biologie Synthétique (The Synthetic Biology) in 1912 [Leduc, 1912]. In his
work, Leduc recognizes that the natural world is governed by physical and chemical
laws, which can be harnessed experimentally to understand processes like develop-
ment and growth. He proposed to use the method of synthesis in order to re-assemble
living systems from bottom up – a notion that is nicely captured in Richard Feynman’s
quote ”That which I cannot create, I do not understand.” and is now known as in vitro
reconstitution. The reconstruction of cellular networks combines expertise from cellu-
lar and molecular biology, biochemistry, biophysics and mathematical modeling to ad-
vance the pure reductionist approach of looking at individual components in isolation
as has been done in classical biochemical studies. By assembling known components
together and inspecting the biological network as a single functioning unit, important
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lessons on underlying mechanisms can be learned. At the same time, emergent be-
havior – where the network’s response cannot be predicted from the characteristics
of its constituents – can be revealed under defined conditions in vitro [Ganzinger and
Schwille, 2019]. Of course, there are obvious caveats to the investigation of re-built
and engineered circuits. The synthetic in vitro reconstitution cannot match the bio-
logical context and conditions in vivo, but it can offer a useful platform to build math-
ematical models, which help us better understand living processes [Fletcher, 2011].
What is more, the defined and controlled conditions in an in vitro reconstitution study
allow direct application of simulation-based hypotheses, which is often not possible in
in vivo experiments. This way we can develop detailed mechanistic insights and dispel
alternative interpretations of complex biological phenomena [Fletcher, 2011].
Early on, reconstitution studies focused on cytoskeleton and molecular motors.
For example, Szent-Györgyi and Staub identified the biochemical components of ac-
tomyosin fibers and reconstituted muscle contraction with ATP in vitro in 1940s [Liu
and Fletcher, 2009]. This seminal work eventually led to cell-free investigation of cy-
toskeleton polymerization and reconstitution of self-organizing actomyosin structures
like contractile rings, asters and active mesh-like networks [Backouche et al., 2006].
Moreover, biochemical in vitro reconstitution was crucial in discovery of microtubule
polymerization and dynamic instability in 1980s [Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984], which
is the underlying mechanism of microtubule organization in cell division and morpho-
genesis. This lay the foundations to in vitro reconstitution of the mitotic spindle [Nguyen
et al., 2014] from Xenopus cell extracts that lead to unparalleled biochemical and bio-
physical investigation of cell division machinery. On the other hand, reconstitution of
organelle transport from cell lysates along microtubules in vitro lead to the discovery
of kinesin motor proteins [Vale et al., 1985], demonstrating the power of combining
bottom-up and top-down experimental approaches. This discovery in combination with
the adoption of fluorescent labeling and total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)
microscopy opened up new avenues in real-time and single-molecule investigation of
reconstituted systems [Vale et al., 1996]. Recently, this technique was utilized to con-
firm the hypothesized mRNA transport on kinesin motors along microtubule tracks in
vitro [Baumann et al., 2020] and the dynamic shrinkage and growth of microtubules
was determined down to nanometer and sub-second resolution using microfluidic flow
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chambers [Duellberg et al., 2016]. This versatile microfluidic technology now drives the
production of artificial cellular compartments and endomembrane systems [Göpfrich
et al., 2018] in vitro. For example, microtubule asters were rebuilt in water-in-oil droplets
form purified tubulin and kinesin motors to examine self-organization of active networks
in confined cell-like compartments [Juniper et al., 2018]. While both actin, myosin and
tubulin were first identified in vivo and characterized in vitro, it was the reconstitution
experiments that eventually lead to conceptual advances and the appreciation of self-
organization principles in cytoskeleton cell biology. It turns out that exact protein ratios,
boundary conditions and confinement greatly influence the state of biochemical sys-
tems – a notion that was fully revealed only by outlining the parameter landscapes
through in vitro reconstitution [Ganzinger and Schwille, 2019].
Outside the cytoskeleton field, with the advances in recombinant protein purification
[Kalinin et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2019] and imaging, the membrane-
localized processes became particularly well-suited for in vitro reconstitution of larger
signaling networks [Fletcher, 2016]. The traditional biochemical test tube experiments
typically describe the average behavior of the reconstituted system, without the im-
portant spatial information. On the other hand, light microscopy methods allow di-
rect examination of system’s spatial organization in real time [Liu and Fletcher, 2009]
– capturing dynamic phenomena in cell signaling like protein recruitment, redistribu-
tion and pattern formation on membrane surface [Loose and Schwille, 2009; Loose
et al., 2011], bilayer deformation [Ganzinger and Schwille, 2019], phase separation
[Alberti et al., 2019] and nanodomain formation [Janosi et al., 2012]. The biomimetic
membranes like large/giant unilamellar vesicles (LUV and GUVs) and supported lipid
bilayers (SLBs) are readily available [Ganzinger and Schwille, 2019] and allow direct
high signal-to-noise activity readouts with fluorescent microscopy. Particularly, SLB
can be prepared by fusing synthetic vesicles on clean microscopy coverslips. In com-
bination with TIRF microscopy the labeled purified proteins can be visualized down to
single molecule level on the flat 2D SLB surface [Nguyen et al., 2015]. This precise
control over experimental conditions and membrane binding-sensitive readout allows
detailed biophysical examination of reconstituted reaction-diffusion systems on mem-
brane support. For example, by controlling the composition of biochemical networks on
SLB, self-organized emergent behavior was characterized in bacterial polarity [Loose
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et al., 2008] and division machinery [Loose and Mitchison, 2014], cytoskeleton dynam-
ics [Köster et al., 2016], ESCRT-III membrane deformation [Chiaruttini et al., 2015]
and clathrin coat assembly [Saleem et al., 2015], dynamin vesicle fission [Pucadyil
and Schmid, 2008], T-cell receptor signaling [Su et al., 2016], immunological synapse
assembly [Mossman, 2005] and phosphatidylinositol phosphate lipid cycles [Hansen
et al., 2019]. Particularly, reconstitution of bacterial polarity machinery revealed that
the simple MinD-MinE interaction network self-organizes into stunning periodic travel-
ing waves on the SLB [Loose et al., 2008]. On the other hand, a colossal reconstitution
of T-cell receptor signaling and downstream actin filament assembly with 12 purified
protein components highlighted the importance of phase separation in signal gener-
ation and transmission on the plasma membrane [Su et al., 2016]. Similarly to the
presented examples, small GTPase regulation also requires membrane support. As
such, it is particularly well suited for in vitro reconstitution studies.
1.4.1 Reconstituting small GTPase signaling
Despite the interest in in vitro examination of small GTPase signaling and regula-
tion, the posttranslational lipid modifications, which make proteins insoluble in aque-
ous buffers and complicate the purification of native forms greatly hindered the adop-
tion and progress of systemic reconstitution studies. As a consequence, the GTPase
regulators GEFs and GAPs were characterized exclusively on bacterially expressed
Ras-like proteins (without lipid anchors). This also means that the role of biological
membranes and solubilization factors like REP and GDI still remains under-explored.
What is more, the known GEF and GAP activities were determined in chemical equilib-
rium, without the dynamic state transitions of small GTPases through GTP consump-
tion [Haas et al., 2005; Yoshimura et al., 2010; Langemeyer et al., 2014; Kiontke et al.,
2017]. Consequently, emergent and biologically-relevant out-of-equilibrium properties
of small GTPase regulation are yet to be determined. To bridge this gap, the underlying
regulatory mechanisms were deduced indirectly by correlating the in vitro findings with
in vivo localization and deletion effects on cell physiology.
Another experimental work-around to the lipid anchor-associated complications was
the small GTPase membrane immobilization through recombinant His-tag fusion and
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use of Ni2+-NTA conjugated synthetic lipids. This way, the effect of reduction in di-
mensionality and spatiotemporal dynamics became apparent [Peurois et al., 2017;
Coyle and Lim, 2016; Iversen et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2019]. However, while simpli-
fying the experimental setup and revealing effector recruitment as a readout function,
the immobilized proteins are not sequestered by GDI and allowed to cycle between
the solution and lipid bilayer – missing on two basic hallmarks of GTPase networks.
We can only assume that the dynamic out-of-equilibrium network responses are vastly
different when the small GTPases are allowed to transition between the 2D membrane
surface and the 3D medium.
Only recently full-length lipid modified Arfs [Stalder et al., 2011] and Rabs [Thomas
and Fromme, 2016; Thomas et al., 2019; Langemeyer et al., 2018; Langemeyer et al.,
2020] were included in in vitro reconstitution. Importantly, these studies identified the
lipid bilayer as a crucial component in lipid-modified small GTPase signaling, where
spatiotemporal GEF recruitment triggers GTPase activation. What is more, GEF re-
cruitment by active GTPase can initiate positive feedback loop, resulting in fast and
robust acttivation dynamics [Stalder and Antonny, 2013]. Yet, a systemic reconstitution
of the full out-of-equilibrium GTPase cycling network under physiological conditions is
still missing.
In vitro reconstitution using purified components and cell lysates played a major role
also in Rab5 activation network discovery and characterization. In 1990s, the main ac-
tors of endocytic membrane fusion machinery were identified: Rab5, GDI, Rabex5 and
Rabaptin5 [Horiuchi et al., 1997; Lippé et al., 2001]. These early reconstitution studies
focused on the functional roles of protein components in endosomal system, result-
ing in reconstitution of vesicle fusion [Ohya et al., 2009] and tethering [Murray et al.,
2016]. What is more, reconstitution of endosomal fusion with partly purified compo-
nents identified Rabaptin5-mediated Rabex5 recruitment as a possible mechanism in
Rab5 activation positive feedback and Rab membrane domain assembly [Zerial and
McBride, 2001], which were recently imaged in vivo [Franke et al., 2019]. Based on
these breakthroughs, we can hypothesize on the biochemical composition of a minimal
signaling module, which is suited further in vitro examinations (see Section 1.3.4). Dur-
ing the preparation of this thesis, exciting in vitro reconstitution studies looked at Rab5
[Cezanne et al., 2020] and Rab7 [Langemeyer et al., 2020] activations. By reconstitut-
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ing Rab5 activation network on silica beads, Cezanne et al. confirm the composition of
a minimal Rab5 activation network and observe that the endosomal lipids can promote
emergence of Rab nanoclusters [Cezanne et al., 2020]. Using a similar in vitro recon-
stitution platform, Langemeyer et al. identify the Rab7 GEF complex Mon1:Ccz1 as
a Rab5 effector that could initiate the Rab5-Rab7 cascade in early- to late endosome
maturation [Langemeyer et al., 2020]. Nonetheless, the mechanistic details of Rab ac-
tivation and the existence of positive feedback remained unaddressed. Consequently,
a systematic in vitro reconstitution of a Rab5 activation network could answer these
pressing questions and open new avenues for downstream Rab7 regulation.
This work focuses on in vitro reconstitution of a minimal Rab5 activation network us-
ing full length components. By systematically investigating the dynamic system switch-
ing on the SLB, we are able to evaluate network regulatory motifs (including positive
feedback) and build a mathematical model, which can reliably predict network behavior
under different conditions.
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2 Aims and open questions
Great advances in imaging and molecular biology techniques in recent years allowed
us to track Rab5 localization and activity in living cells [Rink et al., 2005; Kitano et al.,
2008; Li et al., 2015; He et al., 2017; Wenzel et al., 2018]. As a consequence, we
have a fairly good understanding of the processes and binding partners Rab5 is in-
volved with. What is more, Rab5 has been identified as the principal organizer of
the whole endo-lysosomal compartmental network [Zeigerer et al., 2012], where it di-
rectly interacts with over 30 effectors in its active GTP-bound state [Christoforidis et al.,
1999]. However, the traditional in vivo approaches are unable to assay the underlying
mechanisms in GTPase regulation due to the overwhelming complexity and unclear
functional readouts in cells. That is why a systematic characterization of Rab5 activa-
tion network using pure components under controlled conditions is needed. In order
to ensure physiological relevance of the synthetic experimental system a bottom-up
network reconstitution with full length and posttranslationally modified components is
needed.
In this thesis, I use in vitro reconstitution to apply systemic analysis on Rab5 acti-
vation switch network. Although Rab5 discovery dates back to 1990 [Chavrier et al.,
1990], a series of open questions remain regarding its regulation and network com-
position. Principally, the in vitro use of non-prenylated small GTPases has prevented
the evaluation of GDI-bound Rab activation. Consequently, the role of biological mem-
branes in Rab activity cycling and self-organization remains unknown. It is believed
that the proposed positive feedback in Rab5 activation is critical for the generation
of membrane-bound Rab domains that serve as signaling hubs in the generation, fu-
sion and maturation of endosomes [Zerial and McBride, 2001; Franke et al., 2019;
Cezanne et al., 2020]. Nonetheless, this positive feedback and spatial self-organization
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have not been directly demonstrated. Here, I address these open questions by us-
ing native purified components in combination with glass supported lipid bilayer and
surface-sensitive fluorescence microscopy:
1. The composition of a minimal Rab5 activation network remains unknown. Naively,
one would expect that Rab5:GDI and Rabex5 represent the minimal system,
which supports Rab5 activation. However, the GDI-mediated sequestration of
inactive GTPases raises concern whether GEF alone can mediate sufficient nu-
cleotide exchange to achieve biologically relevant high-density protein domains
on the bilayer. So far, the Rabex5 nucleotide exchange activity was character-
ized only on bacterially expressed Rab5 without lipid modifications [Delprato and
Lambright, 2007; Langemeyer et al., 2014]. Using prenylated Rab5 as substrate,
GDI markedly inhibits activation by Rabex5:Rabaptin5 complex [Horiuchi et al.,
1997]. This inhibition was relieved with isolated clathrin-coated vesicles, suggest-
ing that an additional factor like GDF is needed for efficient nucleotide exchange
on Rab5:GDI. PRA1 was identified as possible candidate [Sivars et al., 2003] and
was also included in previous in vitro functional assays [Ohya et al., 2009]. The
need for GDF in Rab activation was since disputed in vivo [Blümer et al., 2013],
adding to the uncertainty. My aim is to evaluate the necessity of PRA1 and Rab-
aptin5 in Rab5:GDI activation and potentially identify additional factors, which are
needed for robust network activity switching.
2. The role of membrane in Rab signaling remains unexplored. For similar Rho and
Arf small GTPases, a substantial increase in GEF activity on membrane support
is observed [Peurois et al., 2018]. Thus, membranes play an active and possi-
bly necessary role in small GTPase regulation by providing coincident molecular
signals and a reaction platform for lipidated proteins. I investigate the role of bio-
logical membranes in Rab5 regulation by reconstituting the activation network on
SLB, which can be modified in lipid composition and protein decoration.
3. Does the GEF complex recruitment lead to positive feedback and cooperativity in
Rab5 activation? Since the observation that Rab5 GEF Rabex5 forms a complex
with effector Rabaptin5, a positive feedback loop in GTPase activation was pro-
posed [Horiuchi et al., 1997; Lippé et al., 2001; Zerial and McBride, 2001] and
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widely accepted [Mizuno-Yamasaki et al., 2012]. Nevertheless, a cooperative
response in Rab5 switching, which could support such claims, was not demon-
strated. Additionally, Rab5-mediated Rabex5:Rabaptin5 endosome recruitment
might not contribute to Rab5 activation at all [Kälin et al., 2015]. Consequently,
we cannot know whether GEF recruitment results in positive feedback or if it only
contributes to co-localization. Using purified components and systematic param-
eter titration, I am able to uncover the underlying ultrasensitivity in Rab5 activation
and identify some if its mechanisms.
4. Rab5 activation on a system level has not been characterized. So far, the Rab
molecular switch was determined only on atomic scale, while emergent network
behavior remains unknown. Accordingly, a description of signal input-output re-
lationship in Rab regulation is still missing. Using in vitro reconstitution, I aim
to observe network response profile and determine possible tuning parameters
[Coyle, 2016]. This information will be valuable to understand Rab regulation
also in cellular context, where multiple factors can modulate signaling cascades
in space and time.
5. Collective activation in space and time has not been directly observed. Finally, I
would like to determine whether the reconstituted network architecture supports
emergent Turing-like spatial patters [Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972] without pre-
existing cues. For example, Rho GTPase membrane polarization and signaling
wave propagation is important in cell morphology, motility and division [Altschuler
et al., 2008; Tan et al., 2020]. Therefore, it would be interesting to know if such
collective behaviors are also possible for Rab regulatory circuits.
By addressing these questions, our work significantly contributes to the understand-
ing of Rab5 and GTPase regulatory networks in general. Hitherto the small GTPase
in vitro reconstitution studies relied on truncated mutants and non-physiological mem-
brane immobilization of key network components [Iversen et al., 2014; Coyle and Lim,
2016]. This was largely due to the difficulties associated with low yields and purifica-
tion of full-length and lipid-modified proteins. Consequently, this prevented a detailed
examination of Rabs and other Ras-related small GTPases under native cycling con-
ditions, where proteins are allowed to transition between the solution and lipid bilayer
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with GDP/GTP exchange. In the presented work we were able to observe collective
self-organization of a small GTPase network in vitro for the first time by using full length
purified proteins with native posttranslational modifications, including Rab geranylger-
anylation. This is the first systematic examination of the parameter landscape in a Rab
regulatory network under controlled physiological conditions. Importantly, the tech-
niques and identified system properties can be further applied to other biochemical
circuits, particularly the Ras, Arf and Rho small GTPase regulatory networks.
The following chapters present detailed descriptions of methods and experimental
results, which can serve as a foundation for in vitro studies on the expanded Rab5 reg-
ulatome and crosstalk with other signaling pathways like Rab4, Rab7 and Arf1. The key
network properties, which are identified in synthetic biomimetic systems like the one
presented for Rab5 here, should later be confirmed under more complex conditions.
For example, the Xenopus egg cell extracts [Nguyen et al., 2015] are readily avail-
able and provide the unique environment and factors of cellular cytoplasm. Finally, the
consistency and significance of observed emergent GTPase collective behavior should
be confirmed in vivo. Excitingly, the recent years have offered great advances in ge-
netic editing, single particle tracking, super resolution and cryo-electron microscopy
that promise to open new avenues in system’s biology, where the principles of bottom-




Table 3.1: Table of key reagents and resources.
Material Source Identifier
Bacterial strains
E. coli BL21(DE3) New England BioLabs C2527
E. coli BL21(DE3)-RIL [pRK793] Addgene 8827
E. coli DH10EMBacY F. Garzoni (EMBL Grenoble) /
E. coli DH5α Thermo Fisher Scientific 18265017
Insect cell strains
HighFive Thermo Fisher Scientific B85502




2-mercaptoethanol Sigma Aldrich M6250-100ML
Biorad Protein Assay Dye Biorad 5000006
catalase Sigma Aldrich C40
CF488A maleimide Sigma Aldrich SCJ4600016-
1UMOL
CHAPS hydrate Sigma Aldrich C3023-5G
CLPETGG peptide Biomatik /







D-desthiobiotin Sigma Aldrich D1411-500MG
DiD Sigma Aldrich D7757
DiO Sigma Aldrich D4292
DMPE-PEG2000 Avanti Polar lipids 880150C
DNase I Thermo Fisher Scientific 90083
DOGS-NTA Avanti Polar lipids 790404C
DOPC Avanti Polar lipids 850375C
DOPS Avanti Polar lipids 840035C
DTT Sigma Aldrich D5545, D0632
ESF 921 serum free insect media Expression Systems 500304
Express Five SFM (1X) Thermo Fisher Scientific 10486-025
GDP Sigma Aldrich G7127
glucose oxidase SERVA 22778.01
glycerol Sigma Aldrich G5516-1L
GMPPNP Jena Bioscience NU-401-10
GTP Jena Bioscience NU-1012-1G
HisPur Ni-NTA resin Thermo Fisher Scientific 88221
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) Sigma Aldrich 216763-500ML-M
IGEPAL CA-630 Sigma Aldrich I8896-50ML
imidazole Sigma Aldrich I2399
Insect GeneJuice Merck Millipore 71259-3
IPTG Bartelt 6.259 683
L-Glutamine Thermo Fisher Scientific 25030024
mant-GDP Jena Bioscience NU-204S
methyl-β-cyclodextrin Sigma Aldrich 332615
Phusion HF DNA polymerase New England BioLabs M0530S
Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit Thermo Fisher Scientific 23227




PMSF Sigma Aldrich P7626
potassium acetate (KOAc) Sigma Aldrich P1190-500G
Protino Ni-IDA Resin Macherey Nagel 745210.3
Q5 HF DNA polymerase New England BioLabs M0491S
sodium chloride (NaCl) Sigma Aldrich S3014
sulfo-Cy5 (sCy5)-maleimide Lumiprobe 23380
sulfuric acid (H2SO4) Merck Millipore 1007311000
Taq DNA ligase New England BioLabs M0208L
TCEP Sigma Aldrich C4706
Triton X-100 Sigma Aldrich X100-100ML
Trolox Sigma Aldrich 238813
Consumables
Amicon Ultra-2 concentrators Millipore Z740164-24EA
black 384-well NBS microplate Corning 3820
coverslips 24×50 mm, no. 1.5H Marienfeld 107222
LiposoFast 100 nm membrane Sigma Aldrich Z373419-50EA
Norland optical adhesive 63 APM Technica 284239
PCR tubes (reaction chambers) Biozym Scientific 710920
PD10 desalting columns GE Healthcare GE17-0851-01l
Pur-a-dialyzer dialysis kit Sigma Aldrich purg60010-1kt
sticky-Slide VI 0.4 ibidi 80608
Vivaspin 20 concentrators Sartorious Z614599
Zeba desalt spin columns Thermo Fisher Scientific PIER89882
Purification columns
HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200 PG GE Healthcare 28989335
HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 75 PG GE Healthcare 28989333
MonoQ 5/50 GL GE Healthcare 17516601
StrepTrap HP 1 mL GE Healthcare 28907546
StrepTrap HP 5 mL GE Healthcare 28907547




Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GE Healthcare 28990944
Superdex 75 Increase 10/300 GE Healthcare 29148721
Plasmids




For routine molecular cloning techniques and glycerol stock preparation, we used
DH5α E. coli strain. Conversely, BL21(DE3) E. coli was used for bacterial cell expres-
sion of recombinant proteins. To generate recombinant bacmids, we used DH10EMBacY
bacterial strain. Unless specified differently, E. coli cells were grown at 37 °C in LB
medium or on LB-agar plates, supplemented with the corresponding antibiotic. For
recombinant protein expression, we routinely used rich Terrific broth (TB) medium.
3.2.2 Insect cell cultures
For baculovirus preparation and Rab protein expression, Sf9 S. frugiperda insect cell
culture was used. Alternatively, the T. ni HighFive insect cell strain was used for ex-
pression of some proteins. The insect cell suspension cultures were grown at 27 °C
and 127 rpm. The Sf9 cells were grown in ESF 921 (Expression Systems) culture
medium, supplemented with 1:100 penicillin and streptomycin (Sigma) dilution. The
HighFive cells were grown in Express Five SFM (Gibco) medium, supplemented with
16 mM L-glutamine (Gibco). The Sf9 cells were split to 0.5·106/mL in fresh medium up
to 30th passage and maintained at 4-6·106/mL maximum density with > 90 % viability.




3.3.1 Competent E. coli cell preparation
We prepared chemically competent E. coli cells by harvesting a growing bacterial cul-
ture in the early log phase with OD600 0.3-0.4. Cells were later washed with ice cold
0.1 M CaCl2 and finally frozen in 0.1 M CaCl2 and 15 % glycerol with liquid nitrogen.
Aliquots of chemically competent bacteria were stored at −80 °C.
3.3.2 E. coli transformation
Competent DH5α and BL21(DE3) E. coli cells were transformed with plasmid DNA
using heat shock method. First, frozen competent cell aliquots were thawed on ice
for 10 min. DNA was then added and the suspension was left on ice for 20 min. To
generate heat shock, the cells were incubated at 42 °C for 45 seconds and returned
to ice for 2 min. Next, 1 mL SOC medium was added to the cell suspension and
cells were incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour with shaking. The transformed bacteria were
finally collected by centrifugation at 12,000 rcf for 30 s and spread on a LB-agar plate,
supplemented with the appropriate antibiotic. The agar plates were incubated at 37 °C
overnight, at which point distinct bacterial colonies developed. Similarly, the chemically
competent DH10EMBacY cells were transformed with heat shock and left to recover in
1 mL SOC at 37 °C for 4 h to ensure sufficient expression of the antibiotic resistance
genes. We spread the transformed DH10EMBacY culture on BAC plates (LB-agar +
10 µg/mL tetracyclin, 50 µg/mL kanamycin, 7 µg/mL gentamycin, 100 µg/mL X-gal, 40
µg/ml IPTG) and incubated the plates in dark at 37 °C for up to 2 days.
3.3.3 Sf9 transfection
Sf9 cells were transected with recombinant bacmid DNA using liposome-based Insect
GeneJuice (Merck Millipore) reagent. First, Sf9 cells were seeded at 0.8·106 into a 6-
well cell culture plate and left to adhere for 1 h. To prepare the transfection mixture, 5 µg
of recombinant bacmid DNA were diluted in 100 µL of antibiotic-free ESF 921 medium
and mixed dropwise with 10 µL Insect GeneJuice in 100 µL medium. The transfection
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mixture was incubated for 20 min at room temperate before continuing to the next step.
Before transfection, the adhered Sf9 cells were washed with antibiotic-free ESF 921
medium. The transfection mixture was diluted in 1 mL of growth medium and spread
dropwise on washed cells. The transfection reaction was left to proceed at 27 °C for
4 h. At that point, the growth medium with transfection reagent was replaced with 3
mL of ESF 921 medium, supplemented with penicillin and streptomycin. The adherent
transfected cells were incubated in the 6-well plates at 27 °C until V0 recombinant bac-
ulovirus harvest, usually 3-5 days post-transfection. We could observe YFP reporter
gene expression from pFL or pFastBac bacmid backbone under inverted widefield mi-
croscope with LED or mercury fluorescent lamp to confirm successful transfection and
baculovirus production.
3.3.4 Polymerase chain reaction
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was run using the peqSTAR(PEQLAB) thermo
cycler. Depending on the needs, we used either a high fidelity DNA polymerase or a
mix of robust Taq and Deep Vent polymerases (New England BioLabs). Particularly,
the high-fidelity DNA polymerase Q5 was used for preparation of DNA fragments in
molecular cloning, according to the manufacturer’s protocol. We used OneTaq blend of
DNA polymerases for colony PCR and recombinant bacmid quality checks.
3.3.5 Isothermal assembly
Recombinant DNA plasmids were prepared using Gibson isothermal assembly cloning
technique [Gibson et al., 2009]. To this end, we used a Gibson reaction mastermix,
which we prepared ourselves. To prepare the 1.33× mastermix, 320 µL of 5× isother-
mal reaction buffer (25 % PEG-8000, 500 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 50 mM MgCl2, 50 mM
DTT, 1 mM dNTPs, 5 mM NAD) were supplemented with 1.2 µL 10 U µL-1 T5 exonu-
clease (Biozym), 160 uL 40 U µL-1 Taq ligase (New England BioLabs), 20 µL 2 U µL-1
Phusion DNA polymerase (New England BioLabs) and 700 µ Milli-Q water. This reac-
tion mastermix was then aliquoted in 15 µL and stored at −20 °C for up to a year. For
the isothermal DNA assembly, 5 uL of DNA fragments (50-100 ng each) were mixed
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with 15 µL 1.33× mastermix on ice and incubated at 50 °C for 45 min. The reaction
mixture was then used to transform DH5α competent cells.
3.3.6 DNA fragment preparation
Double stranded DNA fragments for isothermal assembly reactions were either ordered
as synthetic pieces of DNA (”gBlocks”) or obtained with PCR. In general, DNA frag-
ments were designed to have 25-35 bp overlap to ensure robust DNA assembly.
Nucleotide sequences
Details on key DNA constructs are given in Table 3.2 below. For Rab5 regulatory
networks components, we used Xenopus laevis orthologues, which should be most
active at room temperature and can be potentially coupled with X. laevis egg cell extract
experiments.
Table 3.2: Table of DNA construct properties.
Name Fusion Modification Backbone UniProt ID
GDI (5’): His6-TEV / pFastBac Q642Q8
His10-Ub (5’): His10-3C / pCoofy18 Q6GQF3









Rab5A (5’): TwinStrep-TEV-G4 / pFL A0A1L8FRH6
Rab5B (5’): His6-TEV-G4 / pFL A0A1L8HHX1
Rabaptin5 (5’): TwinStrep-TEV / pFL A0A1L8H8K4
Rabex5 (5’): TEV / pFL Q4V7X1
Rabex5
(D314A)
(5’): TEV D314A pFL /
RabGAP-5 (5’): TwinStrep-3C / pFL A6H8I2
(Continued on the next page)
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(Continuation)
Name Fusion Modification Backbone UniProt ID
∆RBDRabaptin5 (5’): TwinStrep-TEV ∆(217-319),
∆(807-854)
pFL /
∆Rabex5 (5’): His6-TEV-G4 ∆(1-131) pFastBac /
3.3.7 DNA purification
Recombinant DNA was purified from E. coli using established techniques.
Plasmid purification
Plasmid DNA was routinely purified from transformed E. coli DH5α using E.Z.N.A. spin
column plasmid miniprep kit (Omega Bio-tek) according to the manufacturer’s recom-
mendations.
Bacmid purification
A single white colony from BAC agar plate was grown in LB medium with 50 µg/mL
kanamycin, 7 µg/mL gentamicin and 10 µg/mL tetracycline overnight. The overnight
culture was pelleted by centrifugation at 4,000 rcf for 10 min. The cell pellet was then
resuspended in home-made Qiagen P1 buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA,
100 µg/mL RNase A) and lysed with P2 buffer (200 mM NaOH, 1 % SDS). After 5 min,
the lysis was neutralized with N3 Qiagen buffer (4.2 M GndHCl, 0.9 M KOAc, pH 4.8).
The suspension was placed on ice for 10 min and centrifuged at 16,000 rcf for 10 min.
The supernatant was then incubated with isopropanol for 30 min on ice and centrifuged
at 16,000 rcf for 15 min. The precipitated bacmid DNA in the pellet was later washed
with 70 % ethanol and centrifuged for 10 min at 16,000 rcf. This step was repeated
twice. The ethanol solution was finally removed and the pellet was dried. The bacmid
DNA was resuspended in Milli-Q water and stored at 4 °C.
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3.3.8 Baculovirus preparation
DNA fragments of recombinant proteins were cloned into pFL [Fitzgerald et al., 2006]
or pFastBacHTc plasmid backbones and transformed into DH5α E. coli. Next, the ex-
pression cassettes were integrated into recombinant bacmid backbones by Tn7 trans-
position in DH10EMBacY strain. To that end, DH10EMBacY were transformed with
pFL plasmids and white colonies from BAC plates were isolated after two days incu-
bation in dark at 37 °C. The recombinant bacmids were isolated using home-made
Qiagen Kit buffers according to protocol described in Section 3.3.7 and success of
transposition was assayed by PCR using M13 primer pair. Isolated bacmids were used
to transfect adherent Sf9 insect cell culture using Insect GeneJuice (Merck Millipore)
reagent according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. We harvested the V0 bac-
ulovirus supernatants 3-5 days after transfection, depending on fluorescence intensity
of expressed YFP. 2 mL of V0 virus was used to infect 50 mL Sf9 culture seeded at
1·106 cells/mL. Three days after infection, V1 baculovirus stock was harvested by cen-
trifugation at 1,000 rcf for 5 min and stored in dark at 4 °C. V1 virus stock supernatant
was later used for infection of recombinant protein expression culture or baculovirus-
infected insect cells stock generation.
3.3.9 Glycerol stocks
Glycerol stocks were prepared by mixing a fresh overnight LB media culture of trans-
formed DH5α or DH10EMBacY with 50 % glycerol solution in 1:1 ratio. The cell sus-
pension was then frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C.
3.3.10 Baculovirus-infected insect cells stocks
Baculovirus-infected insect cells (BIICs) stocks were generated from V1-infected Sf9
cell cultures. The infected cells were grown at 27 °C and 127 rpm for 2-3 days before
being centrifuged at 1,000 rcf for 10 min, depending on the YFP reporter expression.
We harvested the cells before the YFP expression plateaued at maximum intensity.
Generally, pellets from 100 mL of cell culture were resuspended in 10 mL of freezing
solution containing ESF 921 medium with 10 mg/mL BSA and 10 v/v % DMSO. A 1 mL
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cell suspension aliquots were then placed at −20 °C for at least 1 hour, before being
stored at −80 °C. A 1 mL BIIC aliquot was subsequently used to infect 400 mL of Sf9 or
HighFive cell culture at 1.0·106/mL. When the insect cells were infected with BIIC, the
recombinant protein expression usually took one day more compared to cells infected
with baculovirus supernatant.
3.4 Biomimetic membranes
To reconstitute Rab signaling networks in vitro, we used synthetic biomimetic bilayers
with defined lipid compositions. Specifically, we used small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs)
and supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) as substrates for Rab activation.
3.4.1 Small unilamellar vesicles
Synthetic lipids were ordered as chloroform solutions at Avanti Polar lipids. Phospho-
inositides were purchased as lyophilized powder and dissolved in 1:2:0.8 chloroform:-
methanol:water solution. Lipid stock solutions were covered with argon gas and stored
at −20 °C. Small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) were prepared by mixing the desired lipid
composition in glass vials. We used 79.9 % DOPC, 20 % DOPS and 0.1 % DMPE-
PEG2000. Next, lipids were dried under nitrogen gas stream and remaining organic
solvents were evaporated under vacuum for at least 1 hour. Then, the dried lipids were
hydrated in Vesicle buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.4, 150 mM KOAc) to 0.5 mM lipid
concentration to produce multilamellar vesicle (MLV) suspension with vortexing. Fi-
nally, SUVs were obtained by passing the MLV solution through 5 freeze-thaw cycles in
liquid nitrogen and extrusion with 100 nm pore size polycarbonate membrane 21-times
(LiposoFast, Avestin). The SUV suspension was stored in the fridge for up to 5 days.
3.4.2 Coverslip treatment and reaction chamber immobilization
We used 24×50 mm coverslips (no. 1.5H, Marienfeld) in our fluorescence microscopy
assays with SLB. First, coverslips were cleaned by 1 h incubation in piranha solution
(1:3 volume ratio of 30 % H2O2, Sigma Aldrich and 98 % H2SO4, Merck) and extensive
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washing in Milli-Q grade water. The cleaned coverslips were stored in Milli-Q water
for up to two weeks. Immediately before use, the coverslips were dried and further
cleaned in Zepto B (Diener electronic) plasma oven for 10 min at 30 W under 1 NL/h
air flow. We immobilized the microscopy reaction chambers by attaching a cut PCR
tube on the cleaned coverslip glass using ultraviolet glue (Norland optical adhesive 63)
under 365 nm UV light for 5-10 min. The attached reaction chambers were then ready
for SLB preparation.
3.4.3 Supported lipid bilayer preparation
To mimic the intracellular membranes, we prepared supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) on
high precision microscope slides (no. 1.5H). The SLBs are made by bursting SUVs
with defined composition on clean glass. In this study, we used 79.9 % DOPC, 20 %
DOPS, 0.1 % DMPE-PEG2000 and varying amounts of DOGS-NTA[Ni2+] lipids (Avanti
Polar Lipids). For the experiments with DOGS-NTA, we decreased the ratio of DOPC
proportionally. The produced SUVs were stored at 4 °C for up to 5 days. Similarly,
we used DOGS-NTA SUVs within 2 days since production. The SLB was formed in
immobilized plastic reaction chambers on a clean glass surface by inducing fusion of
the SUVs with 3.33 mM CaCl2. The SLBs were left to form for at least 45 min at 37 °C.
Later, the unfused vesicles were washed away with Vesicle buffer, Milli-Q water and
reaction buffer.
3.5 Protein expression
3.5.1 Bacterial protein expression
We used bacterial expression systems for routine production of smaller recombinant
proteins that do not require posttranslational modifications. We used BL21(DE3) E. coli
strain in TB medium.
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His10-Ub
Ubiquitin cDNA from X. laevis was inserted downstream from His10 tag and 3C HRV
protease site in a pCoofy18 plasmid backbone [Scholz et al., 2013]. The recombinant
protein was expressed in BL21(DE3) cells after dilution of an overnight LB culture to
OD600 0.05 in TB medium and recovery to OD600 0.8 at 37 °C. The transgene expres-
sion was then induced with 0.5 mM IPTG and continued at 30 °C for 5 h. We later
harvested the cells and washed them in 1× PBS. The cells were finally pelleted at
4,000 rcf for 10 min and frozen in N2(l) before storage at −80 °C.
Rab5, Rab5-His10, Rab5Q80L-His10
Unprenylated Rab5A and related mutant proteins from X. laevis were expressed in
E. coli BL21(DE3) from kanamycin resistance-bearing pET28a vector under lacO-
regulated T7 promoter. The Rab5 protein was expressed as an N-terminal TwinStrep
fusion with a TEV protease cleavage site and Gly4 linker preceding the Ala2 of Rab5.
First, 50 mL of LB broth were inoculated with a colony of transformed BL21(DE3) cells
and incubated at 200 rpm and 30 °C overnight. On the following day, 2 L of pre-warmed
TB medium were inoculated with the overnight culture to OD600 = 0.02 and incubated
at 37 °C and 200 rpm. The protein expression was induced at OD600 = 0.8 with 0.5 mM
IPTG and left to proceed at 30 °C and 200 rpm for 4 h. Finally, cells were harvested
by centrifugation at 5,000 rcf for 20 min at 4 °C and resuspended in PBS. After 15 min
centrifugation at 4,000 rcf and 4 °C, cell pellet was frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored
at −80 °C.
PRA1 expression
X. laevis PRA1 is a transmembrane protein, which was cloned in a pET28a backbone
downstream of a TwinStrep purification tag and TEV protease recognition site. Of
note, a His6-SUMO fusion in pTB146 vector backbone failed to express a functional
full length protein. An overnight culture of transformed BL21(DE3) cells was used to
inoculate TB medium to OD600 0.05 and left to reach OD600 0.8. The PRA1 expression
was induced with 0.5 mM IPTG and proceeded at 30 °C for 4 h. We harvested the
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cells by centrifugation at 4,000 rcf for 20 min and washed the pellets with 1× PBS.
For convenience, we prepared smaller bacterial cell aliquots for later purification as the
PRA1 protein could only be used fresh in reconstitution assays. The cells were finally
pelleted at 4,000 rcf for 10 min and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. The frozen pellets
were stored at −80 °C.
SrtA 7M expression
Sortase A 7M mutant [Hirakawa et al., 2015] from Staphylococcus aureus was obtained
on Addgene #51141. The gene is cloned in a pET30b plasmid as a His6 fusion. An
overnight LB culture of transformed BL21(DE3) cells was first diluted to OD600 0.05 in
TB medium and incubated at 37 °C until OD600 reached 0.6-0.8. SrtA 7M expression
was induced with 0.5 mM IPTG and continued at 37 °C for 4 h. The bacterial cells
were then harvested by centrifugation at 5,000 rcf and washed with 1× PBS. Finally,
the cells were pelleted and frozen in N2(l) before storage at −80 °C.
TEV(S219V) protease expression
The S219V mutant of tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease with enhanced activity and
less self-cleavage [Kapust et al., 2001] was obtained from Addgene (#8827) as pRK793-
transformed bacterial strain BL21(DE3)-RIL. The protease was expressed as a self-
cleaving MBP fusion from pMal-C2, which revealed a His6 purification tag. An overnight
LB-culture was diluted to OD600 0.05 in TB medium. We expanded the bacterial cul-
ture at 37 °Cand induced protein expression at OD600 0.6-0.8 with 0.5 mM IPTG. The
expression continued at 30 °C for 3 h to prevent inactivation of the protease due to self-
processing. Next, we harvested and washed the cells with 1× PBS before pelleting at
4,000 rcf and freezing in liquid nitrogen.
3.5.2 Insect cell protein expression
To ensure eukarya-specific posttranslational modifications, proteins used in in vitro re-
constitution assays were mainly expressed using insect cell expression system. We
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used either S. frugiperda Sf9 or T. ni HighFive expression strains, depending on the
transgenic protein yield.
GDI expression
We expressed GDI in insect cells to ensure proper folding of the expressed proteins.
X. laevis RabGDIα cDNA was inserted as a His6 fusion downstream of a TEV protease
recognition site in pFastBac plasmid. The recombinant protein was expressed in High-
Five or Sf9 insect cells for 3 or 4 days after baculovirus or BIIC infection, respectively.
The expressing cells were infected at 1.0·106/mL and grown at 27 °C and 127 rpm.
Insect cells were later harvested by centrifugation at 1,000 rcf for 10 min and washed
with 1× PBS. Finally, the cells were pelleted at 1,000 rcf for 10 min and snap frozen in
liquid nitrogen before storage at −80 °C.
Rab5A expression
For efficient purification of expressed proteins, we included a TwinStrep purification
tag with TEV protease cleavage site and Gly4 linker upstream of codon-optimized X.
laevis Rab5A cDNA. Rab5 was expressed in Sf9 insect cell system, as production in
HighFive resulted in less post-transitionally modified protein. Briefly, a 1.0·106 cells/mL
Sf9 culture was infected with baculovirus supernatant in 1:100 volume ratio or BIIC.
We incubated the infected cells at 27 °Cfor 3 to 4 days post-infection at 127 rpm. We
harvested the cells at 1,000 rcf for 10 min and washed them with 1× PBS prior to
pelleting at 1,000 rcf for 10 min. Finally, insect cell pellets were snap frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at −80 °C.
Rab5B expression
The Rab5B isoform, which lacks the geranylgeranylated C-terminal cysteins, was cloned
downstream from His6 and TEV processing site in a pFL vector backbone. Rab5B was
expressed in Sf9 insect cells, where 1.0·106 cells/mL Sf9 culture was infected with
baculovirus supernatant in 1:100 volume ratio. We incubated the infected cells at 27
°Cfor 3 days at 127 rpm. We harvested the cells at 1,000 rcf for 10 min and washed
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them with 1× PBS before to pelleting at the same settings. Finally, the cell pellets were
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C.
Rabaptin5 expression
Full length Rabaptin5 was expressed from pFL expression cassette in HighFive insect
cells as a TwinStrep-TEV fusion. We infected insect cells at 1.0·106 cells/mL with
harvested baculovirus supernatant in 1:100 ratio. The protein production was left to
continue at 27 °C and 127 rpm for three days. The cells were then harvested at 1,000
rpm for 10 min and washed with 1× PBS. Finally, we pelleted the cells and froze them
in N2(l) before storage at −80 °C.
Rabex5:Rabaptin5, ∆Rabex5:Rabaptin5, Rabex5:∆RBDRabaptin5 and
Rabex5(D314A):Rabaptin5 expression
The X. laevis Rabex5 and Rabaptin5 variants were expressed from a bicistronic pFL
vector. Rabex5 expression was under p10 constitutive promoter control on the (−)
strand and a TwinStrep fusion of Rabaptin5 was transcribed downstream from PH pro-
moter. A HighFive or Sf9 insect cell culture was infected either by 1:100 baculovirus
supernatant dilution or BIIC. We kept the expressing cells at 27 °C and 127 rpm for
three days before harvesting the cells at 1,000 rcf for 10 min. We then washed the
cells with 1× PBS and froze the cell pellets after 10 min 1,000 rcf centrifugation in
liquid nitrogen. The insect cell pellets were kept at −80 °C until purification.
∆Rabex5 expression
The deletion mutant ∆Rabex5 was cloned into pFastBac plasmid as His6 fusion down-
stream from a TEV cleavage site. The recombinant protein was expressed in HighFive
cells for 3 days at 27 °Cand 127 rpm after infection with baculovirus suspension in
1:100 ratio. We harvested the cells by centrifugation at 1,000 rcf for 10 min and washed
them with 1×nPBS. The cells were then pelleted at the same setting and frozen in liquid
nitrogen. The frozen cell pellets were kept at −80 °C.
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RabGAP-5 expression
RabGAP-5 (SGSM3) from X. laevis was inserted into pFL expression cassette as a
TwinStrep-3C fusion. The recombinant protein was expressed in HighFive insect cells
for 3 days at 27 °C after infection with harvested baculovirus suspension in 1:100 ratio.
We harvested the insect cells by centrifugation at 1,000 rcf for 10 min and wash the
cells before pelleting and freezing in liquid nitrogen. The cell pellets were stored at −80
°C.
3.6 Protein purification
We used a combination of affinity purification, size-exclusion and ion-exchange chro-
matography to prepare pure protein components. Amino acid sequences of isolated
constructs are listed in Appendix A.1.
3.6.1 GDI purification
X. laevis RabGDI was cloned as a His6-(linker)-TEV-GDI construct in a pFastBac vec-
tor. The protein was expressed in Sf9 insect cell culture at 27 °C for 3 days after bac-
ulovirus infection. The harvested cell pellets were kept at −80 °C and thawed on the
day of purification. The pellets were suspended in Lysis/Wash buffer (20 mM HEPES-
NaOH pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10 vol% glycerol) and supple-
mented with cOmplete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche), 2.5 U/mL DNase
I (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 1 mM PMSF (Sigma Aldrich). We lysed insect cells
using a glass douncer and 1 % IGEPAL CA-630 (Sigma Aldrich). The lysate super-
natant was incubated with Protino Ni-IDA (Macherey Nagel) affinity resin after 45 min
centrifugation at 60,000 rcf. After extensive washing of the affinity resin, we eluted
the purified proteins with 150 mM imidazole in Lysis/Wash buffer. Next, we performed
buffer exchange to the Lysis/Wash buffer using a PD-10 desalting column (GE Health-
care). The purification tag was later cleaved off with TEV(S219V) protease (pRK793;
Addgene #8827) [Kapust et al., 2001], which was removed by passing the solution over
HisPur Ni-NTA resin (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Finally, the purified samples were con-
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centrated on Vivaspin 20 concentrators (Sartorius), aliquoted and snap frozen in liquid
nitrogen before storage at −80 °C.
3.6.2 His10-Ub purification
X. laevis ubiquitin was cloned as a His10 fusion downstream from HRV 3C protease
recognition site in a pCoofy18 expression plasmid [Scholz et al., 2013]. The recom-
binant protein was expressed in BL21(DE3) cells at 30 °Cfor 5 h. First, the frozen
cell pellets were thawed and resuspended in Lysis/Wash buffer (50 mM HEPES-NaOH
pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10 vol% glycerol), supplemented
with cOmplete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail. The resuspended cells were then
lysed using a cell disruptor (CF2, Constant Systems Ltd.) and 2.5 U/mL DNase I was
added to the suspension. The lysate was cleared by centrifugation at 60,000 rcf and 4
°Cfor 45 min. The collected supernatant was then incubated with 0.5 g of Protino-IDA
affinity resin and loaded on a purification column under gravity flow. The column was
washed extensively with Lysis/Wash buffer and the purified proteins were eluted with
150 mM imidazole. Finally, the elution buffer was exchanged back to Lysis/Wash buffer
using PD-10 desalting columns and the aliquoted samples were snap frozen in liquid
nitrogen for storage at −80 °C.
3.6.3 PRA1 purification
PRA1 was expressed for 4 h at 30 °C as TwinStrep-(linker)-TEV-Gly4-PRA1 fusion
in BL21(DE3) cells from a pET28a plasmid backbone. First, the cell pellets were
resuspended in Lysis buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.8, 300 mM KOAc, 5 mM 2-
mercaptoethanol, 10 vol% glycerol), supplemented with cOmplete EDTA-free protease
inhibitor cocktail. The cells were lysed using cell disruptor and 1 mM PMSF, 2.5 U/mL
DNase I and 5 % Triton X-100 detergent (Sigma Aldrich) were added to the lysate.
The transmembrane PRA1 was extracted with the detergent during 1 h incubation at
4 °C with mixing. We isolated the soluble fraction with 45 min centrifugation at 60,000
rcf and 4 °C. The supernatant was then loaded on StrepTrap HP affinity column (GE
Healtcare), equilibrated with Purification buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.8, 300 mM
KOAc, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10 vol% glycerol, 0.1 % Triton X-100) and the bound
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proteins were eluted with 2.5 mM D-desthiobiotin (Sigma Aldrich). The pooled fractions
were digested with TEV(S219V) protease overnight. The PRA1-detergent complexes
were finally purified on Superdex 200 chromatography column (GE Healthcare). PRA1
suspension was stored at 4 °C for up to 5 days as freezing abolished the PRA1 activ-
ity. To produce PRA1-containing SLBs, 5 mM lipids with 79.9 % DOPC, 20 % DOPS
and 0.1 % DMPE-PEG2000 (Avanti Polar Lipids) were dried under constant Nitrogen
flow. Then, the lipids were hydrated in 100 µL Vesicle buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH
7.4, 150 mM KOAc) with 20 mM Triton X-100. The purified PRA1 was added to the
lipid suspension at 1 µM and the solution was incubated at room temperature for 10
min. We removed the detergent by chelation with 40 mM methyl-β-cyclodextrin (Sigma
Aldrich) in Vesicle buffer, which was added to the suspension in 1:1 volume ratio. Af-
ter 5 min incubation, the PRA1-lipid suspension was diluted to 0.5 mM and used to
produce glass-supported membranes.
3.6.4 Rab5A purification
A TwinStrep purification tag with TEV protease cleavage site and a Gly4 linker was
fused to codon-optimized X. laevis Rab5A. The non-prenylated GTPase was expressed
in BL21(DE3) cells. Then, the cell pellets were resuspended in Rab purification buffer
(20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.4, 150 mM KOAc, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 10 vol% glyc-
erol), supplemented with cOmplete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail. The cells
were later lysed using cell disruptor and 1 mM PMSF and 2.5 U/mL DNase I were
added to the suspension. Next, we centrifuged the sample at 60,000 rcf for 45 min
and 4 °C. The supernatant was then loaded on StrepTrap HP affinity column, equi-
librated with Rab purification buffer and the bound proteins were eluted with 2.5 mM
D-desthiobiotin. We removed the purification peptide with TEV(S219V) protease diges-
tion overnight at 4 °C, which was later removed with Ni2+-NTA resin (HisPur, Thermo
Fisher Scientific). The protein was finally isolated with size exclusion chromatography
on Superdex 75 column, equilibrated with Rab purification buffer. Rab5 aliquots were
stored at −80 °Cuntil use.
To prepare the native geranylgenanyl-Rab5, we used the baculovirus expression
system. The genetic construct was cloned into pFL plasmid backbone and expressed
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in Sf9 cells for 72 h at 27 °C. Notably, expression in alternative HighFive insect cell
strain resulted in lower levels of posttranslationally modified protein product. Rab5 was
purified from insect cell pellets according to previously published protocol [Horiuchi
et al., 1995; Peter et al., 1995], with some modifications. First, the pellets were re-
suspended in Rab purification buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.4, 150 mM KOAc, 1
mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT and 10 vol% glycerol), supplemented with cOmplete EDTA-free
protease inhibitor cocktail tablets, 2.5 U/mL DNase I and 1 mM PMSF. The cells were
lysed by douncing and ten 1 s pulses of tip sonication with 3 s pauses. We isolated
the prenylated Rab5 from the membrane fraction, which was collected by ultracentrifu-
gation at 150,000 rcf for 30 min at 4 °C. We then resuspended the membrane fraction
in Rab purification buffer, supplemented with 0.6 % CHAPS (Sigma Aldrich) and 100
µM GDP (Sigma Aldrich) (extraction buffer). The membrane-bound proteins were sol-
ubilized during 2 h incubation at 4 °C with agitation. The soluble fraction with extracted
Rab5 was isolated by another ultracentrifugation at 150,000 rcf for 30 min at 4 °C. We
loaded the supernatant on StrepTrap HP column in extraction buffer and bound pro-
teins were eluted with 2.5 mM D-desthiobiotin. Next, the purification tag was cleaved
with TEV(S219V) protease overnight. For fluorescent labeling, we used the sortagging
method [Guimaraes et al., 2013] with 10 µM Srt7M (Addgene #51141) [Hirakawa et al.,
2015] and 0.3 mM maleimide dye-CLPETGG peptide. For GEF activity assay, the un-
labeled Rab5 was loaded with mant-GDP (Jena Bioscience) by 1 h incubation at 37
°C in presence of 2 mM EDTA and 20-times molar excess of the labeled nucleotide.
The reaction was then quenched with 5 mM MgCl2 and the buffer was exchanged back
to extraction buffer using Zeba spin columns (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The Rab5:-
GDI complex was assembled by dialyzing the purified components in 1:2 molar ratio
against the Rab purification buffer with 0.1 % CHAPS. If necessary, the dialyzed sam-
ples were concentrated on Amicon Ultra-2 filter units (Millipore). Finally, the complex
was loaded on Superdex 75 size exclusion column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with
Rab purification buffer without any detergent. This separated the Rab5:GDI complex
from individual components, the TEV protease, SrtA and unused labeled peptide. The
peak fractions containing the Rab5:GDI complex were subsequently pooled and frozen
in liquid nitrogen before storage at −80 °C.
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3.6.5 Rab5B purification
Similarly to Rab5A, the recombinant Rab5B was purified from insect cells according
to previously published protocol [Horiuchi et al., 1995; Peter et al., 1995] (see above),
without sortase labeling and GDI complexation.
3.6.6 Rab5Q80L-His10 purification
Unprenylated Rab5Q80L-His10 from X. laevis was expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3)
bacterial strain from pET28a vector. The protein was cloned as TwinStrep-(linker)-
TEV-Gly4-Rab5Q80L-His10 fusion. The frozen bacterial pellets were thawed on ice and
resuspended in Lysis/Wash buffer (50 mM HEPES-NaOH pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 5
mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10 vol% glycerol). To prevent non-specific protease digestion,
cOmplete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail tablets and 1 mM PMSF were added
to the cell suspension. Next, the recombinant cells were lysed using cell disruption
and centrifuged at 60,000 rcf for 45 min at 4 °C. The protein was purified using Protino
Ni-IDA affinity resin and eluted in Lysis/Wash buffer with 150 mM imidazole. After
buffer exchange on PD-10 columns to MonoQ A buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.8, 1 mM
DTT), the protein was digested with TEV(S219V) protease at 4 °C overnight. Digested
Rab5Q80L-His10 and the protease were separated with ion exchange on Mono Q col-
umn (GE Healthcare) with MonoQ B buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.8, 1 mM DTT, 1 M
NaCl). Next, the buffer was exchanged to Rab buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.4,
150 mM KOAc, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT) and Rab5Q80L-His10 was loaded with GTP
in presence of 5 mM EDTA and 1 mM GTP for 4 h at room temperature. The reac-
tion was finally quenched with 10 mM MgCl2 and the buffer was exchanged back to
Rab buffer using PD-10 columns. Aliquoted samples were then snap frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at −80 °C.
3.6.7 Rabex5:Rabaptin5 purification
The Rabex5:Rabaptin5 GEF complex was expressed in HighFive insect cell culture
from bicistronic pFL bacmid expression cassette for 3 days. Rabex5 was cloned down-
stream of p10 promoter as a (linker)-TEV-Gly4-Rabex5 fusion and TwinStrep-(linker)-
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TEV-Rabaptin5 expression was under PH promoter control. The harvested cell pellets
were resuspended in StrepTrap buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5
mM EDTA, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol), supplemented with cOmplete EDTA-free pro-
tease inhibitor cocktail, 2.5 U/mL DNase I and 1 mM PMSF. The cells were lysed by
douncing and 10 bursts of tip sonication for 1 s with 3 s pause in between. We ultracen-
trifuged the lysate at 150,000 rcf for 30 min and loaded the supernatant on StrepTrap
HP affinity column. The purified complexes were eluted with 2.5 mM D-desthiobiotin
and digested with TEV(S219V) protease. Next, the samples were concentrated on
Amicon Ultra-2 cassettes and run on Superdex 200 gel filtration column to isolate the
digested GEF complexes. The pooled fractions were further concentrated, aliquoted
and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen for −80 °C storage. The same protocol was also
used for Rabaptin5, ∆Rabex5, ∆Rabex5:Rabaptin5 and Rabex5:∆RBDRabaptin5 pu-
rification. Importantly, purification of full length Rabex5 resulted in aggregation when
not in complex with Rabaptin5. For the fluorescently labeled Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5
complex, Rabex5 was expressed without an N-terminal linker as fluorescent labeling
disrupted the Rabex5 catalytic activity. The sortagging reaction was performed after
Rabaptin5 digestion with TEV protease.
3.6.8 RabGAP-5 purification
Sf9 insect cells were used to express TwinStrep-(linker)-3C-RabGAP-5 construct for
72 h at 27 °C. We used StrepTrap buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5
mM EDTA, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol), supplemented with cOmplete EDTA-free pro-
tease inhibitor cocktail to resuspend the cell pellets. The cells were lysed by dounc-
ing and 1 % IGEPAL CA-630 detergent solubilization for 10 min on ice. Later, the
lysate was ultracentrifuged at 150,000 rcf for 30 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was then
loaded on StrepTrap HP affinity column and bound proteins were eluted with 2.5 mM
D-desthiobiotin. The pooled fractions were digested with HRV 3C protease overnight
and the samples were run on Superdex 200 size exclusion column to separate the
RabGAP-5 and 3C protease. We finally pooled the RabGAP-5 fractions, which were
snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C.
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3.6.9 SrtA 7M purification
The Ca2+-independent mutant 7M of S. aureus SrtA was expressed as a His6-tag fusion
in BL21(DE3) cells. The frozen cell pellets were first thawed in Protino Lysis/Wash
buffer (20 mM HEPES-NaOH pH 8.0, 500 nM NaCl, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10 vol%
glycerol). Then, we added 2.5 U/mL DNase I and 1 mM PMSF before lysis in cell
disruptor. We cleared the lysates by centrifugation for 45 min at 60,000 rcf at 4 °Cand
collected the supernatants. To isolate the expressed proteins, we incubated the soluble
lysate fraction with 0.5 g of Protino-IDA resin per 50 mL for 2 h at 4 °Cwith agitation.
Next, we washed the affinity resin with Protino Lysis/Wash buffer using gravity flow and
finally eluted the bound proteins with 150 mM imidazole. The buffer was exchanged
back to 20 mM HEPES-NaOH pH 8.0, 500 nM NaCl, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10
vol% glycerol and sample aliquites were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen before storage
at −80 °C.
3.6.10 TEV(S219V) protease purification
Enhanced TEV(S219V) protease mutant was expressed as His6 mutant in BL21(DE3)-
RIL cells. The pellets were resuspendend in Protino Lysis/Wash buffer (20 mM HEPES-
NaOH pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10 vol% glycerol). Only 2.5
U/mL DNase I was added to the suspension to prevent inhibition of the protease. We
lysed the cells in cell disruptor and isolated the soluble fraction by centrifuging the sam-
ples for 45 min at 60,000 rcf at 4 °C. We incubated the supernatants with Protino-IDA
affinity resin for 2 h at 4 °C with agitation. We isolated the expressed proteases in
batch using gravity flow. The affinity resin was first washed extensively with Protino
Wash/Lysis buffer before elution with 150 mM imidazole. The buffer was then ex-
changed to Storage buffer (20 mM HEPES-NaOH pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT,
100 mM NaCl, 25 vol% glycerol) on PD-10 desalting columns. The isolated and purified
samples were then snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C.
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3.7 Protein fluorescent labeling
After purification of transgenic proteins and subsequent digestion with TEV(S219V)
protease, the proteins were labeled N-terminally with Sortagging method [Popp et al.,
2007] using calcium-independent mutant of S. aureus sortase A enzyme (SrtA7M)
[Hirakawa et al., 2015]. First, lyophillized synthetic CLPETGG peptide (Biomatik) was
dissolved in Vesicle buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.4, 150 mM KOAc) with 0.2
M TCEP to 50 mM final concentration. In the next step, maleimide-conjugated syn-
thetic fluorescent dye (sulfo-Cy5-maleimide [sCy5-maleimide] or CF488A-maleimide)
in DMSO was added to the peptide in 3-times molar excess and left to react at room
temperature overnight, protected from ambient light. We quenched the peptide labeling
reaction with 1.5 M 2-mercaptoethanol. Labeled peptides were frozen in liquid nitrogen
and stored at −80 °C. In the sortagging reaction, the purified protein was mixed with 10
µM SrtA7M and 0.3 mM labeled peptide. The reaction was then incubated for at least
5 hours at 4 °C in dark. Unreacted peptide, dye and SrtA7M were finally removed from
the protein sample with size exclusion chromatography.
3.8 Guanine nucleotide exchange factor assay
Activity assays of purified GEFs were performed in 96- or 384-well plates (black non-
binding surface microplate, Corining). First, Rab proteins were loaded with mant-GDP
by 1 h incubation at 37 °C in presence of 2 mM EDTA and 20-times molar excess of
the labeled nucleotide during purification or before the assay for soluble proteins. The
exchange reaction was then quenched with 5 mM MgCl2 and the buffer was exchanged
to the reaction buffer using desalting columns. On the day of the experiment, 250 nM
Rab5[mant-GDP]:GDI, Rabex5:Rabaptin5 and 500 µM SUVs were added to the mi-
croplate and incubated in reaction buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.4, 150 mM KOAc,
1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT) for 10 min. The measurements of mant-GDP fluorescence
were performed on Biotek Synergy H1 plate reader (excitation 355 nm, emission 450
nm). After acquiring the baseline fluorescence for 40 min, the GEF exchange reaction
was induced by injecting GTP to the wells at 1 mM final concentration. Finally, to de-
termine observed exchange rates kobs, the measured time courses were fitted with a
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monoexponential function:
I(t) = A · e−kobst +B
where I(t) is the measured fluorescence intensity at time t. The catalytic efficiency
kcat/Km was obtained from the slope of a linear fit to kobs([GEF]) plot, where kobs is
the observed exchange rate at the given Rabex5:Rabaptin5 molar concentration [GEF]
and k0 is the intrinsic Rab5 nucleotide exchange rate.
kobs = kcat/Km · [GEF ] + k0
3.9 Fluorescence microscopy
The reconstituted biochemical reactions were observed in real time using labeled pu-
rified protein components and fluorescence microscopy. We used confocal laser scan-
ning microscopy and surface-sensitive total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) mi-
croscopy.
3.9.1 Confocal microscopy
Confocal imaging was done on a Zeiss LSM 700 inverted microscope, equipped with
air Plan-APOCHROMAT 10×/NA 0.45, water Plan-APOCHROMAT 40×/NA 1.3 and oil
immersion Plan-APOCHROMAT 63×/NA 1.4 objective.
3.9.2 Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy
TIRF microscopy experiments were done on (i) Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 inverted mi-
croscope with Visitron iLas2 illumination module (GATACA), Zeiss Deffinite Focus 2
and Plan-APOCHROMAT 63×/NA 1.46 immersion objective and (ii) inverted Olympus
IX83 with CellˆTIRF system and Olympus Uapo N 100×/NA 1.49 oil objective. Imaging
on the Zeiss system was performed on two Photometrics Evolve-EM 512 D EMCCD
cameras. Conversely, the Olympus stand was equipped with water-cooed Hamamatsu
C9100-13 EMCCD camera. On both systems, the imaging was done with 200 EM
camera gain and 30 ms exposure time with varying laser intensities unless stated oth-
erwise.
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3.10 Rab5 activation reconstitution assays on the SLB
For the in vitro reconstitution assays on the SLBs, the purified and fluorescently labeled
proteins were incubated in the immobilized reaction chamber with glass supported
membrane in Rab reaction buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.4, 150 mM KOAc, 1 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 50 µM GDP), supplemented with 0.5 mM GTP in 30 µL total vol-
ume. We used surface-sensitive TIRF microscopy to specifically visualize membrane
binding of labeled components. For that, we set the focal plane at the SLB with < 100
nm penetration depth of the evanescent excitation field. We recorded the fluorescence
signal in 30 s intervals for at least 10 min after equilibration of the reconstituted system
to obtain stable baseline intensity. Then, we injected GEF in 20 µL Rab reaction buffer
and mixed the contents of the reaction chamber to initiate the nucleotide exchange (50
µL total volume). We continued the recording in 30 s intervals until the fluorescence
signal reached steady state. For the hysteresis assay, we first injected 10 µL 80 nM
Rabex5:Rabaptin5 and allowed the activation reaction to plateau. We induced switch-
ing back to the basal state by addition of 10 µL RabGAP-5 to a final concentration
of 500 or 2000 µM. In cases where no increase in signal was detected after at least
150 min post-induction, the recording was stopped and the activation delay time was
deemed to be > 150 min. Additionally, we recorded the camera noise by closing the
microscope shutter and collecting the detector readout for 50 frames.
3.11 Chromium microgrid pattern preparation
The microgrid pattern was designed by Bryan Wu during his rotation project in the
Loose lab. The chromium deposition protocol was developed with the IST Austria
nanofabrication facility (J. Merrin, I. Prieto Gonzalez) by using E-beam photolithography
with metal etching [Schweizer et al., 2012] . The grid design included several 50×50
arrays with different compartment numbers (1-25×25) and metal wall thickness (1-32
µm). Briefly, the high-precision glass slides were first cleaned with piranha solution for
2 min and rinsed with MQ water. Next, the slides were dipped in isopropanol and dried
with compressed air before chromium deposition with evaporation in a high vacuum
Plassys. We spin-coated a thick (500 nm) PMMA 950K A4 resist layer at 2,000 rpm for
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60 s and baked the slides at 180 °C for 5 min on a hotplate. Then, the design was used
to guide the E-beam in Raith EBPG 5150 tool at 100 keV. We then developed the E-
beam traced resist with isopropanol and methyl isobutyl ketone to remove the protective
layer. The exposed chromium was then etched with HClO4 and (NH4)2[Ce(NO3)6] for
90 s at room temperature. Finally, the remaining photoresist was washed away with
acetone. The chromium wall height was 50 nm.
The SLB was prepared as described before. To prevent non-specific protein binding
to the exposed metal, we passivated the surface with 0.125 µM BSA for 15 min at room
temperature after washing the reaction chambers with Vesicle buffer and MQ. The
unbound BSA was removed with three successive wash steps with reaction buffer. We
tracked the activation progression on Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 inverted microscope with
Visitron iLas2 TIRF illumination with 63× objective and 1.6× optovar magnification. We
used 100 EM camera gain and 30 ms exposure with varying laser intensity for imaging.
The patterned coverslips were recycled several times by washing the used chambers
with MQ and isopropanol to remove the reaction components. The glued reaction
chambers were removed with acetone and bath sonication. Finally, the exposed glass
was cleaned with piranha solution for 2-5 min immediately before the next use.
3.12 Rab5 extraction assay under flow
To perform GDI Rab5 extraction assay from the SLB, we glued a 6-channel sticky-
slide VI 0.4 chamber (ibidi) on a clean coverslip. Next, we washed the chambers with
1× PBS and formed the SLB by incubating 0.5 µM SUVs with 3.33 mM CaCl2 for
45 min at room temperature. Next, we washed the chambers with 5 mL 1× PBS,
supplemented with 2 mg/mL β-casein and exchanged the solution for the Rab reaction
buffer, supplemented with 2 mg/mL β-casein. To achieve Rab5:GDI disassociation,
we incubated 100 nM sCy5-Rab5:GDI with 20 nM ∆Rabex5:Rabaptin5 and 0.5 mM
GTP for 20 min. We washed the chambers with 0.5 mL reaction buffer with β-casein
and incubated the membrane-bound sCy5-Rab5 with 5 mM EDTA and 0.5 mM GDP or
GMP-PNP for 1 h to load the GTPase with the selected nucleotide. We then washed the
chambers with reaction buffer and performed the extraction assay. GDI was injected
into the flow chamber under constant flow (5 or 10 µL/s) in reaction buffer with β-
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Figure 3.1: The chromium microgrid design.
The microgrid design was used to guide the E-beam for photoresist removal on chromium-
covered glass coverslips. It included several grid designs, lines and channels. The microgrid
was designed by Bryan Wu.
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casein and oxigen scavengers (60 mM D-glucose, 1.25 mg/ml glucose oxidase, 0.2
mg/ml catalase). The Rab5 fluorescence signal at the SLB was monitored by TIRF
microscopy on a Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted microscope equipped with iLas2 illumination
module, 60×/NA 1.49 Apo-TIRF objective and Evolve 512 Delta EMCCD camera. To
obtain Rab5 extraction rates kobs, a monoexponential was fitted to the fluorescence
intensity time traces after GDI injection under flow:
I(t) = A · e−kobst +B
where I(t) is the measured mean fluorescence intensity of the frame at time t, A is
the amplitude and B is the function offset. The Rab5:GDI half-extraction constant K0.5




3.13 Microscopy data analysis
The collected microscopy data was analyzed using Fiji ImageJ 1.52i package. The
membrane localization of the selected fluorescently labeled component was deter-
mined by measuring the mean fluorescence intensity at the SLB and subtracting the
recorded camera noise value for each collected frame. The point of GEF addition was
set as t = 0. To obtain the time of inflection Ti and maximum growth rate kmax, we fitted
a Gompertz function [Tjørve and Tjørve, 2017] to the subtracted fluorescence intensity
values between the GEF addition and the onset of steady state:
I(t) = B + (A−B) exp(− exp(−e · kmax(t− Ti)))
where I(t) is the measured fluorescence intensity at time t, A and B are the upper
and lower fit asymptotes, respectively, kmax is the relative maximum signal growth rate
and Ti is the temporal delay to reach kmax after GEF addition. For the reactions where
no signal increase was observed after 150 min post-GEF addition, the activation delay
Ti was taken to be > 150 min and the kmax was set to 0. To normalize the data, we
divided the fluorescence intensities by the upper fitted asymptote A. The traces that
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did not result in collective activation were normalized by dividing the signal intensities
with the mean of upper asymptotes A at the corresponding microscope setup. The
normalized fluorescence intensities were used to group independent replicates. This
way, we obtained the mean intensity traces and standard deviations (SD) for selected
conditions. Similarly, the fold change in fluorescence signal was calculated by taking
the upper asymptote value A and dividing it with the mean value of the baseline signal
before GEF injection.
3.14 Single particle tracking
For single particle tracking, we used CF488A-Rab5:GDI, supplemented with small
amounts of sCy5-Rab5:GDI. The particle diffusion of sCy5-Rab5 on the SLB was cap-
tured using the Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 inverted microscope with Visitron iLas2 illumi-
nation module. We used 100 % 640 nm laser power, 30 ms exposure time, 300 EM-
CCD camera gain and 100 ms acquisition interval. To capture single particles landing
on the SLB before nucleotide exchange, we incubated the glass supported membrane
with 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM µGDI, 50 µM GDP, 500 µM GTP and ca. 1 nM
sCy5:GDI. To limit the effects of photobleaching, we also included an oxygen scaveng-
ing system with 60 mM D-glucose, 0.1 mg/ml glucose oxidase (SERVA), 0.32 mg/ml
catalase (Sigma Aldrich) and 2 mM Trolox (Sigma Aldrich). We built the particle tra-
jectories using the TrackMate ImageJ plugin v.3.7.0 [Tinevez et al., 2017]. We used
simple LAP tracker with 0.7 µm particle diameter, 15 threshold value with median filter,
signal-to-noise ratio > 0.6, 2 µm maximum linking distance and up to 2 frame gap with
3 µm closing distance to account for fluorophore blinking. To image particles after the
nucleotide exchange with GTP or GMP-PNP, we first triggered the Rab5 activation by
injecting 200 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5 into 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI, 50 µM
GDP, 500 µM GTP/GMP-PNP and ca. 50 fM sCy5:GDI mixture. We followed the pro-
gression of collective activation by measuring the CF488A-Rab5 fluorescence intensity
at the SLB. When the reaction reached steady state, we supplemented the sample with
fresh oxygen scavengers and imaged sCy5-Rab5 particles with 100 % 640 nm laser
power, 30 ms exposure, 300 EM gain and 100 ms acquisition interval. The TrackMate
trajectories were built with simple LAP tracker, 0.7 µm particle diameter, 15 threshold
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value with median filter, signal-to-noise ratio > 0.6, 1 µm maximum linking distance
and at most 2 frame gap with 1.5 µm closing distance. For GMP-PNP-bound sCy5-
Rab5, =<0.8 µm and =< 1.2µm distances were used to link particles and close up
to 2 frame gaps, respectively. We analyzed only trajectories with 3 spots or longer.
To calculate the membrane residence lifetimes for sCy5-Rab5[GDP] τGDP, we fitted a
monoexponential function to the logarithmic probability density values in a trajectory
duration histogram:
ln p(t) = lnA− t
τ
where ln is natural logarithm, p(t) is the trajectory probability density at a given du-
ration t and τ is the mean lifetime. Conversely, a two-exponential function was better at
fitting the sCy5-Rab5[GTP/GMP-PNP] trajectory histogram. This gave us τ1GTP/GMP-PNP,
τ2
GTP/GMP-PNP and amplitudes A1 and A2.
ln p(t) = ln (A1 · e−t/τ1 + A2 · e−t/τ2)
We excluded the rare stuck particles from the analysis by limiting the fitting range
up to the 98th percentile of the trajectory duration distribution. The calculated lifetimes
are not corrected for photobleaching and thus represent a lower estimate of the actual
membrane residence lifetimes.
3.15 Particle deflection angle determination
We calculated the deflection angles θ from particle trajectory vectors at each succes-
sive frame [Burov et al., 2013]:
cos θ(t) =
~v(t) · ~v(t+ 1)
‖~v(t)‖‖~v(t+ 1)‖
where ~v represents the vector connecting two adjacent particle positions.
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3.16 Mean square displacement analysis
The single particle mean square displacement (MSD) was performed using the MAT-
LAB @msdanalyzer script [Tarantino et al., 2014]. Individual trajectories from several
independent experiments were pooled and the diffusion coefficients were calculated
from the linear part of the weighted MSD curve (10 % of track lengths).
3.17 Activation wave velocity
Activation waves were observed several minutes after 80 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5 in-
jection to 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI, 50 µM GDP, 500 µM GTP and 50
nM RabGAP-5. The collected time series were first corrected for uneven illumination
profile. To this end, we prepared glass supported membrane, doped with 0.25 µg/mL
fluorescent DiO tracer (Sigma Aldrich) to determine the TIRF illumination profile across
the field of view. We analyzed the acquired images using ImageJ 1.52i. First, we gen-
erated an illumination profile reference image by gaussian filtering of the DiO-labeled
SLB snapshot with ImageJ FFT Bandpass Filter. We then divided the wave time series
with the illumination reference to produce corrected images. These images were used
to construct a kymograph along a line across the field of view. Finally, we estimated
the activation wave velocity from the slope of the kymograph fluorescence profile.
3.18 Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) was used to estimate the pro-
tein turnover at the SLB after nucleotide exchange. A reaction composed of 500 nM
CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI, 50 µM GDP, 500 µM GTP or GMP-PNP and 80 nM
Rabex5:Rabaptin5 was let to reach steady state. We then exposed a central area of
roughly 20×20 µm to high-power 488 nm laser for 3-5 ms/px. The FRAP was then
monitored in 1 s intervals until the fluorescence intensity reached a new steady state.
We determined the fluorescence intensities of a center 3×3 px square to minimize the
effects of lateral diffusion in the bleached area. To determine the protein exchange
rate, we fitted a monoexponential function to the normalized intensity profile:
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I(t) = A · (1− e−kext) +B
where I(t) is the normalized fluorescence intensity at time t and kex is the protein ex-
change rate. We normalized the fluorescence intensity by first subtracting the camera
noise from the bleached 3×3 px square intensity profile. Then, we corrected the fluo-
rescence recovery series for photobleaching during imaging by dividing the subtracted
intensities with fluorescence signal outside the bleached area. Finally, the corrected
fluorescence profiles were normalized to the mean intensity of 10 pre-bleach frames.
3.19 Size exclusion chromatography–multi angle light
scattering
The oligomeric state of the purified Rabex5:Rabaptin5 sample was analyzed with size
exclusion chromatography–multi angle light scattering (SEC-MALS). A 100 µL sample
at 1.0 mg/mL in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM TCEP and
10 vol% glycerol was run in duplicate on Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 column at
0.5 mL/min and 35 °C. We used OMNISEC RESOLVE for sample separation and the
REVEAL module (Malvern Instruments) for multi angle light scattering and refractive
index detection. Prior to the runs, the samples were stored at 6 °C in the autosampler.
The recorded data were analyzed using the OMNISEC v10.41 software package.
3.20 Mathematical modeling
The mathematical model of the minimal Rab5 switching network was prepared in close
collaboration with Timothy E. Saunders of the Mechanobiology Institute at National Uni-
versity of Singapore (MBI-NUS) and Hrushikesh Loya of Indian Institute of Technology
(IIT) Bombay while visiting the Saunders lab. Particularly, Hrushikesh Loya derived the
ordinary differential equations (ODE) and ran both deterministic and stochastic simu-
lations based on proposed set of reactions:
Rab5[GDP ] : GDI
k1−⇀↽−
k2
Rab5[GDP ] +GDI (3.1)
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Rab5[GTP ]
k3−→ Rab5[GDP ] (3.2)
Rab5[GDP ] +RR




Rab5[GTP ] : RR (3.4)
Rab5[GDP ] +Rab5[GTP ] : RR
k7−→ 2Rab5[GTP ] +RR (3.5)
where RR denotes the Rabex5:Rabaptin5 complex and kn is the reaction rate pa-
rameter (Table 3.3). We derived the modeled reactions based on characterized molec-
ular interactions [Stenmark et al., 1995; Lippé et al., 2001; Delprato and Lambright,
2007; Zhu et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2014]. We assume that Rab5:GDI complex must
first dissociate in order for the GEF to promote nucleotide exchange. The exchange
itself can happen at basal level (Reaction 3.3) or through positive feedback (Reaction
3.5). There, the k7 parameter aggregates possible contributions from active Rab5 pos-
itive feedback, the complex unbinding, reduction in dimensionality, substrate proximity
[Groves and Kuriyan, 2010], release of auto-inhibition [Delprato and Lambright, 2007]
and oligomerization of the ternary complex [Zhang et al., 2014].
For solving the set of ODE, we assume that the system is well-mixed. The above
reaction scheme was solved using numerical integration with the ODE solver in Sim-
Biology toolbox (MATLAB) and with a stochastic ODE solver using the Biosimulator.jl
package [Landeros et al., 2018] in Julia. All stochastic simulations start with 500 par-
ticles of Rab5[GDP]:GDI and varying concentrations of RR and GDI (based on the
experiments). All other reaction species have zero particles at the start of the ex-
periment. The relative magnitude of the stochastic fluctuations depends on the local
particle number.
Table 3.3: Table of the model reaction parameters.
Parameter Value Notes
k1 1.2·10-1 s-1 Fitted from estimated Kd = k1/k2 = 6 µM
[Pylypenko et al., 2006] (Figure 4.8).
k2 2.25·105 M-1 s-1
k3 5.25·10-4 s-1 Fitted from k = 0.0006 s-1 [Simon et al.,
1996b].




k4 5·104 M-1 s-1 Fitted from k = 2.5·104 M-1 s-1 [Lippé et al.,
2001].
k5 2.875·104 M-1 s-1 Fitted from estimated Kd = k5/k6 = 50 µM
[Zhu et al., 2010].
k6 8·10-2 s-1
k7 1·108 M-1 s-1 Fitted from k = 7.5·104 M-1 s-1 [Lippé et al.,
2001].
3.21 Spatial stochastic model
Spatial stochastic model was implemented in Smoldyn 2.61 simulator [Andrews et al.,
2010]. Smoldyn is a particle-based stochastic engine, which simulates reaction-diffusion
systems within the biophysical framework of von Smoluchowski. At each time step, the
modeled molecules are allowed to diffuse, bounce or interact with a certain probability.
This way, we can better understand ways confinement can influence Rab5 activation
and how nucleation events can trigger collective GTPase activation. The model config-
uration files are available on IST Austria Git repository: https://git.ist.ac.at/
urban.bezeljak/rab5-spatial-stochastic-model.
The model simulated single molecule interactions in a 4×4×0.2 µm box in 50 ms
time steps and included the following set of reactions:
Rab5[GDP ] : GDIsol
k1−⇀↽−
k2
Rab5[GDP ]sol +GDIsol (3.6)
Rab5[GDP ]sol
krab−−→ Rab5[GDP ]mem (3.7)
Rab5[GDP ]mem +GDIsol
k8−→ Rab5[GDP ] : GDIsol (3.8)
Rab5[GTP ]mem
k3−→ Rab5[GDP ]mem (3.9)
Rab5[GDP ]mem +RRsol















Rab5[GTP ] : RRmem (3.14)
Rab5[GDP ]mem +Rab5[GTP ] : RRmem
k7−→ Rab5[GTP ] : RRmem +Rab5[GTP ]mem
(3.15)
The model parameters were estimated to reproduce the observed system responses
in in vitro reconstitution assays. The modeled number of molecules approximates the
expected particle number in the simulated volume of 3.2 µm3. The simulation initi-
ated with soluble Rab5[GDP]:GDI and GDI above a membrane surface, which was
compartmentalized in grids or unbounded. To approximate grid compartments the
membrane=bound molecules were bouncing off the grid walls, while the unbounded
membrane included periodic walls (diffusing particle passes trough the wall, but en-
ters back at the opposite wall). The initial system was left to equilibrate for 1 min of
simulation time. At that point, Rabex5:Rabaptin5 molecules were included in the sim-
ulation and Rab5 activation reaction could progress. We assumed the nucleotides are
in constant stoichiometric excess and were not explicitly modeled. To limit the effect of
substrate depletion in the early stages of collective switching, we kept the number of
Rab5[GDP]:GDI and GDI constant during the first 500 activation events. After that, the
reactants in the simulated volume were consumed. The simulation parameters were:
Table 3.4: Table of the spatial stochastic model parameters.Smoldyn takes the concentra-
tion parameters in units of particles per µm3, which have to re-calculated from molar concen-
trations listed below.
Parameter Value Notes
k1 0.01 s-1 Rab5:GDI dissociation rate; Kd = 250 nM.
k2 4·104 M-1 s-1 Rab5:GDI association rate.
k3 5·10-4 s-1 Intrinsic GTPase activity.
k4 2·103 M-1 s-1 Basal GEF activation rate.
k5 2·104 M-1 s-1 Rab5[GTP]:GEF complex association rate; Kd
= 5 µM.




k6 0.1 s-1 Rab5[GTP]:GEF complex dissociation rate.
k7 6·106 M-1 s-1 Positive feedback activation rate.
k8 8·104 M-1 s-1 GDI Rab5 extraction rate.
krab 10 µm s-1 Rab5[GDP] membrane adsorption.
krrON 0.01 µm s-1 GEF membrane adsorption.
krrOFF 1 s-1 GEF membrane desorption.
NRab5[GDP ]:GDI 1000 Initial number of Rab5[GDP]:GDI. The num-
ber of particles per 3.2 µm3 corresponds to
the molar concentration in nM·2.
NGDI 4000 Initial number of GDI.
NGEF variable Initial number of Rabex5:Rabaptin5 (RR).
Dsol 10 µm2 s-1 Diffusion coefficient of soluble components.
Dmem 0.3 µm2 s-1 Diffusion coefficient of membrane-bound
components.
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4 Results and discussion
In this work, we take the Rab5 regulatory network as a model small GTPase biochem-
ical system to study self-organization principles in cellular signaling. We identify that
small GTPase activity switching is well-understood on structural level, whereas rele-
vant concepts in network state transitions are still missing. In living systems, signal
transduction happens on ensemble level, where pools of proteins collectively switch to
generate signaling potential. This potential results in non-diluted directional message
propagation along the signaling cascade [Koshland et al., 1982]. This must apply also
to small GTPase circuits, where Rabs direct membrane flow [Cherfils and Zeghouf,
2013] and were proposed to encode positive and negative feedback loops [Mizuno-
Yamasaki et al., 2012]. Here, we use in vitro reconstitution to tackle open questions
in system behavior of a minimal Rab activation network. The learned lessons can be
applied also to other Rab modules and small GTPases in general.
The majority of presented results in Chapters 4.1-4.7 were included in publication
”Stochastic activation and bistability in a Rab GTPase regulatory network” in PNAS
(2020) [Bezeljak et al., 2020]. Parts of Chapter 4.5 and Chapters 4.8-4.9 will be pre-
sented in upcoming publications.
4.1 Purification of the network components
We hypothesized that the Rab5 minimal regulation network is composed of Rab5:-
GDI and Rabex5:Rabaptin5 complexes. As these include large protein components
like Rabaptin5 (100 kDa) and posttranslationally modified Rab5, we produced these
recombinant proteins using baculovirus expression system in eukaryotic insect cells
[Fitzgerald et al., 2006]. Conversely, we used bacterial cell expression for smaller pro-
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teins that do not require posttranslational processing. All recombinant proteins were
from African clawed frog Xenopus laevis, which lives in aquatic environments of sub-
Saharan Africa. We reasoned that these proteins would be most active at room temper-
ature that was normally used in our in vitro assays. To ensure high yield and purity, we
constructed recombinant fusions with polyhistidine- or TwinStrep [Schmidt et al., 2013]
affinity peptides upstream from specific protease cleavage recognition sites to produce
native-like proteins. By combining affinity and size exclusion chromatography, we were
able to obtain highly pure protein components that were used in in vitro reconstitu-
tion assays (Figure 4.1A-F). Of the isolated proteins, we expressed the components of
Rab5:GDI and GEF complexes in insect cells, along with the 90 kDa RabGAP-5. On
the other hand, we could reliably isolate non-lipidated Rab5 and the transmembrane
PRA1 from transformed E. coli cells.
There were recent reports showing that Rabex5:Rabaptin5 complex exists in 1:1
stoichiometric ratio [Lauer et al., 2019], which is in contrast to the established model,
where Rabaptin5 forms a homodimer colied-coil to build a 1:2 Rabex5:Rabaptin5 as-
sembly [Lippé et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2014]. To characterize the purified Xeno-
pus GEF complex, we performed size exclusion chromatography with multi angle light
scattering (SEC-MALS) (Figure 4.1G). Surprisingly, our data suggests that the Rab-
ex5:Rabaptin5 complex exists as a 2:2 heterodimer of 320 kDa, which is in equilibrium
with higher-order structures of 2000 kDa. The 2:2 stoichiometry was recently also
confirmed for human Rabex5:Rabaptin5 complex [Cezanne et al., 2020; Lauer et al.,
2019]. The broad range of observed and reported structures could be explained by
species-, concentration- and buffer-specific dynamic assemblies of Rabex5 GEF and
Rabaptin5. Nonetheless, we used the measured 2:2 complex as a reference for molar
concentration determination and theoretical modeling.
The full length Rabex5:Rabaptin5 GEF complex was expressed from a bicistronic
bacmid expression cassette and formed spontaneously in baculovirus-infected insect
cells. On the other hand, we had to achieve Rab5:GDI complexation after isolating the
respective components. To this end, we followed the established protocol of Rab solu-
bilization in detergent with subsequent GDI incubation and gradual detergent reduction
below the critical micelle concentration [Horiuchi et al., 1995; Peter et al., 1995]. We
observed complex formation on size-exclusion chromatogram only with the full length
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Figure 4.1: (Continued on the next page)
X. laevis Rab5A isoform (Figure 4.2). A C-terminally truncated Rab5B, which lacks the
posttranslationally modified cysteine residues did not interact with GDI – indicated by
two distinct elution peaks.
Preparing the native Rab5:GDI complex is crucial to investigate nucleotide ex-
change and membrane binding of prenylated small GTPase. Currently, there is a
great lack of knowledge in Rab:GDI regulation due to the difficult handling of native
proteins. Furthermore, early in vitro studies suggested that the tight Rab5:GDI as-
sociation effectively inhibits the GEF-mediated nucleotide exchange [Horiuchi et al.,
1997]. This lead to the prevailing assumption that an additional GDI dissociation fac-
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Figure 4.1: Purified protein components used in in vitro reconstitution assays.
(A) Purified X. laevis Rab5:GDI complex. The expected molecular weights were 23.7 and 50.8
kDa for Rab5A and RabGDI, respectively. (B) Rab5Q80L-His10 and RabGDI. The expected
molecular weights were 24.7 kDa for Rab5Q80L-His10 and 50.8 kDa for RabGDI, respectively.
(C) The purified GEF complexes. Expected molecular weights for monomeric components:
42.0 kDa, 57.1 kDa, 81.1 and 99.2 kDa for ∆Rabex5, full length Rabex5, ∆RBDRabaptin5 and
Rabaptin5, respectively. (D) Schematic domain representations of full length- and Rabex5,
Rabaptin5 deletion mutants. UBD: ubiquitin binding domain; MTM: membrane targeting motif;
GEF: GEF domain; CC: coiled-coil region; RBD: Rab5 binding domain. (E) Purified PRA1 in
0.1 % Triton X-100. The PRA1 had expected molecular weight of 21.3 kDa. (F) RabGAP-5
(SGSM3) with expected molecular weight 86.1 kDa. (G) SEC-MALS characterization of puri-
fied Rabex5:Rabaptin5 complex. The sample was run in duplicate and produced three peaks.
The first peak (< 1 % of total sample) are protein aggregates, the second peak represents
higher-order oligomers with average molecular weight 1990 kDa (22 %) and the third peak
is 2:2 Rabex5:Rabaptin5 heterodimer with average molecular weight 323 kDa. The expected
molecular weight of a 2:2 complex is 313 kDa. The second peak with corresponding apparent
molecular weight of 1990 kDa could represent a hexamer of 2:2 heterodimer GEF complexes.
tor is needed in the minimal regulatory Rab network [Dirac-Svejstrup et al., 1997;
Sivars et al., 2003]. Clearly, a systematic study of the purified native components
under physiological conditions is needed. In the following sections we assay individual
biochemical components on collective, system’s scale using biomimetic membranes as
a reaction substrate to unravel the self-organization properties and construct a model
of the minimal Rab5 activation circuit.
4.2 Characterization of the guanine nucleotide exchange
factor complex
In order to test the nucleotide exchange activity of the purified Rabex5:Rabaptin5 com-
plex, we loaded soluble Rab5 with fluorescent GDP analog mant-GDP. We performed
a nucleotide release assay by monitoring intensity change in fluorescence signal as a
readout of GEF’s catalytic activity. There, mant-GDP is exchanged with non-labeled
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Figure 4.2: The purified full length Rab5A forms a stable complex with GDI.
Elution chromatogram of Rab5A and Rab5B with GDI, respectively, after isolation form Sf9 in-
sect cell culture and overnight complexation. The isolated samples were loaded on Superdex75
Increase 10/300 column and separated by size. The first peak at 8.3 mL corresponds to the
column void volume with aggregates and > 100 kDa contaminants. The Rab5A:GDI complex
elutes at 9.6 mL (estimated MW 75 kDa), the free GDI at 10.4 mL (51 kDa), non-complexed
singly- or un-prenylated Rab5A at 11.8 (24 kDa) and Rab5B at 13.2 mL (20 kDa). The chro-
matograms were offset to 0 mRAU at 6 mL and normalized to the same area under curve in the
range from 6 to 16 mL for clarity.
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Figure 4.3: Purified GEF complex is active in vitro.
Left: The observed nucleotide exchange rates of wild type and Rabex5(D314A):Rabaptin5
complex on soluble Rab5. Shaded area represents 95 % CI. Right: Catalytic efficiency of
the purified GEF complexes on soluble Rab5. The determined Rabex5:Rabaptin5 catalytic
efficiency was 1.3 ± 0.5·104 M-1 s-1.
GTP in Rab5 nucleotide binding pocket, which leads to a decrease in mant fluores-
cence as the fluorophore changes its chemical environment. We assayed the full length
wild type Rabex5:Rabaptin5 and the inactivated mutant Rabex5(D314):Rabaptin5 as a
negative control (Figure 4.3).
Similarly, to test the nucleotide exchange activity on prenylated Rab5A (hereafter
referred to as ”Rab5” unless explicitly stated) in complex with GDI, we loaded the small
GTPase with mant-GDP and preformed the GEF assay as before. Interestingly, we ob-
serve GEF-mediated nucleotide exchange only in presence of small unilamellar vesi-
cles (SUVs) with catalytic efficiency (kcat/Km) of 1.0 ± 0.6·104 M-1 s-1 (Figure 4.4), com-
parable to the value for soluble Rab5B.
This exchange rate is about three times lower than previously determined Rab-
ex5 activity on soluble Rab5 [Delprato et al., 2004; Langemeyer et al., 2014] and al-
most an order of magnitude less than reported values for fully active Rabex5:Rab-
aptin5 complex [Delprato and Lambright, 2007]. Lower vales could be attributed to
species-specific variability and experimental conditions. Importantly, these vales were
previously measured on bacterially expressed Rab5 in absence of GDI from different
organism sources. In contrast, our Rab5:GDI kcat/Km values are the first measure-
ments on native complex under more physiological conditions. Here, we show that the
Rabex5:Rabaptin5 GEF complex can activate Rab5 even when associated with GDI.
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Figure 4.4: Membranes are necessary for Rab5:GDI activation.
(A) Kinetic traces of Rabex5:Rabaptin5 activity assay on Rab5:GDI. The 250 nM mant-GDP
loaded Rab5:GDI complexes were incubated with 60 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5 in presence or
absence of SUVs. The Rab5 activation reaction was monitored by relative change in intrinsic
mant-GDP fluorescence after nucleotide exchange with non-labeled GTP, which was injected
at t = 0. The GEF-mediated nucleotide exchange proceeds only in presence of 500 nM SUVs,
signified by marked exponential decrease in signal intensity. In experiments without the GEF
(no GEF), we incubated the Rab5[mant-GDP]:GDI with reaction buffer. Points are means from
three independent experiments; solid lines are linear and monoexponential fits for buffer control
and experiments with Rabex5:Rabaptin5, respectively. (B) Catalytic efficiency of the purified
GEF complex on Rab5:GDI in reaction buffer (n = 3) and in buffer, supplemented with SUVs as
reaction substrates (n = 4). The determined Rabex5:Rabaptin5 catalytic efficiency in presence
of membranes was 1.0 ± 0.6·104 M-1 s-1.
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Importantly, this is possible only in presence of biological membranes like the SUVs
[Thomas and Fromme, 2016].
This finding highlights the crucial role of biological membranes in small GTPase sig-
naling. For the first time, we identify the lipid bilayer as a necessary component of the
minimal Rab5 activation network. In order to further investigate the non-equilibrium dy-
namics of the reconstituted biochemical system, we combine site-specific fluorescent
labeling of the purified protein components with glass-supported lipid bilayers (SLBs)
and total internal reflection fluorescent (TIRF) microscopy [Loose and Schwille, 2009;
Nguyen et al., 2015].
4.3 In vitro reconstitution of the Rab5 activation net-
work on supported lipid bilayer
The Rab GTPase signaling depends on nucleotide cycling, where Rab proteins tran-
sition between the lipid bilayer and the cytosol as a consequence of non-equilibrium
GEF- and GAP-mediated nucleotide exchange and hydrolysis, respectively. Crucially,
this is coupled with Rab[GDP] membrane extraction and solubilization by the GDI to en-
sure nucleotide-specific distribution of the small GTPase between the solution (GDP-;
inactive state) and the phospholipid bilayer (GTP-; active state) [Cherfils and Zeghouf,
2013]. To observe this dynamic transition of labeled Rab5 in real time, we use surface-
sensitive TIRF microscopy and glass coverslip-supported membranes (Figure 4.5) in
our in vitro reconstitution assays.
4.3.1 Rab5 binds the supported membrane after nucleotide ex-
change
In these assays, we use N-terminally fluorescently labeled geranylgeranylated Rab5
in native complex with GDI. We measure the fluorescence intensity at the SLB fo-
cal plane as a direct readout of Rab5 membrane binding. Furthermore, to mimic the
physiological conditions, we include GTP in 10-times excess over GDP [Traut, 1994;
Goody and Hofmann-Goody, 2002; Goody, 2014] and the GDI in 5-fold molar excess
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of Rab5 activation reconstitution assay on a SLB.
In our in vitro experimental platform, the fluorescently labeled prenylated Rab5 in GDI complex
was incubated with GTP in 10-fold excess over GDP in a reaction chamber above the SLB. To
ensure nucleotide-specific membrane localization, we keep GDI in 5-fold stoichiometric excess
over Rab5. We induce the nucleotide exchange by injecting the Rabex5:Rabaptin5 GEF com-
plex, which was reported to form a positive feedback loop of Rab5 activation (+) [Zerial and
McBride, 2001]. The resulting Rab5 membrane localization is monitored by TIRF microscopy.
over Rab5 [Pfeffer et al., 1995; Lippé et al., 2001], respectively. Generally, we incu-
bate 500 nM CF488A-Rab5[GDP]:GDI with 2 µM GDI, 50 µM GDP and 0.5 mM GTP
in a plastic chamber with reaction buffer and cover glass-supported membrane. Under
these conditions, we observe a low and steady background fluorescence from the inac-
tive GTPase:GDI complex (Figure 4.6). Then injecting 200 nM of the Rabex5:Rabap-
tin5 complex triggers the GEF-mediated nucleotide exchange and CF488A-Rab5 SLB
localization, which manifests as a characteristic sigmoidal increase in fluorescence in-
tensity. The signal continues to accumulate across the whole field of view for several
minutes and plateaus after 40 min. By fitting the Gompertz function [Tjørve and Tjørve,
2017] to time courses, we determine the maximum rate of the signal increase kmax and
the corresponding temporal delay Ti at the sigmoid inflection point.
Interestingly, switching the order of component addition influences the Rab5 ac-
tivation properties. When we incubated sCy5-Rab5:GDI with Rabex5:Rabaptin5 in
presence of excess GDI and induced the GTPase activation with GTP addition, we
observed and initial overshoot of Rab5 intensity as a result of burst in sCy5-Rab5 mem-
brane binding (Figure 4.7). In absence of excess GDI, the system switched to active
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Figure 4.6: The GEF complex induces Rab5 membrane localization.
Top panel: addition of Rabex5:Rabaptin5 triggers nucleotide exchange by CF488A-Rab5,
which can be followed by an increase of fluorescence intensity on the membrane surface. The
reaction composition was 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI and 200 nM Rabex5:Rab-
aptin5. Solid blue line is mean normalized intensity and individual traces are shown in cyan,
shaded area corresponds to ± SD (n = 4). Bottom: micrographs of CF488A-Rab5 binding to
the SLB after addition of 200 nM GEF complex and corresponding kymograph (below) taken
along the yellow line. Scale bar = 5 µm.
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Figure 4.7: Rab5:GDI activation with GTP induces an overshoot.
Induction of Rab5 activation with GTP is different in presence or absence of excess GDI. In
these experiments 500 nM sCy5-Rab5:GDI and 100 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5 was incubated in
presence (blue curve) or absence of 2 µM free GDI excess (orange curve) for at least 10 min.
The GTPase activation was then induced with addition of 0.5 mM GTP from 25 mM stock at t =
0. Both reaction compositions immediately initiated Rab5 activation, which was contained after
5 min in presence of excess GDI to produce and overshoot and reach steady state, which was
at 10-15 % of the mean maximal intensity in GDI excess absence (inset). The solid lines are
mean normalized intensities, shaded areas correspond to ± SD (n = 5). The mean intensity
trace with GDI excess in inset was scaled by dividing the measured sCy5 fluorescence values
with average maximum intensities in experiments without free GDI.
state immediately and reached steady state that was 10-fold higher than in presence of
2 µM GDI. This discrepancy compared to the activation induction with GEF (Figure 4.6)
is likely explained by the inefficient mixing of GTP when added to the reaction cham-
ber in great stoichiometric excess. Also, incubating Rab5:GDI with the GEF complex
could prime the reconstituted system for faster Rab5 activation through transient Rab-
ex5:Rabaptin5 membrane binding and Rabex5:Rab5[GDP] interaction. Consequently,
the spikes in GTP concentration can trigger the primed system to immediately switch
and produce an overshoot, which is soon contained by the inhibitory effect of GDI and
GTP concentration equilibration. Without the GDI excess, the induced system is al-
lowed to reach the maximum steady state value of active Rab5. Since the cellular
concentration of GTP is virtually constant we focused our further in vitro experiments
on Rabex5:Rabaptin5 addition. This experimental setup is less prone to mixing arti-
facts and also mimics the physiological GEF recruitment on endosomes.
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4.3.2 GDI extracts inactive Rab5 from the supported membrane
Out-of-equilibrium GTPase cycling depends on both, the GEF-catalyzed nucleotide ex-
change and re-extraction of inactivated proteins from the membrane surface after GTP
hydrolysis. Using the SLB as a membrane substrate, we successfully demonstrated
Rab5 activation through stable bilayer binding after GEF nucleotide exchange (Figure
4.6). However, characterizing the reverse reaction of Rab re-extraction requires a flow
chamber to decouple the two halves of the Rab cycle. To this end, we prepared the SLB
in flow channels and sequentially activated sCy5-labeled Rab5 with GTP to achieve
membrane binding, followed by EDTA-induced GDP-loading of the lipid-anchored GT-
Pase. Finally, we injected GDI under constant flow to extract sCy5-Rab5[GDP] and
prevent re-binding events. Using this setup, we confirm the nucleotide specificity of
GDI extraction by loading Rab5 with non-hydrolyzable GTP analog GMP-PNP. The
fluorescence signal of the GMP-PNP-loaded GTPase remained unchanged after GDI
addition (Figure 4.8B). In contrast, GDP-loaded Rab5 was efficiently extracted from
the SLB with 2 µM GDI within a minute after injection (Figure 4.8C). These contrasting
observations further confirm the model where Rab GTPase can bind the lipid bilayer
irrespective of its nucleotide state. It is only the continuous extraction of the inactive
proteins by GDI that controls the distribution of GTP and GDP-bound proteins between
the membranes and solution [Wu et al., 2010]. Furthermore, if we assume that Rab5
extraction by the GDI coincides with Rab5:GDI complex formation, we observe the as-
sociation (half-extraction) constant K0.5 = 6 µM (Figure 4.8D). The determined constant
is in good agreement with previously reported values for the yeast Ypt7(Rab7):GDI
interaction [Pylypenko et al., 2006]. What is more, the linear range (0-1.25 µM GDI)
association rate constant is 0.08 s-1 µM-1, which would correspond to 250 nM dissoci-
ation constant Kd if we account for previously reported dissociation rate constant 0.02
s-1 [Wu et al., 2010; Oesterlin et al., 2012]. Surprisingly, this estimated value is one
to two orders of magnitude higher than previously thought [Shapiro and Pfeffer, 1995;
Wu et al., 2010].
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Figure 4.8: GDI extracts inactive Rab5 from the SLB.
(A) Illustration of Rab5[GDP] extraction. (B) GDI cannot extract GMP-PNP-loaded Rab5 from
the SLB. 100 nM sCy5-Rab5:GDI was first activated with 20 nM ∆Rabex5:Rabaptin5 and loaded
with GMP-PNP in 5 mM EDTA. 1 µM GDI under 5 µL/s flow did not extract the GTPase from the
SLB. (C) GDI efficiently extracts GDP-loaded Rab5 from the SLB. We used ∆Rabex5:Rabaptin5
to first activate 100 nM sCy5-Rab5:GDI. 5 mM EDTA was later used to load the SLB-bound
GTPase with GDP and 2 µM GDI was flowed though the reaction chamber at 10 µL/s. (D) The
GDI sCy5-Rab5 extraction rate titration curve. Solid line is hyperbolic function fit, dashed line
is linear fit to interval [0, 1.25] µM GDI, points are means from 3 independent experiments and
error bars are ± SD.
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4.3.3 Network components collectively redistribute to the mem-
brane surface
Presumably, the traced CF488A-Rab5 fluorescence increase at the SLB (Figure 4.6)
corresponds to a system-scale emergent collective switching after GEF-mediated nu-
cleotide exchange, resulting in Rab5 polarization to the membrane surface [Altschuler
et al., 2008]. The coordinated GTPase state transition at an ensemble level is rele-
vant for decisive downstream signaling [Heinrich et al., 2002; Ferrell and Ha, 2014c;
Huang et al., 2019]. This is in contrast to sparse and sporadic nucleotide exchange
as an expected consequence of Rab sequestration by the GDI [Collins, 2003]. The
rare non-coordinated Rab activation would be filtered out as noise in the cytosol and
could not trigger downstream cascades [Huang et al., 2016]. To determine the ex-
tent of network polarization, we visualized the relative localizations of specific protein
components before and after Rab5 activation. This was achieved by taking a series of
micrographs along the Z-axis using a laser scanning confocal microscope (Figure 4.9).
Comparing relative distributions of the labeled components in the reaction chamber,
we observe the collective Rab5 transition from soluble- to membrane-bound state in
the 3rd dimension. Interestingly, based on initial fluorescence intensity there exists a
fraction of membrane-bound proteins even before the GTP addition. We assume that
this Rab5 population contributes to the measured basal signal in the TIRF assay and
is available substrate for catalyzed nucleotide exchange [Wu et al., 2010]. After the ex-
change, there is a dramatic polarization in Rab5 and GEF localizations. Both network
components redistribute towards the SLB-plane in agreement with Rab5[GTP]-specific
effector recruitment of the Rabex5:Rabaptin5. At the active steady state, the reaction
solution is locally depleted of soluble components, highlighting the coordinated net-
work’s response as a whole.
The network switching between the OFF- and ON-states can thus be interpreted by
GTPase polarization with increase in Rab5 membrane density and reduced exchange
with cytosol. In the OFF-state, low-density inactive Rab5 is continuously cycling be-
tween the membrane and soluble GDI complex. Conversely, after collective transition
to ON-state, active Rab5 forms dense membrane-bound protein domain, which is re-
sistant to GDI extraction. This dynamics can be captured by fluorescence recovery
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Figure 4.9: Labeled components localize to the lipid bilayer after Rab5 activation.
A Z-stack of the reaction chamber before and after system activation reveal relative distribution
of labeled components. The reconstituted system was composed of 500 nM sCy5-Rab5:GDI,
2 µM GDI and 200 nM Rabex5:CF488A-Rabaptin5 in presence of DOPE-RhodB labeled SLB.
The nucleotide exchange reaction is induced by GTP addition to 0.5 mM and left to reach
steady state. The slices along the Z axis were aquired in 0.5 µm steps on a laser scanning
confocal microscope. The traces represent fluorescence intensity normalized to the maximal
measured signal in respective channel.
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after bleaching (FRAP) before and after system switching (Figure 4.10). In GDP-bound
state, the bleached population is rapidly exchanged with non-bleached proteins at koff =
0.12 s-1, which is in good agreement with the 2 µM GDI extraction rate under flow (Fig-
ure 4.8). On the other hand, the photobleached GTP- or GMP-PNP-bound GTPase
population recovers only slowly through lateral diffusion and ongoing GEF activation
when the nucleotide exchange reaction was let to reach steady state. This is indicative
of a densely-packed protein domain on the SLB after collective Rab5 activation with
GTP or the non-hydrolyzable analog GMP-PNP.
These results fit with the proposed GEF complex recruitment hypothesis, which
drives a positive feedback loop of GTPase activation, resulting in active Rab5 mem-
brane patches [Lippé et al., 2001; Zerial and McBride, 2001; Zhang et al., 2014;
Franke et al., 2019]. Despite the great interest, this non-linear regulation was not suc-
cessfully demonstrated on system’s level due to the intrinsic complexity of a living cell.
Conversely, our in vitro reconstitution approach is particularly well suited to systemat-
ically probe the network’s input-output responses under different controlled conditions
– uncovering intrinsic system properties.
4.4 Rab5 activation is ultrasensitive and stochastic
Positive feedback loop through the effector Rabaptin5 and associated GEF Rabex5
has been postulated to drive Rab5 activation for over two decades [Lippé et al., 2001;
Zerial and McBride, 2001; Zhang et al., 2014; Horiuchi et al., 1997]. Utilizing in vitro
reconstitution, we aimed to test this long-standing hypothesis by determining the sys-
tem’s response to an increasing input signal, i.e. the GEF concentration (Figure 4.11A).
Generally, non-linear activation mechanisms like positive feedback give rise to sig-
moidal signal-response curves [Barr, 2013] with Hill coefficient n > 1, signifying co-
operativity (or ultrasensitivity). In these cases a system’s response from 10 % to 90
% of the maximum happens over < 81-fold increase of the incoming signal [Koshland
et al., 1982]. Strikingly, we found that the GEF titration resulted in an ultrasensitive
two-state response profile of Rab5 activation. While there is no activation at GEF con-
centrations below 20 nM even 150 minutes after Rabex5:Rabaptin5 injection (orange
circles, Figure 4.11B), we see a 10- to 80-fold increase in Rab5 signal on the membrane
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Figure 4.10: Active Rab5 forms dense protein domain on the SLB.
(A) FRAP sequences for SLB-bound CF488A-Rab5 at steady state before activation (GDP) and
after nucleotide exchange with GTP and GMP-PNP. Area of roughly 20×20 µm was bleached
by exposing each pixel to high-power 488 nm laser for 3-5 ms. The activation reaction was
triggered with 80 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5. After bleaching, the GTP- and GMP-PNP-bound Rab5
reached new steady state of fluorescence intensity after ca. 2 min. The scale bar corresponds
to 10 µm. (B) The recovery profiles, observed exchange rates and half-times of GDP- (n = 8),
GTP- (n = 6) and GMP-PNP-loaded Rab5 (n = 3). The calculated half-times are mean ± SD.
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with higher concentrations of the GEF. The abrupt transition to collective ON state at
critical GEF concentration is also accompanied by large variance in fold change, a sign
of emergent stochastic bistability [Qian, 2012]. Overall, this system property strongly
supports a non-linear Rab5 activation mechanism.
By analyzing the respective time courses, we observe that the traces are similar in
shape. However, high GEF complex concentrations (400 nM) give rise to an immedi-
ate increase in Rab5 fluorescence intensity, while the switching is delayed for up to 2
hours at intermediate GEF concentrations (Figure 4.11C). Interestingly, the temporal
delays needed to reach activation inflection increase linearly with the inverse of GEF
complex concentrations (Figure 4.11C, inset), which supports stochastic triggering of
the collective GTPase transition [Zheng et al., 2011; Borri et al., 2020]. By plotting
kmax against the increasing GEF concentration, we found that nucleotide exchange
showed high non-linearity (Figure 4.11D) with a critical GEF concentration around 28
nM, where we observed significant variations between the response curves. There,
some measurements had no significant response, while others resulted in fast Rab5
activation dynamics. Higher GEF concentrations allowed for rapid Rab5 membrane
accumulation, where the determined rates gradually increased, in agreement with a
general positive feedback model [Ferrell and Xiong, 2001]. Interestingly, the OFF-state
remained stable for several hours after 8 nM GEF addition (Figure 4.12). This is typi-
cal for systems with two stable steady states, where sub-threshold input signal cannot
induce collective switching.
Next, we constructed a model of the minimal reaction network to better understand
the dynamic response curves and the origin of observed activation delays. The model
is composed of expected molecular reactions, which includes cooperative activation
due to a direct interaction of Rab5[GTP] with its GEF complex (Figure 5.1, Methods
3.20). We constructed a set of ODEs and solved the model both deterministically and
stochastically using the Gillespie algorithm to incorporate biochemical noise in the re-
actions (Figure 4.13A). Interestingly, the stochastic solver produces similar dynamics
and time delays to those observed experimentally (Figure 4.11B-D, 4.13B-D). In the ab-
sence of stochasticity, the predicted response curves deviated from the experiments,
where (i) at early times the intensity profiles were not flat, unlike measured experimen-
tally; (ii) the time courses for intermediate [GEF] were not sigmoidal in shape and (iii)
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Figure 4.11: Rab5 activation is ultrasensitive.
(A) Rab5 intensity traces obtained at increasing Rabex5:Rabaptin5 concentrations. (B)
Rab5:GDI-Rabex5:Rabaptin5 activation response curve. The fold change was calculated by
dividing the fluorescence intensity at steady state with the average signal 10 min before GEF
addition. (C) Activation delay Ti decreases with higher Rabex5:Rabaptin5 concentration. Inset:
temporal delays linearly increase with 1/[GEF]. Where no detectable activation was observed
within 150 min, the Tis are denoted as > 150 min and shown in orange. Error bars are ± SD.
(D) Relative maximum rates kmax against the GEF complex concentration also reveal cooper-
ativity of Rab5 activation. Without detectable system switching within 150 min, the activation
rate was determined to be 0 and the corresponding points are depicted in orange. Error bars
are means ± SD.
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Figure 4.12: Low amounts of Rabex5:Rabaptin5 fail to trigger collective switching even
after 12 hours.
Prolonged kinetic traces of Rab5:GDI with 8 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5. CF488A-Rab5[GDP]:GDI
was incubated with GDI, GTP and 10-times lower amount of GDP in an immobilized reaction
chamber above glass supported membrane. After 10 min, 8 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5 was in-
jected and CF488A-Rab5 fluorescence signal was tracked with TIRF microscopy at the SLB
focal plane in 30 s intervals. Final concentrations were: 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI,
0.5 mM GTP, 0.05 mM GDP and 8 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5. To compare the traces with others,
we normalized the fluorescence measurements to the mean activation steady state values on
the respective microscope setup.
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near the critical Rab5 concentration (≈ 30 nM), the model cannot replicate the variation
in switching times. For highest and lowest GEF concentrations, both types of solutions
are in close agreement. Together, our experimental and theoretical results provide
clear indication for positive feedback within a minimal Rab activation network, which is
sufficient to generate switch-like, ultrasensitive behavior. Furthermore, stochasticity is
relevant for the system response near the critical switching concentration.
Despite, there is a number of cooperative activation mechanisms that can result
in similar behavior besides the positive feedback loop. For example, Rabex5 is ex-
pressed in an auto-inhibited conformation, which can be released by Rabaptin5 or
ubiquitin binding [Delprato and Lambright, 2007; Zhang et al., 2014; Lauer et al., 2019].
Furthermore, a cascading nucleation of higher-order GEF supercomplexes could also
result in ultrasensitivity [Zhang et al., 2014]. To elucidate the mechanism of cooperative
collective Rab5 switching, we prepared a number of GEF complex deletion mutants to
assay the key molecular interactions.
4.5 Positive feedback of Rab5 activation depends on
GEF recruitment
The GEF titration revealed non-linear collective Rab5 activation, but did not answer
open questions on the underlying mechanisms. Earlier structural and biochemistry
studies reported several possible molecular interactions that could contribute to the
cooperative Rab5 activation by Rabex5:Rabaptin5 complex in vivo. Firstly, as the Rab-
ex5:Rabaptin5 consists of a GEF and effector assembly, membrane recruitment by
active Rab5 could drive positive feedback in nucleotide exchange [Lippé et al., 2001].
Secondly, the Rabex5 binding to Rabaptin5, Rab5 and ubiquitin induces allosteric con-
formational change in the GEF, which displaces auto-inhibitory elements to enhance
catalytic activity [Delprato and Lambright, 2007; Zhang et al., 2014; Lauer et al., 2019].
Thirdly, Rabaptin5 forms higher order homodimer coiled-coil structures [Zhu et al.,
2004; Zhang et al., 2014], which could promote nucleation sites of positive feedback
[Arosio et al., 2015] and even phase separation through multivalent transient interac-
tions [Banani et al., 2017]. Apart from Rab5, the GEF complex could also be actively
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Figure 4.13: Rab5 activation is stochastic.
(A) Simulation results of Rab5 activation model. Only by running the stochastic simulations,
we could observe the characteristic delays in activation and sigmoidal reaction profiles near
the critical GEF concentration (see Figure 4.11A). At high GEF concentrations, the stochastic
and deterministic solutions are comparable, in agreement with diminished stochastic effects.
Increasing the k7/k4 ratio (i.e. greater positive feedback effect) reduces the temporal delay and
increases rates of collective switching. Under these conditions, the critical GEF concentration is
maintained above 20 nM. The stochastic simulations were run 50-times per condition. Depicted
are 10 random runs per given GEF concentration. Parameters in middle panel capture the
experimental results best and were used in all following model runs. (B-D) Signal fold change,
temporal delays and relative maximum rates from the stochastic simulations in panel A, middle.
We ran 50 individual stochastic simulations per condition. The simulations were performed by
Hrushikesh Loya.
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recruited to the early endosomes (EEs) by an independent mechanism during vesicle
maturation process. Namely, Rabex5 consists of a positively charged N-terminal helical
bundle [Zhu et al., 2007] and ubiquitin-binding domains[Mattera and Bonifacino, 2008;
Penengo et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006]. Importantly, both structures could pick up on
dynamic EE-specific molecular cues to localize the GEF on the bilayer surface, enhanc-
ing Rab5 nucleotide exchange. Furthermore, Rabaptin5 can be recruited by Rab4 in a
feed-forward loop to drive Rab5 activation in vivo [Kälin et al., 2015]. Inside the com-
plex cellular environment, all of the observed mechanisms could contribute to Rab5
activation on EE to a different extent. Thus, identification of the basic Rab5 collective
activation mechanism is needed in a minimal biochemical network.
4.5.1 GEF recruitment is necessary for collective Rab5 activation
The longest standing theory is the Rab5-mediated GEF recruitment [Lippé et al., 2001;
Zerial and McBride, 2001]. This proposed mechanism depends on Rab5[GTP]:Rabapt-
in5 interaction, which brings associated Rabex5 on the membrane surface to efficiently
promote Rab activation. We set of to test this hypothesis by assaying a set of GEF
complex deletion mutants (Figures 4.1D, 4.14A) in the GEF activity assay with soluble
Rab5 and SLB-based in vitro reconstitution with native prenylated Rab5:GDI.
First, we prepared Rabex5 and Rabaptin5 deletion mutants to specifically test the
influence of GEF membrane binding (∆Rabex5) and effector recruitment by Rab5-
[GTP] (∆RBDRabaptin5) in GTPase activation. All assayed GEF complex deletion mu-
tants were catalytically active on mant-GDP loaded soluble Rab5 (i.e. unprenylated),
in absence of membranes and GDI (Figure 4.14B). We used the full length Rab-
ex5:Rabaptin5 and inactive Rabex5D314:Rabaptin5 [Langemeyer et al., 2014] as pos-
itive and negative control, respectively. In agreement with previous studies [Lippé
et al., 2001; Delprato et al., 2004; Delprato and Lambright, 2007; Zhang et al., 2014],
∆Rabex5 alone was slightly less active as Rabex5:Rabaptin5 due to the auto-inhibitory
C-terminal coiled-coil region, which is displaced in complex with Rabaptin5. Con-
versely, the ∆Rabex5:Rabaptin5 exhibited the highest nucleotide exchange efficiency,
which fits well with recent reports on allosteric inhibitory effects of N-terminal Rabex5
domains [Lauer et al., 2019]. Thus, this GEF complex represents the fully active GEF
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Figure 4.14: Nucleotide exchange efficiency of GEF complex variants.
(A) Schematic representation of GEF complex deletion mutants. According to the GEF re-
cruitment hypothesis, the positive feedback originates from a direct interaction between Rab-
ex5:Rabaptin5 and Rab5[GTP]. We assayed Rabex5 lacking the membrane and Ub-binding
domains ∆Rabex5 in complex with Rabaptin5 or alone and ∆RBDRabaptin5 lacking Rab5 inter-
action domains in Rabex5 complex. Of note, the full length Rabex5 aggregated during purifi-
cation and was not included in the assay. (B) The GEF complex deletion mutants are active
on soluble Rab5. Bacterially expressed Rab5 was loaded with mant-GDP and the nucleotide
exchange efficiency kcat/Km at 37 °C was determined for GEF complex variants, which were
used in this study. Rabex5D314A is a catalytically inactive GEF mutant [Langemeyer et al.,
2014] and serves as a negative control. The calculated kcat/Km are means ± SD.
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complex mutant.
Next, we compared these results with the ability of GEF complexes to trigger col-
lective GTPase switching in the reconstitution assay with lipidated Rab5:GDI and SLBs.
By measuring the fluorescence intensity change as a consequence of collective CF488A-
Rab5 activation, we see a clear dependence on Rab5:Rabaptin5 interaction (Figure
4.15). Only the full length Rabex5:Rabpatin5 and ∆Rabex5:Rabaptin5 could trigger
full Rab5 activation. This also suggests that the Rabex5 N-terminal membrane bind-
ing motifs are not crucial for successful switching in vitro because ∆Rabex5:Rabaptin5
is as effective in Rab5 activation as the wild type. Conversely, ∆Rabex5 alone and
Rabex5:∆RBDRabaptin5 did not support collective activation. With these two deletion
mutants, a direct GEF complex:Rab5[GTP] interaction is not possible, either because
of Rab5 binding domains deletion(∆RBDRabaptin5) or the lack of Rabaptin5 altogether.
Strikingly, the same dependence on direct Rab5:GEF interaction is reproduced also
in stochastic model simulations (Figure 4.15C). There, basal GTPase activation is still
possible, but it similarly does not lead to system state switching. Altogether, these
results demonstrate that the formation of ternary Rab5:GEF effector complex is abso-
lutely necessary to achieve collective Rab5 activation. This also confirms the positive
feedback hypothesis of GEF recruitment, which was proposed almost two decades ago
[Lippé et al., 2001; Zerial and McBride, 2001]. Furthermore, we demonstrate that nu-
cleotide exchange activity on soluble Rab5 (Figure 4.14B) does not necessary mirror a
GEF’s ability to achieve biologically relevant collective GTPase switching in presence
of GDI-bound and lipid modified Rab proteins (Figure 4.15A).
Taking advantage of our in vitro reconstitution approach, we were able to visualize
temporal recruitment of labeled network components during Rab5 activation with 200
nM GEF (Figure 4.15B). Using dual-color imaging, we detect both CF488A-Rab5 and
Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 signal increase. What is more, the two traces take similar
shapes, further confirming that Rabex5:Rabaptin5 is retained on the membrane by ac-
tive Rab5[GTP] to engage in the positive feedback loop. Under these conditions, the
mean delay times for Rab5 collective switching were 23.3 ± 4.6 min, with Rabex5:Rab-
aptin5 signal reaching the inflection point 5.8 min later, 29.1 ± 5.0 min after injection.
This is also captured in our stochastic model (Figure 4.15D) [Zhu et al., 2010]. The
observed delay in GTPase and GEF signals suggests that efficient Rabex5:Rabaptin5
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Figure 4.15: GEF recruitment supports collective Rab5 switching.
(A) Fluorescence intensity traces obtained from experiments schematically depicted in Figure
4.14A. 200 nM of GEF complexes were used to induce collective Rab5 switching. The initial
reaction composition was 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI and 0.5 mM GTP in Rab reac-
tion buffer. Solid lines are mean normalized intensities, shaded areas are SD (Rabex5:Rabapt-
in5, ∆Rabex5:Rabaptin5 n = 4; ∆Rabex5, Rabex5:∆RBDRabaptin5 n = 3). (B) Kinetic traces of
CF488A-Rab5 and Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 during activation. 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2
µM GDI and 0.5 mM GTP were first incubated in reaction chamber with SLB. Rab5 activation
was triggered with 1:1 mixture of labeled Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 and wild type Rabex5:Rab-
aptin5 at 200 nM. Solid line is mean relative normalized fluorescence intensity, shaded area
is SD (n = 5). Inset: Ti for CF488A-Rab5 (blue) and Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 (orange). (C-D)
Stochastic model simulations with and without Rabex5:Rabaptin5:Rab5[GTP] complex forma-
tion (k5, k6 = 0) (C) and Rab5, Rabex5:Rabaptin5 membrane binding (D) for 200 Rabex5:Rab-
aptin5 particles. Average curves from 50 individual runs are depicted in bold with 10 random
traces per condition. The simulations were performed by Hrushikesh Loya.
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membrane localization depends on a critical Rab5[GTP] density, which can support the
transition from basal nucleotide exchange activity of freely-diffusing GEF complex to
the cooperative positive feedback that requires Rab5[GTP]:Rabaptin5:Rabex5 ternary
complex [Zhu et al., 2010; Jilkine et al., 2011]. The characteristic delays in Rab5 col-
lective switching (Figure 4.11C) are thus indicative of positive feedback engagement
after slow Rab5[GTP] accumulation to a critical level with intermediate GEF amounts.
4.5.2 Active Rab5 triggers positive feedback
If Rabex5:Rabaptin5 membrane retention by active Rab5 triggers positive feedback,
we would expect reduced temporal delays and more efficient activation when there is
Rab5[GTP] present on the bilayer prior to GEF injection. We answered this hypothe-
sis by immobilizing a GTP-loaded and GTPase deficient Rab5Q80L-His10 mutant on
DOGS-NTA[Ni2+]-containing SLB before Rab5:GDI activation (Figure 4.16A). We find
that the delays to reach inflection point (Ti) are significantly reduced with increased
DOGS-NTA concentration (Figure 4.16B). We assume this correlates with higher den-
sity of immobilized Rab5Q80L-His10, which can recruit Rabex5:Rabaptin5 immediately
after addition to form the positive feedback. With 5 % DOGS-NTA, the collective switch-
ing progressed immediately at maximum rate, while it took 6 min to reach similar rate
with 2 % DOGS-NTA. This is still three times quicker than experiments done on mem-
branes without DOGS-NTA and in presence of soluble Rab5Q80L-His10. Overall, the
reaction progressed even faster than activation with 400 nM GEF without the immo-
bilized mutant GTPase (Figure 4.11A), confirming the key role of active Rab5 in the
formation of positive feedback.
These experiments demonstrate the important role of GEF recruitment and the re-
sulting positive feedback in collective Rab5 activation. In a minimal network composed
of Rab5:GDI complex and Rabex5:Rabaptin5, the small GTPase alone can provide
the deciding molecular cue for GEF membrane localization and feedback initiation.
Nonetheless, alternative factors can also retain the GEF complex on EE and promote
more efficient Rab5 activation with reduction in reaction dimensionality.
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Figure 4.16: Pre-seeded Rab5Q80L initiates positive feedback.
(A) Schematic of the reconstitution experiment with pre-activated SLB-immobilized Rab5Q80L-
His10[GTP]. The His10 peptide anchors the GTP-loaded mutants on the supported membrane
with DOGS-NTA[Ni2+], where histidine residues chelate Ni2+ ions. Consequently, Rabex5:Rab-
aptin5 is immediately retained on the membrane surface and Rab5 activation positive feedback
is formed. (B) Collective switching is faster with pre-activated Rab5. Left: Rab5 switching time
courses in presence of 500 nM Rab5Q80L-His10 with increasing DOGS-NTA lipid concentra-
tion in the SLB. The GTP-loaded Rab5Q80L-His10 was first incubated on the SLB with 500 nM
CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI and 0.5 mM GTP. We induced the nucleotide exchange with 80
nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5. Solid line is mean normalized fluorescence intensity over time, shaded
area is mean ± SD (n = 3). Right: corresponding time delays Ti and relative maximum rates
kmax.
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Figure 4.17: Ubiquitin promotes collective Rab5 activation.
Time courses of Rab5 activation on 2 % DOGS-NTA containing SLB in presence or absence of
His10-tagged mono-ubiquitin. The SLB was incubated with 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM
GDI, 0.5 mM GTP (blue traces) and 500 nM His10-Ub (orange). Network switching was induced
with either 8- (left) or 80 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5 (right). Solid lines are means (8 nM GEF (+
Ub) n = 3; 8 nM GEF (- Ub) n = 3; 80 nM GEF n = 5) with ± SD according to the shaded area.
4.5.3 Ubiquitin can promote Rab5 activation by GEF recruitment
Transmembrane proteins on plasma membrane and in the Golgi network are targeted
towards the endosome system, where there are trafficked to the recycling or degrada-
tion pathways. Particularly, receptor proteins undergo mono-ubiquitination on the cy-
tosolic domains, which promotes vesicle budding, internalization and early endosome
maturation [Hicke, 2001; Di Fiore et al., 2003]. This molecular label is also recognized
by Rabex5 N-terminal domains [Lee et al., 2006], which could promote Rab5 activation
without pre-existing Rab5[GTP] pool on the EE surface. We set off to evaluate this
hypothesis by binding His10-Ub to the SLB surface by DOGS-NTA[Ni2+] chelation and
inducing Rab5 activation with full length Rabex5:Rabaptin5 (Figure 4.17).
In a minimal network, GEF concentrations below 20 nM cannot promote Rab5
switching (Figure 4.11). Still, when we bind Ub to the membrane surface, Rab5 suc-
cessfully switches even with 8 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5. In fact, the observed switch-
ing delay with 8 nM GEF and Ub is comparable to the effect of 10-fold higher GEF
concentration without Ub. At higher Rabex5:Rabaptin5 amounts, Ub mimics the pre-
activated Rab5 effect as it triggers immediate collective activation on the SLB. Thus,
Ub can initiate Rab5-independent GEF recruitment to substantially enhance the like-
lihood of Rab5 activation with physiological amounts of Rabex5:Rabaptin5 complex
[Lippé et al., 2001]. This significant effect raises the question whether Ub-mediated
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Figure 4.18: Ubiquitin cannot bypass positive feedback.
Left: schematic representation of Ub feed-forward experiments. To prevent the formation of
positive feedback loop, we used Rabex5:∆RBDRabaptin5 deletion mutant, which cannot interact
with active Rab5. Alas, the membrane-bound Ub can independently recruit the mutant GEF,
triggering a feed-forward loop to promote Rab5 activation. Right: time courses of Rab5 incu-
bation with Rabex5:∆RBDRabaptin5 deletion mutant on 2 % DOGS-NTA SLB in presence or
absence of His10-Ub. The SLB was incubated with 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI, 0.5
mM GTP (blue; n = 3) and 500 nM His10-Ub (orange; n = 4). 80 nM Rabex5:∆RBDRabaptin5
was added to induce Rab5 activation. Solid lines are means with ± SD in the shaded area.
Individual fluorescence traces were normalized to average active steady state values for wild
type GEF + Ub on respective microscope systems (Figure 4.17).
GEF recruitment can bypass the positive feedback of Rab5 activation altogether. The
reported release of auto-inhibition [Lauer et al., 2019] could provide the necessary
non-linear response profile, triggering network. In fact, a Rab5-independent Ub- and
Rab4 feedforward mechanism has been proposed as an alternative model to the pos-
itive feedback of GEF recruitment in Rab5 activation [Kälin et al., 2015]. To distin-
guish between the two control mechanisms, we used the Rab5 binding-deficient mutant
Rabex5:∆RBDRabaptin5 in concert with His10-Ub SLB immobilization (Figure 4.18).
Surprisingly, we did not observe collective Rab5 switching despite Ub membrane
immobilization and induction with 80 nM Rabex5:∆RBDRabaptin5. This underscores the
importance of Rab5[GTP]:Rabaptin5 interaction, which ensures GEF co-localization
and allosteric activation [Zhang et al., 2014], resulting in non-linear positive feedback
and collective Rab5 activation. On the other hand, despite its allosteric effects [Lauer
et al., 2019], the ubiquitin GEF recruitment alone cannot form a feed-forward loop
above the critical threshold, imposed by GDI sequestration. Rather, ubiquitinated cargo
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acts synergistically with the Rabex5:Rabaptin5-mediated positive feedback to drasti-
cally speed up Rab5 activation. This mechanism could also be used by the cell to
localize Rab5 activation specifically on EE. There, Rabex5:Rabaptin5 recruitment fac-
tors like Ub [Lee et al., 2006], negatively charged lipids [Delprato et al., 2004] and
Rab4 [Kälin et al., 2015] drastically reduce the critical GEF amount and enable rapid
engagement of Rab5-driven positive feedback, which is a hallmark of the minimal sig-
naling network. In turn, this keeps the probability of off-target switching low. Recently,
it has been reported that small population of Rab5 undergoes mono-ubiquitination,
which interferes with Rabaptin5 effector binding [Shin et al., 2017]. The role of this
modification remains unclear, however it could serve as a cut-off switch for the positive
feedback.
4.6 Rab5[GDP] availability tunes collective switching
Clearly, active Rab5 can direct collective system switching by promoting Rabex5:Rab-
aptin5 mediated positive feedback. What about inactive Rab5? The GDP-bound Rab5
is largely solubilized in a tight GDI complex, which is not a direct substrate for nu-
cleotide exchange. In fact, it is thought that a small population of membrane-bound
and GDI-free small GTPase is available for GEF interaction [Wu et al., 2010]. However,
Rabs and GDI form a tight association in µM to nM range [Pylypenko et al., 2006]. Con-
sequently, the disassociated, yet inactive membrane Rab pool has not been observed
in a dynamic equilibrium with the sequestered fraction. By using bright synthetic fluo-
rescent dyes and TIRF microscopy, we could observe individual Rab5 particles landing
and diffusing on the SLB, before being re-extracted by the GDI.
4.6.1 TIRF microscopy detects increase in single Rab5 molecule
number after collective switching
One of important Rab small GTPase distinctions is their C-terminal geranylgeranyla-
tion. These lipid anchors make the modified proteins extremely hydrophobic, which
explains their high membrane affinity in the nanomolar range [Shahinian and Silvius,
1995; Pylypenko et al., 2006]. On the other hand, prenylated Rab proteins are insoluble
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Figure 4.19: Rab5 activation at single particle and collective scale.
Top: sCy5-Rab5 molecule counts per frame and collective CF488A-Rab5 activation. Reaction
mixture composed of 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI and 0.5 mM GTP was doped with
ca. 50 fM sCy5-Rab5:GDI and left to equilibrate. Then, we triggered the nucleotide exchange
by injecting 200 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5 into the reaction chamber and tracked the GTPase
switching with dual color imaging. Bottom: snapshots of the activation reaction. sCy5- and
CF488A-Rab5 are depicted in yellow and cyan, respectively. Scale bar is 10 µm.
in aqueous solutions, which would limit their regulation and localization. The eukary-
otic cell solves this problem with GDI, a Rab solubility factor that continuously extracts
and sequesters inactive GTPases. Nonetheless, the tight Rab:GDI complex introduces
an additional problem for Rab cycling as it blocks GEF binding surface on the G do-
main. Thus, it has been proposed that Rab:GDI complex is in chemical equilibrium with
membrane bound Rab[GDP] (Kd ≈ 10-8 M [Pylypenko et al., 2006]), which is available
for GTP nucleotide exchange, preventing GDI re-extraction [Wu et al., 2010]. Due to
low estimated abundance and lack of reliable probes, this inactive Rab population in a
GDI-bound equilibrium was hitherto not observed in vivo or in vitro. The combination of
bright fluorescent labels and surface-sensitive TIRF microscopy allows us to image sin-
gle Rab5 particles on the SLB in parallel with the bulk GTPase ensemble, representing
the collective system state (Figure 4.19).
Using highly diluted (ca. 104-times) sCy5-Rab5:GDI in combination with bulk CF488A-
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labeled complex, we detect individual SLB-bound Rab5 molecules (0-6 per frame) as
bright fluorescent dots with an apparent point spread function diameter of 0.7 µm even
before GEF addition. Over the course of Rab5 activation, the sCy5-particle counts
increase over 10-times in agreement with the overall bulk fluorescence readout in CF-
488A channel. Based on the single molecule counts and the dilution ratio, we estimate
the number of membrane bound Rab5 to rise from 20 to 200 µm-2 over the course of
the experiment. To our knowledge, this represents the first direct demonstration that
there exists a dynamic equilibrium between GDI- and membrane-bound Rab[GDP] pro-
teins. As a consequence of GEF nucleotide exchange, the membrane-bound fraction
becomes enriched and remains stably anchored for prolonged duration of time. We
evaluated the characteristic SLB lifetimes of Rab5 in GDP- and GTP-states using high
speed acquisition and molecule trajectory tracking.
4.6.2 Rab5 particles display distinct membrane dwell times before
and after activation
To estimate the nucleotide-dependent membrane dwell times of Rab5, we doped CF488A-
Rab5:GDI with two distinct sCy5-Rab5:GDI dilutions and performed TIRF imaging at
100 ms intervals before and after activation (Figures 4.20A and B). For sCy5-Rab5[GDP]
imaging, we used 1 nM sCy5-Rab5:GDI with 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI,
50 µM GDP and 500 µM GTP. Conversely, for single molecule tracking after GTP and
GMP-PNP exchange, the reaction mixture contained 50 fM sCy5-Rab5:GDI, a 104-fold
dilution compared to the bulk CF488A-Rab5. As before, we could easily detect single
sCy5-Rab5[GDP] proteins that landed on the membrane surface and shortly diffused
around, before GDI extraction. On the other hand, GTP-bound particles were visible
for much longer durations. In this case, the observation was severely affected by pho-
tobleaching. We built the corresponding diffusion trajectories using the TrackMate Im-
ageJ plugin [Tinevez et al., 2017] and analyzed their deflection angles (Figure 4.20C),
mean square displacement (MSD) (Figure 4.20D) and average lifetimes for tracks that
were at least three frames long (Figure 4.20E). Particularly,the distribution of trajec-
tory angles indicates the effect of protein density on the diffusion characteristics of
SLB-bound molecules [Burov et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2019]. As discussed before, the
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protein density increases for 10-fold over the course of collective switching (from ca.
20 to 200 Rab5 molecules per µm2, see Section 4.6.1). For a free-diffusing molecule,
we expect an even distribution of changes in direction, while a densely-packed bi-
layer would result in higher number of acute angles. Indeed, we observe more sharp
particle deflection angles after the GTP nucleotide exchange, when the membrane is
decorated with active Rab5 (Figure 4.10). Similarly, the MSD measures the extent of
particle diffusion. There, a linear increase in weighted MSD mean represents Brown-
ian motion, a quadratic curve would mean directed motion, while asymptotic behavior
reveals confined diffusion. Interestingly, both GDP- and GTP-bound Rab5 particles
experience spatial confinement in motion for longer tracks (> 1 s for Rab5[GDP] and
> 5 s for Rab5[GTP]). This is likely the consequence of long-lived stuck particles or
aggregates – particularly for ∆t > 15 s, which are resistant to GDI-extraction, and in-
creased protein density on the membrane surface. The calculated diffusion coefficient
of inactive Rab5[GDP] was 2 µm2/s, typical for a lipidated protein [Bement et al., 2006;
Kulakowski et al., 2018; Chung et al., 2018], and the activated GTPase diffused with
0.4 µm2/s, in agreement with Ras mobility in active GTPase domains [Lee et al., 2019].
The track duration frequency plot reveals two distinct particle populations. Interest-
ingly, an abundant short-lived fraction is detected before and after nucleotide exchange,
while the long-lasting one is found only after activation. Thus, the short-lived popula-
tion represents inactive Rab5, which is in continuous equilibrium between the SLB and
GDI complex. As a consequence of perpetual cycling, this fraction is present both be-
fore and after GEF addition. Conversely, Rabex5:Rabaptin5 GEF can swap the GDP
for GTP on these particles and lock them on the membrane, signified by the longer
trajectories after GEF addition. By fitting mono- and two-exponential functions to the
obtained track duration histograms, we calculated the mean Rab5 membrane lifetimes
of the distinct populations. The inactive Rab5 displays 0.8 ± 0.4 s mean lifetime (τGDP)
before being re-extracted by the GDI. This is similar to 0.7 ± 0.3 s of the short-lived
component (τ1GTP) after GEF activation. Furthermore, the longer-lived fraction after
nucleotide exchange had 10-fold longer lifetime, 7.4 ± 3.2 s. Importantly, these val-
ues are not corrected for photobleaching and thus represent lower-bound estimates.
Likely, the short lived inactive population is not affected by the photon damage and its
half-life depends mostly on GDI sequestration. To evaluate the photobleaching effect
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Figure 4.20: (Continued on the next page)
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Figure 4.20: Single particle trajectories reveal GDP- and GTP-bound SLB species.
(A) TIRF micrographs of diffusing sCy5-Rab5 particles before (GDP) and after (GTP) activa-
tion. We included an oxygen scavenging system to limit signal loss due to photobleaching. The
reaction composition were as follows: 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI, 0.5 mM GTP,
ca. 1 nM sCy5:GDI for GDP- and 50 fM for GTP state, 60 mM D-glucose, 0.1 mg/ml glucose
oxidase, 0.32 mg/ml catalase, 2 mM Trolox. For the GTP-bound Rab5, the trajectories were
captured after the activation reaction with 200 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5 reached steady state in
CF488A channel. Single particle trajectories are depicted in yellow with 20 frame depth (2
s), scale bar is 10 µm. (B) 500 tracks of membrane-bound sCy5-Rab5, colored according to
their durations. (C) The probability density histogram of measured particle deflection angles
(θ). Bins are 10°. 37,280 and 111,665 angles from 5 independent experiments were calcu-
lated for GDP- and GTP-bound particles, respectively. (D) Particle mean square displacement
(MSD) for increasing time steps. Solid line is the weighted mean with SEM in shaded area.
We analyzed 4,131 and 3090 trajectories from 5 independent experiments, respectively. The
diffusion coefficients D with 95 % confidence intervals were calculated from the linear regime
(10 % of track lengths). (E) Frequency plot identifies two populations with distinct lifetimes.
The track durations present a monoexponential decay with lifetime τGDP before activation and
two-exponential decay with lifetimes τ1GTP and τ2GTP, respectively (n = 5).
on active Rab5, we compared the measured lifetimes with GMP-PNP loaded GTPase,
which does not cycle and is permanently bound to the membrane (Figure 4.21). In-
terestingly, we detect a high proportion of acute particle deflection angles, highlighting
the increased membrane protein density with prevented GTPase extraction. This also
resulted in lower diffusion constant and constrained MSD motion. In terms of particle
lifetimes, the GTP- and GMP-PNP bound Rabs display comparable values of 1 and 8
s for short- and long-lived GTPase fractions, which suggests that the obtained dwell
times are limited by the accumulated fluorophore bleaching and represent the lower
bound estimate.
Using single molecule imaging, we demonstrated the existence of inactive small
GTPase membrane pool. In principle, this population is a convenient tuning parameter
for the cell to orchestrate Rab signaling in space and time as it represents the relevant
switching reactant. We put this assumption to the test by adjusting the composition of
the reconstituted network.
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Figure 4.21: GMP-PNP bound Rab5 displays dense membrane population with distinct
lifetimes.
(A) Single particle trajectories for activated sCy5-Rab5[GMP-PNP] in steady state. Before ac-
quisition, CF488A-Rab5:GDI, doped with sCy5-Rab5:GDI, was activated with Rabex5:Rabap-
tin5 in presence of GMP-PNP. The reaction contained 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI,
0.5 mM GTP, ca. 50 fM sCy5-Rab5:GDI, 60 mM D-glucose, 0.1 mg/ml glucose oxidase, 0.32
mg/ml catalase, 2 mM Trolox. Shown are 1000 trajectories, which are color-coded for their
duration. (B) Particle deflection angle distribution. Bin size is 10° for 153,579 angles from
3 independent experiments. (C) Mean square displacement (MSD) for GMP-PNP substituted
sCy5-Rab5 at increasing time steps. Solid line is the weighted mean with SEM in shaded
area. We analyzed 4,424 trajectories from 3 independent experiments. The diffusion coef-
ficient D with 95 % confidence interval was calculated from the linear regime (10 % of track
lengths).(D) Frequency plot for sCy5-Rab5[GMP-PNP] trajectory duration from three indepen-
dent experiments. Noted are mean lifetimes ± SD (n = 3) for the tracked particles according to
a two-exponential decay fit.
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4.6.3 Inactive Rab5 population tunes the network response
It is assumed that the inactive and membrane bound Rab population undergoes nu-
cleotide exchange during activation. As a consequence, the relative abundance of this
small GTPase fraction is sensitive to the equilibrium with GDI-bound pool. This can
be regulated with the amount of GDI and phosphorylation of either moieties [Steele-
Mortimer et al., 1993; Shinde and Maddika, 2016]. Additionally, the equilibrium is also
target of pathogenic bacteria to promote cell invasion [Oesterlin et al., 2012]. We di-
rected the balance of Rab5:GDI equilibrium by changing the amount of free GDI in the
minimal Rab5 activation network (Figure 4.22A). As predicted, we can tune the sys-
tem’s response by changing this parameter both in vitro and in silico (Figure 4.22B).
Notably, when we did not include GDI in stoichiometric excess, a marked increase
in basal fluorescence level was observed. This is in agreement with shifted CF488A-
Rab5:GDI dissociation equilibrium, where more Rab5 could redistribute to the SLB.
Accordingly, with more available substrate the critical active GTPase density for pos-
itive feedback engagement was reached soon after GEF addition, which resulted in
fast collective switching. In turn, the initial fluorescence levels at the membrane de-
creased with more GDI in the reaction mixture and delays towards full-blown activation
progressively increased. The maximal observed rates of activation likewise dropped
with GDI in high excess, demonstrating the importance of Rabex5 substrate availabil-
ity for collective Rab5 activation. Another way to disrupt the Rab5:GDI equilibrium
is by inhibiting the complex re-formation, either by reversible covalent modifications,
tight binding partners [Oesterlin et al., 2012; Sivars et al., 2003] or non-hydrolyzable
GTP analogues like GMP-PNP. By substituting GTP with GMP-PNP, we induced fast
collective Rab5:GDI switching even in presence of 2 µM GDI. This surprising result
suggests that relatively high intrinsic Rab5 GTP hydrolysis rate [Simon et al., 1996a;
Rybin et al., 1996] plays an important role in characteristic population switching de-
lays. By preventing the Rab5 self-inactivation and GDI extraction, the positive feedback
formed substantially sooner, which is also recapitulated in the stochastic model.
Similarly, a family of GDI dissociation factors (GDFs) was proposed to help inactive
Rab membrane anchoring. So far, the only characterized GDF is PRA1, a transmem-
brane protein, which can perturb the Rab:GDI equilibrium either by disrupting the com-
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Figure 4.22: GDI controls collective Rab5 switching.
(A) Time courses of Rab5 activation with varying free GDI amounts and GMP-PNP. We included
500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, GDI, 0.5 mM GTP or GMP-PNP and 80 nM Rabex5:Rabaptn5 in
the final reaction composition. Left: solid lines are mean normalized intensities over time,
shaded areas correspond to SD (n = 3). Right: corresponding activation delays Ti and relative
maximum rates kmax. (B) Stochastic simulations of the model for varying initial amounts of GDI
excess (0–2000 particle number). Shown are curves from 10 random runs per condition, the
mean line from 50 runs is depicted bold. The simulations were performed by Hrushikesh Loya.
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Figure 4.23: PRA1 promotes Rab5 switching.
Intensity traces of Rab5 activation on SLB with and without PRA1. 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI,
2 µM GDI and 0.5 mM GTP were incubated on SLB with and without incorporated PRA1 (see
Methods 3.6.3 for details). We induced Rab5 switching with 8 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5. Solid
lines are mean normalized fluorescence intensities, shaded areas correspond to SD (n = 3).
Presented results were obtained by Beata Kaczmarek.
plex [Sivars et al., 2003] or preventing the Rab re-extraction by binding either of the two
partners [Hutt et al., 2000]. To this end, we incorporated PRA1 in the supported mem-
brane and performed Rab5 activation reaction with limiting amount of Rabex5:Rabap-
tin5. If PRA1 can shift the Rab5:GDI equilibrium towards Rab5 membrane binding, we
would expect Rab5 collective switching even with low GEF input.
Agreeably, inclusion of PRA1 into the lipid bilayer enabled the system to transi-
tion into active state even with 8 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5, far below the established
threshold around 30 nM for bare membranes. Furthermore, we did not observe an
increase in basal CF488A-Rab5 fluorescence levels, implying that PRA1 might affect
the Rab5:GDI complex by increasing its dissociation rate constant, rather than inhibit-
ing re-extraction, which would manifest in inactive Rab5 membrane accumulation.
Finally, we turned our attention towards the last Rab cycle regulator – the GTPase
activating protein (GAP). These proteins catalyze GTP hydrolysis to turn the Rabs back
to OFF state, where they are readily solubilized by GDI. What is more, the combination
of locally-driven activator like a recruited GEF and global inhibitor was shown to pro-
duce spatial Turing patterns [Turing, 1952; Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972] and activation
waves [Deneke and Di Talia, 2018].
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4.7 Spatial patterns emerge under global inhibition
GAPs are a group of protein families that inactivate target Rab proteins by increasing
their GTP hydrolysis potential. As a consequence, they regulate Rab signaling by
limiting cascades in space and time. Interestingly, Rab5 has unusually high intrinsic
GTPase activity, which lead to the assumption that an additional factor is not needed to
maintain Rab5 signaling within physiologically relevant durations [Rybin et al., 1996].
Nonetheless, a Rab5-specific GAP RabGAP-5 (also SGSM3, RUTBC3 and CIP85)
has been identified [Haas et al., 2005]. This cytoplasmic protein is mainly localized
to the Golgi network and can accelerate Rab5 GTP hydrolysis for 3-5 fold. Still, its
cellular function in Rab regulation remains uncertain as RabGAP-5 is also involved in
Rab-distinct tumor suppression [Lee et al., 2004], while another study did not detect
Rab5 GAP activity in vitro [Itoh et al., 2006]. Despite, a C. elegans homolog TBC-2
has been determined to interact with downstream-acting Rab7 [Chotard et al., 2010],
where it could induce the Rab5-Rab7 switch in early to late endosome maturation [Rink
et al., 2005; Del Conte-Zerial et al., 2008]. To better understand the architecture of our
reconstituted network, we tested what effect the GAP-mediated increase in Rab5 GTP
hydrolysis rate has on collective GTPase activation.
4.7.1 RabGAP-5 inhibits collective Rab5 switching
GAPs like RabGAP-5 promote GTP hydrolysis in the nucleotide binding pocked of Rab
GTPases. Consequently, they inhibit the GTP-dependent downstream signaling and
enable Rab[GDP] membrane extraction by the GDI. We reasoned that the GAP ad-
dition to the reconstituted Rab5 signaling will increase the GTPase cycling between
the SLB and solution. To this end, we preformed FRAP experiments in presence and
absence of 50 nM RabGAP-5 and determined the CF488A-Rab5 exchange (recovery)
rate in the center of bleached area after the activated system reached steady state
(Figure 4.24). Surprisingly, we did not detect any differences in the FRAP recovery
rates, suggesting that Rab5 cycling in collectively activated state is not dominated by
GTP hydrolysis. Rather, under these conditions the effect of GEF-mediated positive
feedback in Rab5 activation can buffer the increase in GTP hydrolysis by the GAP.
Also, including 50 nM GAP in Rab5 switching reaction does not significantly influence
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Figure 4.24: 50 nM GAP does not increase Rab5 cycling rate.
Rab5 FRAP recovery rates in presence and absence of RabGAP-5. The reaction chamber
above SLB contained 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI, 50 nM RabGAP-5 and 0.5 mM
GTP. The GTPase switching was induced with 80 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5. When the reaction
reached active steady state we bleached a 20×20 µm square with 100 % 488 nm laser output.
The recovery after photobleaching in the center 3×3 pixels was monitored in 1 s intervals and
the Rab5 exchange rate was determined by fitting a linear function to the logarithm of normal-
ized fluorescence values, which were corrected for photobleaching. The calculated exchange
rates are means ± SD (no GAP n = 6, + 50 nM GAP n = 5).
the amount of Rab5[GDP] that could be sequestered by GDI. The Rabex5:Rabaptin5
nucleotide exchange reaction and lateral diffusion are likely the main contributors to
the observed exchange rates under both experimental conditions. Next, we set off to
determine the reconstituted system response to increasing amounts of GAP to better
understand the role of RabGAP-5 in Rab5 regulation. We assumed that further in-
creasing the RabGAP-5 concentration in our reconstituted network should dramatically
affect collective Rab5 activation dynamics.
To elucidate the system’s response to GAP perturbation, we performed a GAP titra-
tion by including progressively higher RabGAP-5 amounts in the minimal Rab5 ac-
tivation network (Figure 4.25A). We can instantly see that 500 nM GAP completely
suppressed the collective switching with 80 nM GEF, while lower amounts had mixed
effects. RabGAP-5 does not interfere with the maximal observed rate of collective
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switching for concentrations less than 250 nM. It does however contribute to an in-
creased variability in the onset of state transition for the intermediate GAP amounts.
This suggests that RabGAP-5 is not directly involved in the minimal Rab5 positive feed-
back network, but acts as a tuning factor. RabGAP-5 regulates the system’s response
by limiting the availability of Rab5[GTP] as the GEF positive feedback binding sub-
strate. This in turn manifests as an increased variability (and stochasticity) in switching
delay times and complete inhibition of Rab5 activation at very high GAP concentra-
tions. Interestingly, we also observe reliable network outcomes for both low or high
GAP concentrations. There, Rab5 pool collectively switches with 80 nM Rabex5:Rab-
aptin5 (0 and 50 nM GAP, blue circles) or remains in inactive state (500 nM GAP,
orange circles). For 100- and 250 nM GAP, we see mixed system behavior with some
reactions reaching active state and some remaining switched OFF at the same param-
eter conditions. This is a characteristic of bistable biochemical systems, a common
network architecture that ensures committed cellular signaling in gene transcription
[Gardner et al., 2000], cell polarity [Altschuler et al., 2008] and cell cycle progression
[Pomerening et al., 2003]. Another distinct feature of bistable systems is hysteresis –
network memory where the switching occurs at different input values, depending on
the intended direction of the transition [Kramer and Fussenegger, 2005].
4.7.2 Rab5 switching displays hysteresis
A necessary prerequisite for a bistable biochemical system is a source of non-linear re-
sponse, e.g. positive feedback [Ferrell and Ha, 2014b], reciprocal repression [Gardner
et al., 2000] or competitive binding [Lebar et al., 2014]. Furthermore, the main distinc-
tion between a highly cooperative and a bistable network is the existence of hysteresis.
By building a GEF response diagram we already demonstrated the non-linearity in
Rab5 activation (Figure 4.11). Now, to evaluate whether the observed bimodal distri-
bution of system’s responses to GAP also manifests in hysteresis, we performed Rab5
switching experiments in the opposite direction, from active back to inactive state (Fig-
ure 4.26). To this end, we first induced Rab5 activation with 80 nM GEF without GAP
to reach stable ON state. We then injected either 0.5 or 2 µM RabGAP-5 and observed
decrease in membrane-bound Rab5 signal. We set the 10-fold difference in signal
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Figure 4.25: GAP prevents Rab5 activation at high concentration.
(A) Shown are time courses at increasing GAP concentrations (left) and the observed ratio of
successful activations for a given condition (right). We included full length RabGAP-5 in the ini-
tial reaction mixture of 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI and 0.5 mM GTP. After equilibra-
tion, we induced nucleotide exchange with 80 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5 injection. (B) RabGAP-5
effect on the observed maximal rates of activation kmax. Experiments that did not result in Rab5
activation within 150 min after induction are denoted in orange. Mean is represented by line,
errors are ± SD. (C) Delays to collective switching with increasing GAP concentration. Or-
ange are experiments that failed to switch. Presented results were partly obtained by Beata
Kaczmarek.
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over background levels as threshold to distinguish between ON and OFF states. This
way, we can observe the bistable distribution of system’s response profiles. At 500 nM
GAP, we see no activation when switching from OFF→ ON. In contrast, the same GAP
amount is not sufficient to force the system back to low Rab5 activation levels when
initiating ON → OFF transition. Only by adding 2 µM RabGAP-5 we were able to see
Rab5 signal dipping below 10-fold background value, confirming inherent hysteresis
in Rab5 switching. Thus, the reconstituted Rab5 activation network is bistable over a
broad range of GAP concentrations, from 100 nM to 500 nM. This network feature is in
line with similar kinase-based systems [Pomerening et al., 2003] and sheds new light
on Rab5 regulation. As we observed complete inactivation only at unphysiologically
high GAP concentrations, it is clear that Rab5 signaling requires additional factors to
prevent continuous propagation of the positive feedback. Two such mechanisms could
be Rabex5:Rabaptin5 displacement factors like the Mon1:Ccz1 complex [Poteryaev
et al., 2010], mono-Ub [Shin et al., 2017] or active GAP recruitment [Chotard et al.,
2010], which is yet to be confirmed in vertebrates.
The combined properties of reaction-diffusion systems like Rab5 activation network,
positive feedback and bistability can trigger the formation of chemical waves [Deneke
and Di Talia, 2018]. There, an active particle can diffuse in its immediate neighborhood
and propagate activation of more molecules in an emergent traveling wave. We discuss
the formation of this spatial reaction pattern in the next section.
4.7.3 Rab5 activation spreads in a traveling wave
By including 50 nM RabGAP-5 in the Rab5 activation network, we did not detect a
substantial effect on switching parameters kmax and Ti. However, we often spotted
regions of high active Rab5 density, which spread across the field of view as a bistable
chemical wave, which finally settled the system in a fully active state after several tens
of minutes (Figure 4.27). Overall, we observed this activation spatiotemporal pattern in
9 out of 13 experiments; in 3 cases no obvious waves were noticed during activation,
while in one experiment no switching occurred.
The activation wave spread as a distinct front across the membrane at nearly con-
stant velocity of 5 µm/min, triggering collective switching at its edges. In the bright
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Figure 4.26: Collective Rab5 transition is bistable.
Top: time courses for OFF → ON (100 nM GAP) and ON → OFF switching (2 µM GAP). Col-
ored background indicate the addition of either GAP or GEF to the reaction chamber. Bottom:
hysteretic GAP titration response plot. The fold change was calculated by dividing the fluo-
rescence intensity at steady state with the average fluorescence signal 10 min before GEF
addition. For ON→ OFF switching, the system first reached active state (ON) with 80 nM GEF.
Then, RabGAP-5 was added and the reaction was followed until the system reached a new
steady state (OFF). In both switching regimes, the reaction network was composed of 500 nM
CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM GDI, 0.5 mM GTP and varying amounts of RabGAP-5. Rab5 activa-
tion was triggered with 80 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5. Points for OFF→ ON switching correspond
to the time courses shown in Figure 4.25. Data points with final fold signal increase < 10 are
depicted in orange.
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Figure 4.27: Rab5 activation wave on SLB.
(A) Rab5 activation wave spreading across the SLB. Scale bar is 20 µm. Times indicate relative
duration after start of image sequence acquisition, not time after addition of GEF complex. (B)
Left: fluorescence intensity profile and kymograph of the indicated area in (A). Right: measured
mean wave velocity. Wave velocity was determined from the slope of fluorescence increase in
generated kymographs (n = 6).
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areas, the reaction progressed towards the active steady state as indicated by the
intensity profiles. This spontaneous pattern formation is in agreement with general
principles of self-organization in living systems and likely forms the basis of small GT-
Pase membrane (nano)clusters and domains. It is thought that distinct clusters of
active Rab proteins direct endosomal recycling [Sönnichsen et al., 2000; Franke et al.,
2019], Ras signaling [Lee et al., 2019], cell migration through actin polymerization on
Rac1 domains [Remorino et al., 2017] and yeast bud formation with Cdc42 polarization
[Altschuler et al., 2008; Goehring and Grill, 2013; Goryachev and Leda, 2017]. What
is more, theoretical analysis supports the idea of GTPase pattern formation through
amplification of a local increase in active protein density and coupled cytosolic con-
centration gradients. As seen in Figure 4.27, this eventually results in stable GTPase
attachment and detachment zones [Halatek et al., 2018]. When the substrate (Rab5),
activator (Rabex5:Rabaptin5) and inhibitor (RabGAP-5) share similar diffusion con-
stants, traveling waves can form in simple biochemical networks [Tyson et al., 2003].
Here, the emergence of activation wave is triggered by stochastic fluctuations in
active Rab5 membrane density. When the critical value is passed, positive feedback
loop of Rabex5:Rabaptin5 recruitment can form and the transition to active state can
self-propagate along the SLB through lateral diffusion (attachment zone). Nonethe-
less, the reaction spread is contained by continuous global RabGAP-5 inhibition and
GDI extraction, which maintains the active Rab5 density in surrounding regions low
(detachment zone). As a consequence, the activation wave is a tug-of-war between
the GEF and GAP, where both regulators act upon Rab5[GTP] population. We also be-
lieve that the collective Rab5 activation spreads as a wave even in absence of GAP, but
at much higher rates – likely from several sources on the membrane at once. This then
creates the impression of uniform fluorescence increase as seen in Figure 4.6. Only
by slowing down the progression of diffusing reaction with RabGAP-5, we were able
to appreciate this fundamental propagation mechanism. By using chemical waves to
trigger collective Rab activation, the cell can efficiently cover the ≈100 nm endosomes
[Klumperman and Raposo, 2014] and contain the spread of active Rab5 patches with
e.g. GAP inhibitory boundaries, producing membrane protein domains.
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4.8 Rab5 activation as a random nucleation process
The collective Rab5 state transition likely spreads across the 2D membrane surface
as a chemical wave from one – or several – positive feedback nucleation events. To
visualize individual nucleation reactions, we compartmentalized the reaction-diffusion
network on a micropatterned SLB array (Figure 4.28A). To this end, we prepared 50
nm-tall chromium grids on glass coverslips using E-beam photolitography [Schweizer
et al., 2012]. As the SLB cannot form on metal, the grids partition the ≈ 6 nm-thick sup-
ported membrane into isolated corrals [Groves, 1997]. This prevents lipid and protein
exchange by lateral diffusion between the neighboring compartments. This way, the
positive-feedback reactions, stemming from a single nucleation event, are contained in
respective array compartments.
4.8.1 Rab5 activation switch is a Poisson point process
On a 22×22 array, we effectively observed up to 484 Rab5 activation reactions with 200
nM GEF in parallel (Figure 4.28B). To visualize the segregated bilayer, we prepared
SLB with intercalated fluorescent membrane tracer DiD, which does not interfere with
CF488A-Rab5 signal. In the experiment, we see a moderate decrease in DiD inten-
sity over time as the laser-induced photodamage accumulates and lateral fluorophore
exchange is prevented. In the GTPase channel, we see individual CF488A-Rab5 ac-
tivation reactions triggering for more than 120 min, before the steady state is reached
(Figure 4.28C). Under these conditions, 464 out of 484 compartments switched to the
active Rab5 state, signified by bright GTPase fluorescence signal. Interestingly, we can
describe the microarray experiment as a Poisson process [Gallager, 2013], where the
observable collective activations are random events that happen at Ti epochs.
Statistically, a Poisson process is signified by gamma distribution of activation epochs
(delays Ti) and an exponential distribution of interactivation times ∆Ti = Ti(t+1) - Ti(t),
where Ti(t) and Ti(t+1) are temporal delays of activation reactions happening one after
the other in distinct compartments [Gallager, 2013]. Indeed, the characteristic distribu-
tion functions describe the reconstituted system behavior with great accuracy (Figure
4.28D). Characterizing the individual reactions, we see that the activation reaction pa-
rameters Ti and kmax are distributed according to gamma and Gaussian distributions,
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Figure 4.28: (Continued on the next page)
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Figure 4.28: Rab5 activation is a stochastic Poisson process.
(A) Schematic representation of a chromium micropatterned array on glass coverslip with SLB
compartments. The 50 nm-tall chromium microgrids, which were produced with E-beam pho-
tolitography, partitioned the SLB into spatially isolated compartments. (B) Micrographs of Rab5
activation on a 22×22 array. The reaction was composed of 500 nM CF488A-Rab5:GDI, 2 µM
GDI, 0.5 mM GTP and 200 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5, which was added at t = 0. Top: CF488A-
Rab5 channel; bottom: DiD-labeled SLB channel. Scale bar is 15 µm. (C) Individual switching
reactions. (D) Ratio of compartments that underwent collective Rab5 activation as a function of
temporal delays Ti with fitted gamma cumulative distribution function (CDF). Inset: distribution
of interactivation times in terms of ∆Ti with fitted exponential function. (E) Density histograms
of temporal delays Ti and maximal rates kmax for active compartments with fitted gamma- and
normal distributions, respectively. (F) The ratio of active compartments at steady state for dif-
ferent grid dimensions and GEF concentrations. Fitted are linear regression curves with 95 %
confidence intervals in shaded area.
respectively (Figure 4.28E). The observed kmax reaction rate mean at 2.4·10-2 min-1 is
2-times lower than what we observed on continuous SLB, suggesting that the intro-
duced reaction boundaries slightly shifted the parameter landscape.
Finally, we characterized the end-point states for 40 different grid configurations
with varying compartment areas at steady state (Figure 4.28F). There, the microgrids
offer binary statistical trials for positive feedback nucleation events. Therefore, the ob-
served ratio of active compartments can be approximated as the switching probability
per given compartment area. Taking into account only arrays with ≥225 compartments
(area 1.1-5.8 µm2), we get the extrapolated collective switching probabilities of 0.45 ±
0.04 and 0.94 ± 0.01 µm-2 for reactions with 100 and 200 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5, re-
spectively. These values represent the likelihood for a productive nucleation event per
1 µm2 of membrane before the system reaches steady state, which depends on the
GEF concentration in the reconstituted system. To better understand this relationship,
a larger set of GEF concentrations needs to be screened.
To sum up, the triggering of collective Rab5 activation happens as a Poisson pro-
cess on the bilayer surface with distinct probability that is proportional to the GEF
amount. Consequently, this statistical model describes the positive feedback nucle-
ation on SLB microgrids as stochastic, independent and memoryless – the hallmarks
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of a Poisson processes. Thus, an individual collective Rab5 activation happens ran-
domly due to local protein density fluctuations and does not influence the likelihood of
other compartments switching to the active state. In vivo, the Rab5 activation happens
on a nascent endosome with 30 nm diameter and 3 µm2 surface [Huotari and Helenius,
2011]. There, the collective switching will depend on many more factors like the tempo-
ral and compartment-specific GEF concentration and other environmental factors like
lipid composition, GAPs and GDFs.
4.8.2 Rabex5:Rabaptin5 is retained on the membrane during the
collective Rab5 activation
We used the same approach with compartmentalized glass-supported bilayer to assay
GEF localization during the positive feedback initiation of Rab5 activation. Our previ-
ous results suggest that stochastic nucleation events of Rab5[GTP]:Rabaptin5:Rabex5
ternary complex formation trigger positive feedback of Rab5 activation and GEF re-
cruitment. Despite the known crystal structure of Rab5:Rabaptin5:Rabex5 fragments
[Zhang et al., 2014], the full-length GEF complex was not yet captured in direct co-
localization with active Rab5 clusters. We hypothesized that the Rabex5:Rabaptin5
complex continuously probes the negatively-charged membrane (20 % DOPS− in the
SLB composition) and activates available Rab5[GDP] at a basal level, but is stably re-
tained only after the critical Rab5[GTP] density is reached [Zhu et al., 2010]. Then, the
activation reaction is propelled by the positive feedback of enhanced GEF recruitment
and collective GTPase switching ensues. Importantly, all these events correlate with
the amount of membrane-bound GEF complexes.
To capture single complexes of the fluorescent Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5, we used a
1:20 dilution ratio with the non-labeled GEF. We assayed Rab5 activation in presence
of 100 nM GEF, which led to GTPase collective state switching in 186 out of 400 com-
partments on a 20×20 microarray (Figure 4.29A). The steady state was reached after
140 min of observation (ca. 150 min after GEF injection), with first Rab5 transitions
happening at 2 min mark. Strikingly, GEF particles localized to these compartments
in high numbers, while the inactive compartments were only rarely visited. Further-
more, observing a Rabex5:Rabaptin5 particle for a prolonged amount of time was an
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excellent predictor of Rab5 switching in the respective compartment, which resulted
in further accumulation of sCy5-labeled proteins through positive feedback. Interest-
ingly, the number of tagged GEF particles peaked during the abrupt increase of Rab5
signal and subsided as the reaction approached steady state, which could also be a
consequence of photobleaching.
Like before, the Rab activation on microgrids represented a Poisson process with
gamma and exponential distributions of activation delays and interactivation times (Fig-
ure 4.29B). Looking closer at individual active compartments, we can correlate the
Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 fluorescence intensity with the progression of individual re-
actions (Figure 4.29C). We see that the GEF signal abruptly increases together with
the progression of Rab5 activation. After the Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 signal peaks,
the GEF particle number per compartment steadily decreases, while the Rab5 signal
remains stable. What is more, for the selected examples, the Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5
signal reaches maximum slightly after the inflection point of activation reaction and just
before the steady state onset. On average, the mean time difference ∆()t between
CF488A-Rab5 Ti and the peak in GEF signal is 5.6 ± 5.3 min (Figure 4.29D, n = 124),
which is in agreement with the 5.8 min delay in Rab5 and GEF membrane recruitment
that was observed on a continuous SLB (Figure 4.15B). Taking advantage of the in
vitro reconstitution assay, we wanted to know if a high GEF recruitment at the reac-
tion inflection point ∆Ti correlates with higher activation rate kmax. We measured the
mean Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 fluorescence intensity at Ti ± 2 min (window size = 5
time points) and compared it with the fitted kmax (Figure 4.29E). We see that there is
only weak correlation between GEF membrane binding and the rate of Rab5 switching
(Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.2), which could be attributed to the noisy single
molecule data and the fact that Rab5 activation and GEF recruitment time courses are
offset by 5-6 min. What is more, the detected Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 molecules are
not necessarily forming active ternary complexes with Rab5. The GEF complex parti-
cles can bind the negatively charged SLB surface independently of Rab5 [Zhu et al.,
2007] and could form non-productive complexes with Rab5, similar to Ras activator
Son of Sevenless (SOS) [Huang et al., 2019], which has to allosterically transition over
several conformations to escape the auto-inhibited state. Intriguingly, the full length
Rabex5 is also expressed in auto-inhibited conformation, with Rabaptin5, Rab5 [Zhang
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et al., 2014] and ubiquitin [Lauer et al., 2019] acting on different interaction surfaces to
release it.
Finally, we wanted to estimate the number of GEF molecules during Rab5 collec-
tive activation. By observing several single Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 binding events,
we determined the average associated change in fluorescence is 500 ± 350 RFU per
compartment (n = 59). Knowing this, we can roughly determine the number of GEF
protein complexes during different stages of GTPase activation reaction. The mean
sCy5 signal during positive feedback (Ti ± 2 min) is 3590 RFU and the average back-
ground intensity is 1526. Thus, we could expect 4 labeled particles and several tens of
unlabeled Rabex5:Rabaptin5 GEF (1:20 dilution of sCy5-labeled Rabex5:Rabaptin5) in
the Rab5 nucleation cluster at Ti, while the mean measured GEF peak value is 4741,
corresponding to 6 GEF molecules. Looking closely at two examples of compartments
(Figure 4.29F; reactions 5 and 6 in 4.29A), where the system did not collectively switch
(reaction 5) or reach steady state (reaction 6) during the observation period, we can
see how the detected GEF binding/unbinding events (4/5) relate to the Rab5 fluo-
rescence intensity. Surprisingly, low Rab5 signal can oscillate near the background
levels as the system responds to basal GEF recruitment that fails to engage further
positive feedback (reaction 5). There, Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 unbinding happens too
soon to activate sufficient amount of available Rab5[GDP] and collective Rab5 switch-
ing does not happen. In reaction 6, we spotted very few binding events of labeled
Rabex5:Rabaptin5 before 130 min and the Rab5 signal remained low. However, an
increased number of GEF molecules was recruited to the respective compartment af-
ter 130 min, which resulted in rapid increase of Rab5 fluorescence and further influx
of Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 through late positive feedback engagement. Unfortunately,
the experimental acquisition ended before Reaction 6 could reach full activation.
The experiments on microfabricated grids gave us a new insight into collective Rab5
activation events. Firstly, by laterally dividing the membrane substrate, we demon-
strated that the Rab5 regulation network constitutes a bistable reaction-diffusion sys-
tem, which stochastically transitions to the active state from local self-organized nucle-
ation domains on the bilayer. Secondly, we confirmed Rabex5:Rabaptin5 colocalization
and recruitment during the Rab5 activation. Based on our preliminary observations, we
believe that collective switching is triggered when the local density of membrane- and
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Figure 4.29: (Continued on the next page)
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Figure 4.29: Rabex5:Rabaptin5 membrane retention coincides with collective Rab5 acti-
vation
(A) Micrographs of CF488A-Rab5 and diluted Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 during GTPase acti-
vation with 100 nM GEF on 20×20 microgrid (compartment area 2.4 µm2). Times denote the
duration of imaging and do not relate to the point of GEF injection, which was 8 min before. The
reaction included 500 nM CF488A-Rab5, 2 µM GDI, 0.5 mM GTP and 100 nM Rabex5:Rab-
aptin5, doped with near-single particle imaging dilution of Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin (ca. 5 nM).
Scale bar is 15 µm. 1-6: selected reactions in compartments, which are included in panels
(C) and (E). (B) Ratio of switching compartments at inflection times Ti with fitted scaled gamma
CDF. Inset: distribution of interactivation times ∆Ti with exponential function fit. (C) Examples of
activation timecourses from indicated compartments 1-4 in (A). The normalized CF488A-Rab5
signal evolutions are presented as filled blue areas and the Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 fluores-
cence signals are shown in orange. The inflection points are indicated by dashed gray lines.
A single GEF complex particle has mean intensity of 500 ± 350 RFU (SD; n = 59). (D) Violin
plot of ∆t, which are time differences between the inflection point Ti of CF488A-Rab5 activa-
tion and the maximal value of Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 signal in each respective compartment.
The mean ∆t is 5.6 ± 5.3 min (SD; n = 124). We smoothed the Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 signal
by calculating the rolling mean fluorescence intensities with window size 5 to reduce artifacts
from the signal noise. (E) Relation between the measured maximal activity rate kmax and the
mean GEF signal intensity at the inflection point Ti ± 2 min. A linear function with 95 % confi-
dence interval in shaded area is fitted to all reactions, which reached Ti within the observation
period. (F) Examples of reactions 5 & 6 in (A), which did not switch to the active Rab5 state
during imaging. The CF488A-Rab5 signal is presented in RFU as filled green areas and the
Rabex5:sCy5-Rabaptin5 signal is depicted purple. Detected GEF particle membrane binding
and unbinding events are indicated by 4 and 5, respectively. A single GEF complex particle
has mean intensity of 500 ± 350 RFU (SD; n = 59).
Rab[GTP]-bound GEFs is at least few tens of molecules per µm2. Clearly, further
experimental repetitions and a broader scan of the parameter landscape has to be
implemented to confirm these conclusions and expand our knowledge of the GTPase
regulatory networks.
This approach also opens exciting avenues in answering another long standing
question: ”How is the organelle-specific targeting of Rab GTPases achieved?”. We
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could mimic the diverse organelle compositions by probing custom protein and lipid
cues in parallel. Assaying the roles of Rab4, Ub-cargo, PI3P and PRA1 would help us
understand how the regulatory network directs Rab5 activation exclusively on the endo-
somal system [Blümer et al., 2013]. To further investigate the mechanism of Rab5 nu-
cleation and the role of boundary conditions, we lastly implemented a spatial stochastic
model of the reconstituted biochemical network.
4.9 Spatial stochastic model of Rab5 activation
In vitro reconstitution experiments of Rab5 activation on glass-supported lipid bilayer
revealed that direct interaction between active Rab5[GTP] and Rabex5:Rabaptin5 GEF
complex generates non-linear network responses on a collective scale. What is more,
assays on compartmentalized SLB confirm that system-wide collective Rab5 activa-
tion is triggered by local positive feedback reaction nucleation events, which happen
stochastically and independently over the duration of experiment. The Rab5 activation
assays on SLB corral grids revealed that the likelihood of collective activation generally
increases on a larger compartment area (Figure 4.28F). This is in line with the assump-
tion that we are more likely to detect positive feedback nucleation events if we observe
larger stretches of membrane. Consequently, there must be stringent mechanisms
that prevent non-specific Rab5 activation on large membrane surfaces in vivo – like the
plasma membrane or the Golgi apparatus. Unique niches where collective GTPase
activation is possible could be constituted by GEF recruitment [Mattera and Bonifa-
cino, 2008; Blümer et al., 2013], effector targeting [Jongsma et al., 2020], lipid com-
position and GAP localization [Müller et al., 2020]. On the other hand, some bistable
biochemical networks can also sense geometrical boundary conditions. For example,
reconstitutions of similar phosphoinositide lipid kinase-phosphatase networks discov-
ered stochastic geometry sensing as an intrinsic systemic property, which influences
the system state depending on the membrane compartment size [Hansen et al., 2019].
To discover whether the reconstituted minimal Rab5 activation network possesses sim-
ilar geometry sensing properties, we implemented a spatial stochastic model based on
Smoldyn particle simulator [Andrews et al., 2010]. Using this model, we could observe
how the simulated molecules interact with different boundary conditions and make con-
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clusions whether the predicted interaction network could potentially target collective
Rab5 activation to smaller organelles like the endosomes.
The spatial model captured the main features of Rab5 activation circuit: (i) Rab5-
[GDP] was sequestered by GDI in 4×4×0.2 µm box above the membrane; (ii) Rab5:-
GDI could dissociate and free Rab5 would adsorb to the membrane surface, where
it could be re-extracted by the GDI; (iii) Rabex5:Rabaptin5 could activate free Rab5
molecules at a basal rate from the solution or while transiently interacting with the
bilayer; (iv) active Rab5 could bind Rabex5:Rabaptin5 and form ternary membrane-
bound complex with greatly enhanced nucleotide exchange activity; (v) Rab5 had in-
trinsic GTPase activity to hydrolyze GTP to GDP (see Section 3.21 for list of reactions
and parameters). We first compared the simulated Rab5 activation on a unbounded
membrane or 5×5 grid that prevented lateral diffusion (Figure 4.30A-D). To model un-
bounded SLB surface, we created periodic side walls in the simulated box. There,
laterally diffusing molecules are returned back to the system at the opposite side and
do not encounter any bounds. On the other hand, the 5×5 grid introduced rigid walls
on membrane surface that compartmentalized membrane-bound molecules similarly
to the metal microgrid in vitro.
We see that in both cases the system collectively switched to the active state for
GEF concentrations above 10 nM, with comparable dynamics and bistability to the ex-
perimental assays (Figure 4.11A, 4.28B-D) and computational stochastic model (Fig-
ure 4.13). Particularly, the simulated grid introduced boundary conditions, which limited
the collective activation to respective compartments. Generally, the simulated reaction
networks with periodic boundaries reached the steady state faster and in shorter sim-
ulation time than the corresponding examples with membrane grids. Interestingly, this
difference was noted also in reconstitution experiments, where reactions on continuous
SLB progressed twice as fast as reactions on membrane corrals (Figures 4.11D and
4.28E). To understand why this was the case, we first visualized the cumulative counts
of positive feedback reactions in 3 min intervals for the 6 simulation runs at different
GEF amounts (Figure 4.30E and F). This way, we can see when the positive feedback
activation peaks for each parameter condition. For simulations with high GEF concen-
trations, the positive feedback reactions are most common at the activation inflection
point. Furthermore, we see that the number of positive feedback reactions is lower with
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compartmentalized membrane compared to the unbounded surface, which could ex-
plain the slower activation dynamics in the former case. At the same time, we wanted to
determine the average number of nucleotide exchange reactions an activated GTPase
catalyzes when in complex with Rabex5:Rabaptin5. This is given by the mean positive
feedback processivity factor (Figure 4.30G), which is slightly higher for the unbounded
simulations. Likely, the compartmentalized membrane limits the availability of reaction
substrate Rab[GDP], which results in slower switching dynamics both in silico and in
vitro. Finally, we calculated the ratio of active compartments at the end of simulations
for increasing GEF concentrations (Figure 4.30H). The switching ratios reveal bistabil-
ity with critical transition point between 10 and 20 nM GEF. Above this threshold, at
least 7 and up to 18 of 25 compartments were switched ON (when the active Rab5
density was above 20 Rab5[GTP]/µm2).
Identifying the critical GEF concentration between 10 and 20 nM, we focused on
the effects of membrane area on compartment switching ratio for these two amounts.
To this end, we simulated Rab5 activation in the same 4×4×0.2 µm box, but with dif-
ferent grid configurations – from 5×5 grid to 1×1 enclosed membrane (Figure 4.31A).
Consequently, we observed collective Rab5 switching on compartment areas rang-
ing from 0.64 to 16 µm2. In agreement with in vitro experiments (Figure 4.28F), we
observed more switching events for 10 nM GEF as the compartment size increased
(Figure 4.31B). Similarly, the mean active compartment ratio increased for simulations
with 20 nM Rabex5:Rabaptin5 according to the compartment area based on 6 individ-
ual runs per condition (Figure 4.31C). These results suggest that we are more likely
to observe randomly distributed positive feedback nucleation events on a larger mem-
brane surface. At the same time, the modeled protein network does not have intrinsic
stochastic geometry sensing properties like the one in lipid kinase-phosphatase system
[Hansen et al., 2019]. This is even more evident from the heatmap of compartment ac-
tivation ratios for increasing Rabex5:Rabaptin5 amounts from 5 to 25 nM (Figure 4.32).
In this parameter scan, we detected GTPase activation for all simulated reaction com-
positions above 5 nM GEF under the right conditions. Particularly, higher amounts of
GEF could trigger collective switching on 16 µm2 enclosed membrane (1×1 grid) with
increasing efficiency. Conversely, the GTPase activation was progressively less likely
to occur on smaller corrals.
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Figure 4.30: System bounds affect Rab5 activation in silico.
(A-B) Membrane snapshots of Rab5[GTP] and Rab5[GTP]:Rabaptin5:Rabex5 molecules in a
spatial stochastic simulation. The Rab5 activation network was simulated in a 4×4×0.2 µm
box with periodic lateral walls (A) or rigid 5×5 grid on the membrane surface (B). This either
produces virtually unbounded system (A), where particles can freely diffuse outside and enter
again at the opposite side or bounce off the rigid grid walls (B). In the example, 160 GEF parti-
cles, which is equivalent to 80 nM, were used to induce Rab5 activation. (C-D) Time evolution
of Rab5 activation simulations. (C) Time courses of active Rab5 molecule ratio in laterally un-
bounded example with increasing GEF concentration. (D) Rab5 activation for GEF titration on
a 5×5 membrane grid. For each condition, 6 simulations were run and the mean is shown in
bold. (E-F) Cumulative number of positive feedback reactions in 3 min intervals for unbounded
(E) and 5×5 grid simulations (F; n = 6). (G) Mean positive feedback processivity factor for
unbounded (blue) and 5×5 grid. The mean processivity factor is the average number of Rab5
molecules that a given Rab5[GTP]:GEF complex activates. (H) Active compartment ratio at the
end of stochastic simulations on 5×5 grid. The threshold value for active compartments was
set as 20 Rab5[GTP]/µm2.
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Figure 4.31: Rab5 switching probability depends on boundary conditions.
(A) End point snapshots of active Rab5 molecules on membrane with different grid configura-
tions. (B-C) Ratios of activated compartments for different grid configurations. (B) Switching
ratios with 10 nM GEF. (C) Active compartments with 20 nM GEF. Active compartment threshold
was set at 20 Rab[GTP]/µm2. We ran 6 simulations for a given condition.
Figure 4.32: Rab5 activation probability increases with compartment size.
Heatmap of mean active compartment ratio for different grid configurations and increasing Rab-
ex5:Rabaptin5 concentration. We ran spatial stochastic simulations on different membrane
grids with GEF concentration between 5 and 25 nM. The compartment areas ranged from 16
µm2 (1×1) to 0.64 µm2 (5×5). We determined the mean active compartment ratio from 6
individual runs per condition. The active compartment threshold was ≥20 Rab5[GTP]/µm2.
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In summary, the spatial stochastic model closely replicated the observed systemic
behavior of reconstituted Rab5 activation network and was used to explore effects
of boundary conditions on collective Rab5 switching. We conclude that the results
of spatial simulations based on hypothesized protein interactions from the literature
[Lippé et al., 2001; Delprato and Lambright, 2007; Zhang et al., 2014] and our in
vitro assays do not support intrinsic geometry sensing properties in the minimal ac-
tivation circuit. Likely, the spatial specificity of collective Rab5 activity switching is
ensured through specific targeting of Rabex5 [Blümer et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2007;
Mattera and Bonifacino, 2008; Zhu et al., 2009] and Rabaptin5 [Kälin et al., 2015] on
early endosomal surface and GAP activity on other organelles [Haas et al., 2005].
Nonetheless, it will be interesting to confirm these model results under physiologi-
cal conditions and explore whether other biophysical cues like membrane curvature
[Kirsten et al., 2013] contribute to Rab5 activation.
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5 Conclusions
Rab proteins are the main membrane identity determinants in eukaryotes. Specifically,
our cells regulate their GTPase cycle to accurately orchestrate vesicular trafficking in
space and time. Despite our understanding of the GTPase cycle in atomic detail [Vetter
and Wittinghofer, 2001], we do not know how the nucleotide conversion is related to
ensemble dynamics of protein pools that results in the complexity of e.g endosomal
maturation, let alone cellular signaling as a whole. Answering these challenges are
the emerging fields of synthetic [Csete and Doyle, 2002] and systems biology [Kitano,
2002]. Using engineering approaches and purified basic components, it is now possi-
ble to build signaling modules in defined physiological conditions from bottom-up and
observe self-organized properties of reconstituted assemblies. In this work, we re-
build Rab5 activation network to answer longstanding questions of coordinated small
GTPase emergent behavior and the underlying regulation mechanisms.
Recently, in vitro reconstitution techniques were used to elucidate Ras small GT-
Pase signaling [Coyle and Lim, 2016; Iversen et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2016; Huang
et al., 2019]. These studies revealed new regulatory aspects and highlighted the im-
portance of systematic bottom-up approach to better understand design principles that
are wired in biochemical networks [Coyle, 2016]. Nonetheless, the crucial network
components were hitherto non-physiologically attached to the reaction surface, which
prevented system evaluation under cycling conditions away from chemical equilibrium.
In contrast, we used native full length components in combination with glass-supported
lipid bilayer, specific fluorescent labeling and TIRF microscopy to shed light at Rab
regulation from single molecule to protein ensemble level. A similar approach was re-
cently used to reconstitute Rab5 nanodomain formation on SLB-covered silica beads
[Cezanne et al., 2020].
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Using our in vitro reconstitution approach we show:
1. Biological phospholipid membranes are necessary components of prenylated
Rab activation networks.
2. The minimal Rab5 collective activation network is composed of Rab5:GDI and
Rabex5:Rabaptin5 complexes, where biological membranes act as two dimen-
sional reaction substrates. The membranes accommodate prenylated Rab GT-
Pases and enable formation of non-linear positive feedback in Rab5 activation.
3. Collective Rab5 activation requires full length Rabex5:Rabaptin5 complex. The
GEF component alone or Rab5 binding-deficient Rabaptin5 mutant cannot trigger
system switching as they fail to form a positive feedback loop. The formation
of active Rab5-driven positive feedback through GEF recruitment is necessary
for collective GTPase switching and cannot be rescued by non-specific Rabex5
recruitment by mono-ubiquitin.
4. Rab5 activation by Rabex5:Rabaptin5 is ultrasensitive and bistable. The ultra-
sensitivity in collective Rab5 activation is achieved by the positive feedback in
GEF recruitment to the membrane by active Rab5. Bistabilty becomes appar-
ent with inclusion of RabGAP-5, where the reconstitution of collective Rab5 state
switching exhibits hysteresis.
5. Inactive Rab5 is present on the membrane surface and provides a tuning param-
eter for coordinated system switching.
6. Molecular cues on membrane surface like ubiquitin, PRA1 and active Rab5 can
promote decisive and fast Rab5 activation through feed-forward loops. Nonethe-
less, ubiquitin cannot rescue the collective switching with positive feedback defi-
cient GEF complex mutant.
7. RabGAP-5 acts as a global inhibitor and enables formation of Rab5 activation
waves on membrane surface at intermediate concentrations. The emergent spa-
tial pattern self-organizes from the concurrent actions of GEF positive feedback
activation and GAP global inactivation.
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8. Collective Rab5 activation is stochastic and spreads laterally from self-organized
active Rab5 clusters on the membrane. It can be described as a Poisson nucle-
ation process.
So far, the composition of a minimal Rab5 activation network remained unchar-
acterized due to the overwhelming complexity of the cell, which was the only assay
system for posttranslationally modified GTPases. Here, we identify biological mem-
branes, along with Rab5:GDI and Rabex5:Rabaptin5 as the necessary components
for collective Rab5 switching (Figure 5.1). This basic composition was also confirmed
by Cezanne et al., which observed prenylated Rab5 activation on SLB-decorated silica
beads [Cezanne et al., 2020]. Despite its simplicity, this biochemical network encodes
non-linear regulation mechanisms like stoichiometric inhibition and positive feedback
through its unique biophysical properties and molecular interactions. The stoichiomet-
ric inhibition is delivered by the action of GDI, which maintains a limiting supply of avail-
able Rab5[GDP] on the membrane surface. As a consequence, the reconstituted sys-
tem is very sensitive to the changes in Rab5 activation state after Rabex5:Rabaptin5
nucleotide exchange. This change in local Rab5[GTP] concentration is also sensed by
the Rabex5:Rabaptin5, introducing a positive feedback loop that drives Rab5 activation
on a collective scale across the whole membrane surface. Furthermore, the lipid bilayer
not only offers a 2D support for the reaction constituents, it can also present additional
molecular cues, which shift the parameter landscape to facilitate bistable switching.
Here, we explored roles of pre-activated Rab5, PRA1 GDF and mono-ubiquitin. How-
ever, there are additional factors that have been proposed to influence Rab5 activation,
including the endosomal lipid composition with phosphoinositide PIP3 [Cezanne et al.,
2020], Rab4 [Kälin et al., 2015], Rab22 [Zhu et al., 2009] and Arf1 [Nagano et al., 2019].
Together, this manifests in stochastic and ultrasensitive responses to signal inputs on
a collective, system’s, level. By utilizing key deletion mutants – equivalent to sever-
ing wiring in an electronic circuit – we deduce that collective ON-switching is possible
only through active Rab5-mediated GEF complex interaction and is not rescued by
an alternative non-specific recruitment mechanism. Consequently, the non-linear GT-
Pase collective activity switching does not depend solely on membrane co-localization,
but requires specific Rab5:Rabaptin5:Rabex5 interaction. The transient formation of
the ternary complex both forms a positive feedback loop and releases Rabex5 auto-
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Figure 5.1: Model of reconstituted Rab5 activation network.
The minimal Rab5 activation networks consists of lipid bilayer, Rab5:GDI and Rabex5:Rab-
aptin5 complexes. This signaling module acts as a stochastic collective GTPase switch that
can transition between high-density Rab5 domains on the membrane and inactive soluble
Rab5:GDI pool. The eukaryotic cell tunes this network by controlling the amount of free Rab5-
[GDP] with PRA1 or phosphoregulation, GAP-mediated GTP hydrolysis and GEF recruitment
by mono-ubiquitinated cargo, Rab4, Arf1 and organelle-specific lipid composition. The addi-
tional level of regulation ensures correct localization, amplitude and duration of Rab5 signaling.
inhibition, resulting in fully active GEF complex, which fuels the system-wide response.
We believe that the observed collective Rab activation is biologically relevant as basal
non-coordinated GTPase activations would be lost in the cellular noise [Huang et al.,
2016].
What is more, by capturing single molecule snapshots in real time, we demonstrate
that short-lived inactive Rab5 is present on the lipid bilayer as it dissociates from GDI
complex in equilibrium reaction. The relative availability of this molecular species is
a likely control parameter in vivo, where it could be tuned by the extended network
components like GDF PRA1, GAP RabGAP-5 and PKCε kinase [Ong et al., 2014].
These factors can shift the critical GEF concentration for Rab switching in concert
with local chemical environment at the target membrane. There, the unique lipid and
protein composition can ensure specific Rab5 activation through GEF localization and
reduced stochastic effects. Possible Rabex5:Rabaptin5 localization factors are Rab4,
Arf1, mono-ubiquitinated transmembrane cargo and PI3P.
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Finally, inclusion of a GAP in our reconstituted network revealed bistability and self-
organized pattern formation of Rab5 activation on system scale. We observe hystere-
sis in Rab5 collective switching where a much higher GAP concentration is needed to
turn the system from active state back to inactive than it is to prevent switching from
an initially inactive state. This insight bridged the gap between apparent bimodality
of the GTPase nucleotide exchange switch on the molecular scale with higher-order
state transition of the whole protein ensemble. Here, it is the network architecture
that enables emergent and coordinated collective switching, manifesting in spreading
activation waves. In these self-organized protein patters the intrinsic stochasticity of
the Rab5 system generates local concentration gradients of active Rab5, which are
maintained by the positive feedback of GEF recruitment and stabilized with global in-
hibitory effect of the GAP. This basic network property could be used by the cell to
establish spatial boundaries in sub-organelle small GTPase localization and maintain
protein membrane domains, which are the main signaling platforms for Rab [Zerial and
McBride, 2001], Arf [Stalder and Antonny, 2013], Ras [Wittinghofer, 2014a] and Rho
small GTPase networks [Rapali et al., 2017].
Despite the exciting findings presented in this thesis, the in vitro reconstitution
approach still has some drawbacks. By examining Rab5 activation in well-defined
synthetic conditions, we could disentangle underlying network properties like non-
linear positive feedback and stochastic bistabilty. Furthermore, we examined what
roles do individual components play in Rab5 activity switching under assayed condi-
tions. Nonetheless, we cannot easily extrapolate our findings to situation in vivo. The
crosstalk and broader cellular context likely contribute to unique parameter conditions,
which cannot be replicated in vitro. To bridge this gap, it would be exciting to recon-
stitute the characterized minimal activation network in Xenopus egg extract [Nguyen
et al., 2015], which closely resembles cytoplasmic environment. Replicating the ob-
served system behavior in a more complex setting in vitro and eventually in vivo would
provide additional aspects of Rab5 signaling and small GTPase regulation in general.
Importantly, the constructionist in vitro approach presented here and future research
on more complex systems will open new avenues in understanding the integrated small
GTPase signaling that orchestrates the inner ticking of our cells.
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5.1 Potential for future research
To sum up, our work addresses long-standing assumptions in Rab and small GTPase
signaling in general. By using in vitro reconstitution, we identify common regulatory
mechanisms that ensure specificity and tunability in Rab signal transduction. Nonethe-
less, our approach opens new avenues in small GTPase network exploration. Par-
ticularly, we prepared metal micropatterned glass coverslips that allow detailed and
high-throughput investigation of boundary conditions in the reconstituted Rab5 activa-
tion network. For example, in Figures 4.28, 4.31 and 4.32 we present preliminary ex-
perimental and computational data on stochastic Rab5 transition using different sizes
and shapes of SLB membrane substrates. This investigation is especially interest-
ing since a conceptually similar kinase-based bistable system was shown to demon-
strate stochastic geometry sensing – an intrinsic network property, which allows the
cell to generate distinct membrane domains through physical confinement [Hansen
et al., 2019]. On the other hand, our initial results do not suggest that Rab5 network
would exhibit emergent geometry sensing properties. Nevertheless, a further investi-
gation into GTPase activity switching in different confinement conditions would be an
important contribution to the in vitro reconstitution and small GTPase fields.
Similarly, the micropatterned grid design already contains L-shaped compartments
and divisions with slits (Figure 3.1) that are aimed at investigation of Rab5 activa-
tion wave propagation in presence of RabGAP-5. A similar strategy of in vitro re-
constitution already contributed to our understanding of Min wave propagation under
different geometries [Schweizer et al., 2012]. We would be interested to see how
spatial perturbation influences the self-organized protein patterns and if it can induce
emergence of new system shapes like periodic waves, stationary domains or standing
waves. According to the picket fence model of lateral membrane organization in vivo,
the cytoskeleton, lipid rafts and transmembrane proteins introduce physical boundaries
[Jacobson et al., 2019] that are mimicked by the grid design. It is possible that these
structures and lateral confinement could influence Rab5 self-organization on collective
scale. Taking advantage of the well-defined reconstituted network and unique microgrid
design could be the first step toward a systematic analysis of small GTPase domain
interaction with geometric boundaries.
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Another geometrical aspect, which could influence Rab5 activation and is suitable
for in vitro reconstitution, is membrane curvature sensing. The structure-dependent
curvature sensing is well established in Arf signaling [Drin and Antonny, 2010] and has
also been proposed for Rabs [Kirsten et al., 2013; Kulakowski et al., 2018]. Never-
theless, there is no conclusive evidence that Rabs or their regulators would be selec-
tive for membrane shape. It would be exciting to determine how the described Rab5-
Rabex5:Rabaptin5 regulatory module responds to different membrane topologies in
vitro. Possibly, Rab5 activation network intrinsically prefers membranes that resem-
ble curved early endosomes and clathrin-coated vesicles. To our knowledge, these
organelles are the primary locations of Rab5 activation in vivo. By extension, the 60-
odd Rab ensemble in humans could ensure localization specificity by also sensing the
bilayer curvature – e.g. relatively flat plasma membrane or round secretory vesicles
would accumulate different repertoires of Rabs, GEFs and GAPs. For example, we
could compare Rab5 switching on flat SLB as was shown here with network reconsti-
tution on round silica beads or giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs). These biomimetic
membranes can be precisely manipulated with optical tweezers to probe a wide variety
of topologies [Ambroggio et al., 2010].
The presented in vitro reconstitution platform can be readily utilized to determine
the role of complex membrane composition in Rab5 signaling. As has been demon-
strated recently, the endosomal lipid composition could play a role in Rab5 nanodomain
self-organization [Cezanne et al., 2020]. Our experimental approach is especially well-
suited to tackle this open question by using defined synthetic lipids in SLB preparation
that more closely resemble physiological conditions in vivo. Possibly, the complex lipid
mixture could undergo phase separation and form lipids rafts, which would accumu-
late different amounts of network components and influence their diffusion coefficients.
Both of these factors could impact the likelihood of Rab5 activation. Particularly, the
Rabex5 membrane targeting motif, Rab5 C-terminal hypervariable region could and
geranyl-geranyl anchors could be sensitive towards lipid composition and mobility. On
the other hand, a future study should also focus on endosomal protein composition
that steers Rab5 activation. Here, we extended the minimal activation network by in-
cluding PRA1, pre-activated Rab5 and ubiquitin in our assay. We expect that these
location-specific molecular cues direct Rab5 activation towards early endosomes by
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lowering the necessary GEF threshold for collective GTPase transition. Likewise, we
could test relative contributions of additional protein factors like Rab4, Rab22 and Arf1.
Excitingly, we could produce unique compartment compositions by combining optoge-
netic patterning of the SLB [Bhagawati et al., 2010] and chromium microgrids1. This
would allow us to simulate location-specific Rab activation in vitro by controlling protein
make-up of the SLB surface. Also, by taking advantage of light-induced oligomeriza-
tion, we could trigger active Rab5 nucleation [Nguyen et al., 2016] at specific locations
and observe early stages of protein pattern formation and positive feedback propaga-
tion in real time. I believe that joining advanced imaging techniques with direct light
perturbation of the reconstituted network would present a new experimental platform,
which would advance our understanding of small GTPase signaling in general.
The basic structure of Rab5 activation network also opens new exciting questions
regarding the properties of interactions between its components. Here, we demon-
strated positive feedback by GEF recruitment, which results in collective Rab5 switch-
ing to the activated GTP-bound state. What is more, introducing globally-acting RabGAP-
5 triggered the formation of a traveling activation front across the supported membrane.
Despite this interesting finding, RabGAP-5 cellular role in Rab5 regulation is not pre-
cisely known. Possibly, RabGAP-5 in vivo does not act as global inhibitor but is rather
recruited to the bilayer similarly to the Rabex5:Rabaptin5 complex. This raises an in-
teresting idea of simultaneous or sequential action of GEF positive- and GAP negative
feedback in Rab5 activation. We could test this hypothetical biochemical circuit by
assembling a GAP fusion protein that would combine the RabGAP-5 TBC catalytic do-
main with Rab5[GTP]-binding region of a Rab5 effector, e.g. C2H2 domain of EEA1
[Mishra et al., 2010]. Potentially, the opposing feedback loops could give raise to more
complex emergent properties like oscillations and Turing patterns [Tyson et al., 2003;
Turing, 1952]. Despite the lack of knowledge, it would be interesting to conceptually
examine principles of feedback and self-organization of Rab small GTPase networks in
further detail. The lessons learned in vitro could soon be applied to newly discovered
GAP localization and recruitment factors as has been shown for RabGAP-5 C. elegans
homolog TBC-2 that binds Rab7, a downstream GTPase from Rab5 [Chotard et al.,
2010].
1Idea developed by M. Loose and L. Kowalski.
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Finally, characterization of Rab5 activation and development of the in vitro reconsti-
tution assay opens the possibility to examine Rab5 crosstalk with other small GTPase
networks. Among others, Rab4 has been proposed to initiate Rab5 activation through
Rabaptin5-mediated feed-forward loop [Kälin et al., 2015]. By coupling Rab4 activation
with Rab5 switching, we could test the feed-forward hypothesis and resolve an interest-
ing open question in Rab5 signaling. Similarly, Rabaptin5 mediates tethering of trans-
Golgi cargo to endosomal compartment through interaction with Arf1 effector GGA1
[Mattera et al., 2003; Kawasaki et al., 2005]. What is more, Arf1 was recently shown to
recruit Rabex5 ortholog to trans-Golgi in yeast [Nagano et al., 2019]. For the first time,
we could demonstrate the Arf1-mediated Rabex5:Rabaptin5 recruitment using our es-
tablished SLB-based reconstitution approach. Last but not least, the Rab5-Rab7 cas-
cade is the main regulatory event in endosomal maturation from sorting compartments
in early endosomes to the degradation pathway in late endosomes [Rink et al., 2005;
Poteryaev et al., 2010; Kinchen and Ravichandran, 2010; Huotari and Helenius, 2011;
Langemeyer et al., 2020]. There, the Mon1:Ccz1 complex acts as Rab5 effector and
Rab7 GEF, paving the way for Rab cascade. Moreover, Mon1:Ccz1 also displaces
Rabex5 from endosome surface, potentially acting as a cut-out switch for Rabex5:Rab-
aptin5 positive feedback in Rab5 activation. Recently, Bulli/RMC1 was identified as
additional regulator of Mon1:Ccz1-mediated Rab5-Rab7 transition [Langemeyer et al.,
2020; Dehnen et al., 2020]. As the list of network components for the Rab5-Rab7
cascade grows, we can reconstitute the GTPase transition switch in vitro to fully under-
stand the proposed mechanisms and characterize the minimal functional network. To
achieve the full cascade in vitro, we would need to better understand the temporal and
spatial requirements of Rab5 and Rab7 activation. Plus, the early-to-late endosomal
transition is also defined by parallel PI3P accumulation through Vps34 – another Rab5
effector, which could be necessary to mimic or reconstitute as well. This is an extremely
ambitious task that would greatly advance our knowledge of input-output relationships
in Rab GTPase signaling circuits.
Summing up all potential future research directions, I encourage the eager reader
to consider taking the full advantage of our in vitro reconstitution technique presented
here. Only by re-building biochemical networks from bottom-up, we can better un-
derstand how these circuits function to interpret incoming signals and transmitting
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the message to downstream cascades. This inevitably closes the gap in mechanis-
tic knowledge between the small GTPase orchestration on molecular and system’s
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A.1 Amino acid sequences of purified protein compo-
nents
Displayed are protein sequences of polypeptide components which were used in in
vitro reconstitution assays after isolation and protease digestion of the purification pep-
tide (if applicable).
A.1.1 GDI
1 GADEEYDVIV LGTGLTECIL SGIMSVNGKK VLHMDRNPYY GGESSSITPL
51 EELYKRFDMA DGPPESMGRG RDWNVDLIPK FLMANGQLVK MLLYTEVTRY
101 LDFKVIEGSF VYKGGKIYKV PSTETEALAS NLMGMFEKRR FRKFLVFVAN
151 FDENDPKTFE GVDPMDTNMR DVYKKFDLGQ DVIDFTGHAL ALYRTDDYLD
201 QPCLETINRI KLYSESLARY GKSPYLYPLY GLGELPQGFA RLSAIYGGTY
251 MLNKSVDEIV MEKGTVVGVK SEGEVARCKQ LICDPSYVPD RVHKAGQVIR
301 VICILNHPIK NTNDANSCQI IIPQNQVNRK SDIYVCMISY AHNVAAQGKY
351 IAIVSTTVET AEPEKEIEPA LELLEPIEQK FMAISDLYES TEDGTESQIF
401 CSRSYDATTH FETTCNDIKD IYKRMTGTDF DFENMKRKQN DVFGEDEQ
A.1.2 His10-Ub
1 MKHHHHHHHH HHSAGLEVLF QGPQIFVKTL TGKTITLEVE PSDTIENVKA
51 KIQDKEGIPP DQQRLIFAGK QLEDGRTLSD YNIQKESTLH LVLRLRGG
192
A.1.3 PRA1
1 GGGGGAGKNG DDFSDVAEEG PGGILNKMFP KMITQTAAKD WINRRRAHIR
51 PWRNFVDQRR FSRPPNFGEL CKRMTRNVEH FQSNYIFIFL GLILYCIITS
101 PMLLIALAVF FGGCYIIYLR TLESKMVLFG RELSTANQYG LAGAVSFPFF
151 WLAGAGAAVF WVIGATLVVI GSHASFHEIE GEVEELQMEP V
A.1.4 Rab5
1 GGGGGANRGG ATRPNGPNAG NKICQFKLVL LGESAVGKSS LVLRFVKGQF
51 HEFQESTIGA AFLTQTVCLD DTTVKFEIWD TAGQERYHSL APMYYRGAQA
101 AIVVYDITNE ESFARAKNWV KELQRQASPN IVIALSGNKA DLSTKRAVDF
151 QEAQAYADDN SLLFMETSAK TSVNVNEIFM AIAKKLPKTE PQAGASNTIR
201 GRGVDLTETA QPTKSQCCSN
A.1.5 Rab5Q80L-His10
1 GGGGGANRGG ATRPNGPNAG NKICQFKLVL LGESAVGKSS LVLRFVKGQF
51 HEFQESTIGA AFLTQTVCLD DTTVKFEIWD TAGLERYHSL APMYYRGAQA
101 AIVVYDITNE ESFARAKNWV KELQRQASPN IVIALSGNKA DLSTKRAVDF
151 QEAQAYADDN SLLFMETSAK TSVNVNEIFM AIAKKLPKTE PQAGASNTIR
201 GRGVDLTETA QPTKSQHHHH HHHHHH
193
A.1.6 Rabaptin5
1 GAAEPGSVVQ PDATLQQRVQ ELERDNAEFL RTKQLLEQEF NQKRAKFKEL
51 YLSKEEDLKH QQAVIQVAQE EIVQLNIKLS QAQAEMENIK AVATVSENTK
101 QEAIDEVKKQ WQEEVASHQA IMKETVREYE LQFHHRLEQE RAQWGQYRES
151 VEREIAELRR RLSEGQQEEN LENDMKKAQE DAEKLRSVVM PMEKEIGTLK
201 EKLTEAEEKI KDLEASKMKE MNHYLEAEKS CRTDLEMYVA VLNTQKSVLQ
251 EDAEKLRKEL HEVCHLLEQE RQQHNQLKHT WQKANDQFLE SQRLMMQDMK
301 RMEAVLTTEQ LRQVEESKKK NQVEEQRTRK RKEKETVQKE EECRKVILEE
351 SLPNLKQEEL LNSSHSSIHS LDTDIMLHEG DSFNKQEDLF KDGLRRAQSS
401 DSLGASGPLQ TKTLGYNNKA KSAGNLDESD FGPLVGADSV SENFDTSSLG
451 SLHMPSGFML TKDQEKAIKA MTPEQEETAS LLSSVTQTLE CTYVPPSDYR
501 LVSETEWNLL QKEVQTAGNK LGRRCDMCSN YEKQLQVIQT QEAEIRDQVK
551 KLQTMLRQVN DQLEKTLKDK KDLEDYMKQN TEETSTQIST LTLRINQSET
601 LLADLQQAFH TGKRNIQDQM AVLMHSREQV SEELLRLQRD NESLQGKHSL
651 HVSLQQSEIF NLPETSEELQ NLVLKYREDI ISVRTATDHL EEKLKAEILF
701 LKEQIQAEQC QKENIEETLQ IEIENCKEEM ASTSSLQLEL DRIKAEREQL
751 EVSLQEKTQE LQNLQTLKDS LENQLKKETG SKASLEQLAF EEKNKAQRLQ
801 TELDVSEQVQ RDFVKLSQML QVQLERIRQT ESLETIRAIL NDTKLTDINQ
851 LPET
A.1.7 Rabex5
1 GGGGGSLKTE RRGIHVDQSE LLCKKGCGYY GNPAWQGFCS KCWREEYQKA
51 RQKQIQEDWE FAERLQREEE EAYASSQGAQ AGPQSLTFSK FEEKKSNEKT
101 RKVTTVKKFF TASSKSLPKK DIKEAKSPSP SLSRQFSLET DRVSKDFIEF
151 LKTYQKAGHD VYKLSKIFLE AMHHKRESNI DEQSEFTQDF YQNTADKLQM
201 YWKVSPDKVE KVMDQIERFI MTRLYKHVFC PETTDDEKKD LTVQKRIRAL
251 HWVTLQMLCV PVNEDIAEVS DMVVKAITDI IEMDSKRIPR DKLACITRCS
301 KHIFNAIKIT KNEPASADDF LPTLIYIVLK ANPPRLQSNI QYITRFCNPS
351 RLMTGEDGYY FTNLCCAVAF IEKLDGQSLN LSEEEFSRYM SGQASPKKQD
401 LENWPEDTCT GVKQMHRNLD LLTQLSKRQE HIVNGAKKLE KDLIDWTDEV
451 TKEVKDIVEK YPLNIKTASQ ALAALESENV EDDNLPPPLQ PQVYAG
194
A.1.8 Rabex5(D314A)
1 GGGGGSLKTE RRGIHVDQSE LLCKKGCGYY GNPAWQGFCS KCWREEYQKA
51 RQKQIQEDWE FAERLQREEE EAYASSQGAQ AGPQSLTFSK FEEKKSNEKT
101 RKVTTVKKFF TASSKSLPKK DIKEAKSPSP SLSRQFSLET DRVSKDFIEF
151 LKTYQKAGHD VYKLSKIFLE AMHHKRESNI DEQSEFTQDF YQNTADKLQM
201 YWKVSPDKVE KVMDQIERFI MTRLYKHVFC PETTDDEKKD LTVQKRIRAL
251 HWVTLQMLCV PVNEDIAEVS DMVVKAITDI IEMDSKRIPR DKLACITRCS
301 KHIFNAIKIT KNEPASADDF LPTLIYIVLK ANPPRLQSNI QYITRFCNPS
351 RLMTGEDGYY FTNLCCAVAF IEKLDGQSLN LSEEEFSRYM SGQASPKKQD
401 LENWPEDTCT GVKQMHRNLD LLTQLSKRQE HIVNGAKKLE KDLIDWTDEV
451 TKEVKDIVEK YPLNIKTASQ ALAALESENV EDDNLPPPLQ PQVYAG
A.1.9 RabGAP-5
1 GPSGSYTPSP GGPFSALTAS MWPQDILAKY TQKEQTVEQP EFRYDEFGFR
51 VDKEDGAEPN SSKLLGIPLT EDPQQRLRWQ AHLEFTHNHD VGDLTWDKID
101 VTLPHSDKLR SLVLAGIPHS MRPQLWMRLS GALQKKQNSE MTYKDIGRNS
151 SNDDTLAAKQ IEKDLLRTMP SNACFSNLQS VGVPRLRRVL RGLAWLFPDI
201 GYCQGTGMVA ACLLLFLEEE DAFWMMAAIV EDLVPVSYFN TTLVGVQTDQ
251 RVLRHLIVQY LPRLDKLLQE HDIELSLITL HWFLTAFASV VHIKLLLRIW
301 DFFFYQGSLV LFQTTLGMLK MKEEELIQSE NSASIFNTLS DIPSQIEEAD
351 VLLREAMLIS GTLTEVMIEA QRRKHLAYLI ADQGQLLNST AAVANLSKIM
401 RRQSQRRKSA ITTLLFGDDN FEALKSKNIK QTALVADLRE AILQVARHFQ
451 YTDPKNCSID LTPDYTMESH QRDHENYVSC SQSRRRRAKA LLDFERHDDD
501 ELGFRKNDII TIISQKDEHC WVGELNGLRG WFPAKFVDIL DERSKEYSVA
551 GDDSVTEGIT DLIRGTLSPS IKSIFEHGLK KPSLLGGPCH PWLFIEEAAS
601 REVERDFDSV YSRLVLCKTY RLDEDGKVLT PEELLYRGVQ SVNVSHDAAH
651 AQMDVKLRSL ISIGLNEQVL HLWLEVLCSS LPTVEKWYQP WSFLRSPGWV




1 GGGGGSLETD RVSKDFIEFL KTYQKAGHDV YKLSKIFLEA MHHKRESNID
51 EQSEFTQDFY QNTADKLQMY WKVSPDKVEK VMDQIERFIM TRLYKHVFCP
101 ETTDDEKKDL TVQKRIRALH WVTLQMLCVP VNEDIAEVSD MVVKAITDII
151 EMDSKRIPRD KLACITRCSK HIFNAIKITK NEPASADDFL PTLIYIVLKA
201 NPPRLQSNIQ YITRFCNPSR LMTGEDGYYF TNLCCAVAFI EKLDGQSLNL
251 SEEEFSRYMS GQASPKKQDL ENWPEDTCTG VKQMHRNLDL LTQLSKRQEH
301 IVNGAKKLEK DLIDWTDEVT KEVKDIVEKY PLNIKTASQA LAALESENVE
351 DDNLPPPLQP QVYAG
A.1.11 ∆RBDRabaptin5
1 GAAEPGSVVQ PDATLQQRVQ ELERDNAEFL RTKQLLEQEF NQKRAKFKEL
51 YLSKEEDLKH QQAVIQVAQE EIVQLNIKLS QAQAEMENIK AVATVSENTK
101 QEAIDEVKKQ WQEEVASHQA IMKETVREYE LQFHHRLEQE RAQWGQYRES
151 VEREIAELRR RLSEGQQEEN LENDMKKAQE DAEKLRSVVM PMEKEIGTLK
201 EKLTEAEEKI KDLEASKNQV EEQRTRKRKE KETVQKEEEC RKVILEESLP
251 NLKQEELLNS SHSSIHSLDT DIMLHEGDSF NKQEDLFKDG LRRAQSSDSL
301 GASGPLQTKT LGYNNKAKSA GNLDESDFGP LVGADSVSEN FDTSSLGSLH
351 MPSGFMLTKD QEKAIKAMTP EQEETASLLS SVTQTLECTY VPPSDYRLVS
401 ETEWNLLQKE VQTAGNKLGR RCDMCSNYEK QLQVIQTQEA EIRDQVKKLQ
451 TMLRQVNDQL EKTLKDKKDL EDYMKQNTEE TSTQISTLTL RINQSETLLA
501 DLQQAFHTGK RNIQDQMAVL MHSREQVSEE LLRLQRDNES LQGKHSLHVS
551 LQQSEIFNLP ETSEELQNLV LKYREDIISV RTATDHLEEK LKAEILFLKE
601 QIQAEQCQKE NIEETLQIEI ENCKEEMAST SSLQLELDRI KAEREQLEVS
651 LQEKTQELQN LQTLKDSLEN QLKKETGSKA SLEQLAFEEK NKAQRLQTEL
701 DVS
